Armstrong introduces

Years ago, master craftsmen made ceilings worth looking at.

Today, Armstrong makes ceilings worth looking at again.
Fall in love with our inlaid table. (After all, it's French.)

This is Chateau Provence—very French provincial, with that unmistakable "Thomasville look." And you can see why it's unmistakable. See how the bold grains have been selected for their beauty from the hearts of sturdy white oaks? See how meticulously the pieces have been fitted together in a parquet design for an interplay of light and shadow? See how the deep, rich carving acts as a foil for the dramatic top and the graceful curving legs? It's all part of "that Thomasville look." To see all the lovable pieces in our Country French "Chateau Provence" and many other collections, send $2.00 to Thomasville, Dept. HG 170, Thomasville, North Carolina 27360. For the name of the Thomasville dealer nearest you, call this special toll-free number: (800) 243-6000; in Connecticut, (800) 942-0655.
The Wamsutta sheet has met its match.

The Wamsutta towel.

There's more to this match than looks. There's something called "luxury"—the kind that made Wamsutta sheets a tradition. The kind that goes into Wamsutta towels. This is why our towels are so soft and absorbent. Why they add a touch of luxury to even the most "hurry up" bath. The Wamsutta towel: in styles that coordinate with Wamsutta sheets. And in styles that stand alone.

Wamsutta®
Heritage Towel Collection

SHOWN: "THE CLASSIC TOUCH™ SHEARED EMBROIDERED TOWEL WITH "THE CLASSIC TOUCH™ ULTRACALE® "NO-IRON" SHEET. WAMSUTTA MILLS (DIv. OF H. LOWENSTEIN & SONS, INC.). 1430 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10018. ALSO FROM WAMSUTTA, FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY: SUPERCALE®, ULTRACALE®, LUSTERCALÉ®, AND BABYCALE®. IN FINE STORES FOR THE FINEST HOMES.
Why don’t you become a professional Interior Decorator?

It’s a high-income field where a woman is in her glory. The demand for decorating services is at a peak, and opportunities are unlimited... even if you use only part of your time. You can train at home without interrupting your regular duties.

BY JANICE TRIMBLE

I don’t think there is another profession today that offers more pleasure or greater rewards to a woman than that of interior decorating. It is the ideal place to put your natural love of beauty to practical use. You can prepare for one of the many attractive positions available or decide to go into business for yourself. Do you enjoy doing your own decorating? Have you ever helped a friend solve a decorating problem? Then you have the makings for success as a professional decorator. Even if you’ve done no decorating, you may be one of many women with unsuspected talent in this direction—talent just waiting to be discovered.

You can now train for this work at home, in your spare time. No previous skills or experience are required for this training. What the LaSalle Course teaches you The LaSalle Course in Interior Decorating has been prepared by experts to give you complete and up-to-date preparation for this most exciting of modern careers. Lessons come to you by mail; they are as fascinating as the professional work itself. Much of the study material included is absolutely unique in a course of this kind. For instance, you get an attractive, simple-to-operate slide projector with color slides that show interiors as big as life on your wall. You also get professional sketching equipment, coloring materials, stencils that make it easy for you to draw room plans and furniture arrangements, and much more.

A tremendously expanded field It used to be that only wealthy people employed professional decorators. That’s no longer true. Increasingly large numbers of homemakers now rely on the services of decorators. They know that a decorator can provide beauty and individuality—and can often save them money, too.

Your work as a decorator is varied and interesting. It frequently takes you and your clients into plush showrooms and exclusive shops filled with treasures. You move in a world of fashion, creativity and ever-new challenge. Designing and furnishing even a single room can earn you hundreds of dollars; larger assignments can earn you much more. Many women do extremely well in just part-time work; their own homes often serve as showcases for prospective clients.

But decorators are busy in many areas besides homes. Their talents are employed in decorating hotel rooms, business offices, building lobbies, clubs and institutions. That’s why the profession has grown so enormously.

At each step, you are given practical assignments which are then carefully reviewed by your instructors and returned to you. You are coached with thoroughness for your work as a professional decorator.

The LaSalle Course in Interior Decorating is backed by more than half a century of leadership in the field of adult education. More than 1,000,000 people have trained for success through home study with LaSalle.

Mail coupon for free booklet If you are seriously interested in the new opportunities offered by a career in Interior Decorating—if you are prepared to devote a few hours of your spare time each week to conscientious study in order to achieve your goals—send for the free booklet offered in the coupon below. You may be surprised by the low cost of the course. LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

At each step, you are given practical assignments which are then carefully reviewed by your instructors and returned to you. You are coached with thoroughness for your work as a professional decorator.

The LaSalle Course in Interior Decorating is backed by more than half a century of leadership in the field of adult education. More than 1,000,000 people have trained for success through home study with LaSalle.

Mail coupon for free booklet If you are seriously interested in the new opportunities offered by a career in Interior Decorating—if you are prepared to devote a few hours of your spare time each week to conscientious study in order to achieve your goals—send for the free booklet offered in the coupon below. You may be surprised by the low cost of the course. LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

Please mail me your free illustrated booklet "Careers in Interior Decoration," describing the LaSalle home study course.

Name
Address
City & State
Zip No.
Occupation
Age
Working Hours... A.M. . P.M.

LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
417 S. Dearborn, Dept. 49-188, Chicago, Illinois 60605

Please mail me your free illustrated booklet "Careers in Interior Decoration," describing the LaSalle home study course.

Name
Address
City & State
Zip No.
Occupation
Age
Working Hours... A.M. . P.M.
Some carpets just aren't made for butterfingers.

"Butterfinger" is a term of endearment used to describe those among us whose fingers are not, in any meaningful sense, connected to their brain. They drop things.

And if anything small enough is dropped on our carpet, forget it. It's lost.

On the other hand, where a rich, thick carpet might be bad for fumbling fingers, it's not bad for the feet.

A Jorge's carpet made of Encron polyester by American Enka, is so thickly piled, rich, soft, warm, and plushy, it's scandalous. Which, by the way, is the name. Scandalous. And to make decorating a pleasure, it comes in a beautiful array of House & Garden colors.

All in all, because a Jorge's Scandalous carpet of Encron polyester is probably the plushiest around for the money, it's a pleasure to have, to look at, and to walk on.

But if you happen to be one of the lovable people whose fingers we referred to earlier, beware. You may be spending an immoderate amount of time on your hands and knees, searching for the escapee of the moment. It's like looking for a tie tack in a carpet.

Encron Polyester by


CONTACt JORGE'S CARPET MILLS, INC., 420 W. LAKE AVE., P.O. BOX 698, ROSSVILLE, GA. 30741. FOR STORE NEAREST YOU.
From the suave and subtle cuisine of Lombardy in the north...

to the spicy, pungent flavors of Sicily in the south

Enjoy this guide to true Italian cooking, for 10 days free

as a guest of Foods of the World

Mention Italian cooking to the average American and chances are he'll conjure up visions of steaming pizza pies and heaping platters of spaghetti. Actually, true Italian cooking is far more varied than pizza and pasta. In fact, it is probably one of the most varied and sophisticated cuisines in the world.

The tempting diversity of cooking alla Italiana is yours to enjoy in The Cooking of Italy—introd-uctive volume in FOODS OF THE WORLD, an exciting, beautifully-illustrated, cooking series by TIME-LIFE BOOKS.

From the region of Tuscany, you learn to cook bistecca alla fiorentina in the Florentine style... steak soaked for six hours in a marinade of olive oil and wine vinegar, with just the right herbs, then fast-broiled. From Sicily comes luscious cassata alla siciliana... pound cake layered with ricotta cheese, chocolate chips, cream, candied fruits, a dash of liqueur, and topped with chocolate-and-coffee-frosting. From Piedmont, you learn the secret of riso al limone... fluffy rice with fresh-grated parmigiano cheese and lemon juice added at just the right moment to insure perfection.

These are only a few of the culinary adventures in The Cooking of Italy. There are more than 100 recipes in all... from appetizers such as tangy caponata to desserts like the fabulous wine custard, zabai-Ione... from the hearty bollita misti (mixed boiled meats) to suppli al telefono (deep-fried rice-and-cheese balls).

Thanks to a unique series of full-color picture directions, you actually watch many of these celebrated dishes being prepared... see exactly how to proceed every step of the way... observe the special techniques that only native-born cooks could know and that recipes alone cannot show.

Besides marvelous recipes, The Cooking of Italy contains guides to the fantastic variety of Italian pasta and cheese, and to the world of fine Italian wines... plus more than 40,000 words of text on the food and eating customs of the country.

Learn from the world's top food experts

Three distinguished food experts collaborated with TIME-LIFE BOOKS on The Cooking of Italy: Waverley Root, authority on European grande cuisine; Luigi Carnacina, who managed Italy's restaurants at three world's fairs; and Michael Field, an outstanding cooking expert.

Try The Cooking of Italy for 10 days free. Then, if you wish, you may return it and owe nothing, or keep it for just $5.95 ($6.25 in Canada) plus shipping and handling. You'll then be entitled to receive another FOODS OF THE WORLD volume for free examination every two months, and to keep it, if you wish, at the same low price.

Detach the postage-paid reply card, fill out and mail it today—you do not commit yourself to buy a thing. If card is missing, write to TIME-LIFE BOOKS, Dept. 2301, Time & Life Building, Chicago, Ill. 60611.

FROM THE SUAVE AND SUBLIME CUISINE OF LOMBARDY IN THE NORTH... TO THE SPICY, PUNGENT FLAVORS OF SICILY IN THE SOUTH
Wake up your living room.

Creation from the land of Verdi, Caruso and Vivaldi! Magnificent reproduction in Finished Old Gold recaptures the rhythms of the Masters, graces the home with timeless beauty. One of many designed to wake up any wall in your home. For the list of nearby dealers and complete color catalog from the world's largest mirror manufacturer, send 50 cents to:

Carolina Mirror Corporation
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28669

How to turn your house on with lighting

BY WILLIAM BALDWIN

Light is, first and last, for seeing. It’s what you are trying to see that dictates the kind of lamp you buy and where you put it. For reading, for instance, the worst possible light is unfortunately the most common: a big, tall lamp with a translucent shade so the light shines right smack in your eyes. A reading lamp should be below eye level, with an opaque shade that confines the light to your book. And not too strong a light, please—that bright white page can create almost as uncomfortable a glare as the light itself.

In the dining room, the primary source of light should not be, as so many people assume, the chandelier. A chandelier is a beautiful thing, but people ruin it by putting in the brightest bulbs they can find. Then it becomes garish and distracting and very uncomfortable. Even the light reflected by the silver on the table can be a pinpoint in your eye. Ideally, the chandelier lights should be just bright enough to make the prisms sparkle. Most of the light to see by should come from soft spots in the ceiling with perhaps a few candles—again, below eye level—to give all the faces a glow.

One of the worst evenings I ever spent was in a dining room entirely lighted by spotlights focused on four or five paintings on the walls. It was terrifying to eat at that dim table with those ghastly luminous pictures staring down. What the
I noticed her art collection. But the light was too strong—the paintings looked like cheap, lighted glass. Lighting pictures is tricky anyway. One of the best ways is to wash a whole wall with a very soft light. Then you can rearrange the pictures without worrying about readjusting the lights. But the lighting must be extremely subtle. You should not even be aware that there is a light shining on the picture—until you turn it off.

In a hallway or on a staircase, the most logical place for light is where your feet are—on the floor. In one of the most attractive halls I know—walls of rough wood, floor of the same wood but whitened and polished—the light comes from a narrow cove just above the baseboard molding. You are led forward by the light, and you almost feel as if the floor is warm, actually carpeted with light. Most staircases are so dark they are just a hazard. If they’re lighted at all, it’s with a bulb at the top of the stairwell, forcing you to flounder up and down the stairs in an atmosphere as spooky as a haunted house. Why not light the steps along the sides, like that baseboard-lighted hallway? Or light each step by a light mounted on the underside of the tread above.

Lighting the living room is the most fun because the function of lamps is really to decorate the room with light. That doesn’t mean that you run out and buy the most ornate lamps you can find. Nor does it mean having your favorite teapot made into a lamp. The great value of a lamp is as a giver of light, not as an artistic medium. Now there is a wealth of beautiful, almost architecturally designed lamps to be found. I applaud them—glowing shapes in plexiglass, chrome columns that throw light at the ceiling, wonderful sculptures with lights in them. They are beautiful in themselves, yet they begin and end as a means of giving light.

To me, the epitome of decorating with light is in a château in France where all the furniture is arranged as if it were objects on a table. All through the large living room are little groupings of chairs and tables and flowers lighted by slim silver lamps with the smallest possible paper shades. The light is softly spotted, silhouetting a chair against a table, casting lovely shadows. At the end of the room is a fireplace where a fire is always burning—the most wonderful light of all.
We used a computer
to pull Pagliacci into Paducah.

RCA's new Computer Crafted Stereo Tuners are designed
to pull in hard-to-get FM stereo stations.

Pagliacci, The Artichoke Hearts, Madame Butterfly.
Sometimes they begin to sound alike when you're
trying to hear them on far-away FM stations.
They may be weak. Thin. And if you turn up the
volume, you might get annoying interference.
So RCA engineers developed improved tuners
that can pull in signals from distant stations with
less interference than before.

Tuners so sensitive they often can pull in FM
stereo stations even after they've been weakened
by those big, signal-blocking buildings.

Tuners that are designed to separate crammed-
together-on-the-dial stations.
And they did it with the aid of computers.

First, to design them. Then, on the production
line, more computers help in testing each part

before that part goes into the tuner.
If it doesn't measure up to the engineer's design
specifications, the computer lights up and rejects
the part.

No ands, ifs, buts, or excuses.

560 tests later—7 times as many as before the
computer—the entire tuner is tested for optimum
performance.
So the tuner you get not only pulls in stations
from farther away, but also separates them better
too. To bring you Pagliacci loud and clear.
Test-listen an RCA stereo with its Computer
Crafted Tuner at your RCA dealer.
Paducah will never be the same.

RCA
NOW...WORLD'S FIRST
LOW-COST IMPORTED FLAME GUN

Melts Ice Fast!...Burns Up Snow!

A fine buy at regular price—a give-away value at special super-sale price! You save $12! Never slip again—avoid dangerous falls—costly law suits! This quality jet-rod Flame Gun clears stairs, walks, driveways of even heaviest snow, thickest ice in seconds, frees "snowed in" cars. No heart-taxing shoveling—no bending. Easy, clean, one-hand operation from comfortable standing position. No cumbersome cords, no expensive batteries, no costly fuel!

SAFE...SIMPLE...COSTS MERE PENNIES PER USE!

In summer, kills weeds fast, sterilizes ground, gets rid of insect nests, keeps flagstone and cement walks clear, trims borders! Less than 2 pints of kerosene gives 30 minutes continuous use. Completely safe; weighs under 5 lbs; full instructions included. Order today—you will soon be paying $12 more! Next season, do your weeding without bending.

ONLY $17.98 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY
HOBI, Inc., Dept. G-1
7 Delaware Drive, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040
Please rush imported Flame Guns at special sale price of only $17.98 each plus $1.00 for postage and handling. If I am not absolutely delighted, I may return order for prompt refund, or full cancellation of charges any time within 10 days.

N.Y. residents, add sales tax.

☐ Check ☐ Money Order for $___ enclosed.
☐ Charge my Diners Club #___

(Name) (Address) (City, State, Zip)

January, 1970
COMPANIES THAT COOPERATED IN PLANNING, BUILDING AND EQUIPPING

THE 1970 HOUSE & GARDEN SUPER KITCHEN AND SUPER BATH

Super Kitchen
AMANA REFRIGERATION, INC. Refrigerator-freezer
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION Gas utility
ANDERSEN CORPORATION Sliding glass doors
ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY Flooring
CALORIC CORPORATION Gas range

DELTA FAUCET COMPANY Faucets
ELKAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY Stainless steel sink
FORMICA CORPORATION Plastic laminates
IN-SINK-ERATOR MANUFACTURING CO. Stainless steel disposer
THE MAYTAG COMPANY Dishwasher
NATIONAL INSTANT-HOT WATER DISPENSER—HOBART MFG. CO. Hot water dispenser
RONSON CORPORATION Food preparation center

Super Bath
AMERICAN OLEAN TILE COMPANY Ceramic tile—floors and walls
AMERICAN-STANDARD Plumbing fixtures
THE BORG-ERICKSON CORPORATION Bathroom scale
FABERGÉ Xanadu cosmetics
KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION Paper products
PPG INDUSTRIES Wall mirrors
PRIME ALUMINUM ENCLOSURES INC. Shower doors
SPRINGS MILLS INC. Towels and sheets
THERMASOL LTD. Steam bath
U.S. PLYWOOD Mirrored doors
& VICE VERSA Wallpaper and fabric

For more ideas on how you can incorporate the concept of a Super Bath or Super Kitchen into your own remodeling or rebuilding plans, we invite you to see the advertisements of the following companies participating in this issue.

Andersen Corporation
Aprilaire by Research Products Inc.
Armstrong Cork Company
California Redwood Association
Caloric Corporation
Corning Glass Works
Cotter & Company [Tru-Test Paints]
Delta Faucet Corporation
Eljer Plumbingware
Formica Corporation
Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Lindal Cedar Homes
Rolscreen Company
Samuel Cabot Inc.
Springs Mills Inc.
The Tappan Company
Thermasol Ltd.
Waste King Universal
Western Wood Products Association

For further details about other products featured in Super Kitchen and Super Bath, check the Shopping Information pages.
Cabinets make the kitchen.

Formica® makes cabinets practical.

This is the "wash and wear" kitchen, an environment of elegance that's truly practical. FORMICA® brand laminate surfaces on cabinets and countertops (even walls) resist scuffs, spills and washing after washing. Never need refinishing. Insist on durable FORMICA® laminate. For more information and full-color literature, write Formica Corporation, Dept. HG-71, Cincinnati, Ohio 45232.

Contemporary style cabinets in deep, rich Cortena Pecan, 421 bring the warmth of woodgrain to modern kitchens...durable.

Mediterranean style cabinets in Spanish Oak, 344 let you express yourself with elegance...practically.

Leadership by design

©1970 Formica Corporation

CYANAMID
Douching vs. Norforms
(Once you make the comparison, there's no comparison.)

9:04
You decide to douche to stop embarrassing feminine odor.

9:04
You decide to use Norforms® instead.

9:05
You collect all that douching equipment from its hiding place. (Remember, later you'll have to hide it all over again.)

9:05
You insert one tiny Norforms. (Wasn't that much easier than douching?) And Norforms are the germicidal suppositories that stop odor in a way no douche can.

9:06
Doctor-tested Norforms begin spreading a powerful germicidal film that stops odor where it starts—internally. Yet they are so gentle, you can use them whenever necessary. Just follow the easy directions.

9:06
You begin mixing and measuring. (Oops—you just spilled some.)

9:10
You begin douching. You know you'll feel clean, fresh, odor-free for hours with Norforms.

9:10
You're still douching.

9:20
You're still douching.

9:25
You're still douching...

Stops odor in a way no douche can—easier, too!

For women only! Free new 12-page booklet, “Answers to Questions Women Ask Most Often.” Send this coupon to: The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Dept. HG-01, Norwich, New York 13815.

Name
Street
City
State
Zip

Don't forget your zip code.

SOME NOTES ON

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

This Could Be

THE YEAR OF THE FACE INC.

Whenever the public eye—and it's a roving eye, always has been, always will be—settles on a certain portion of the female anatomy, that area flourishes. Women learn an infinity about it. Within recent memory, there has been the Age of Legs, of the Breast, of Lips—though all that was learned about lips in the thirties and forties was to smash on a huge blood-red mouth that wouldn't quit. But eventually it did quit, and the eye became magnetized by eyes, made a big thing of them and so, instead of lipstick, it was eye make-up that women wouldn't be caught on a desert island without. Then, of course, the Age of Hair mounted gradually, fountained up and overwhelmed the globe. Probably more has been learned about how to color hair, care for it, arrange it, adorn it, grow it, duplicate it during this period than in all the rest of history. Now finally the eye is wandering once more, and it seems that the face is going to be next. Not one little province of it—the eyes or the lips or the complexion—but the total conglomerate, The Face Incorporated.

Many signs point this way. Hair is going up and those concealing curtains may soon be brushed back to reveal the face as clear as day. There haven't been so many inventive creams and lotions, so many brilliant ideas for revving up the complexion, around in years. Even among the young there is a piling up of concern to hold on to the glory they have and by the not-so-young to recapture theirs (one expert who truly believes that any skin can be rehabilitated is booked solid for six months). Beginning here, a few of the developments that will be burgeoning in this Year of the Face. . . .

• Nothing stands still, everything has to change. So what's to happen on the face? Where to go? There are two areas of increasing interest: under the eyes, with much more lashes and wrapped-around eye shadow, and over the eyes, with color mounting to the brow—pale but surprising bands of color like the flags of all nations or three colors merged and muted to an iridescence.

• For impatient people who want and need immediate fresh complexion results, Kenneth's Under Make-up Lift is the reward for living right. When this pale apricot cream goes on over lines or all over the face, there's a gentle up—under the eyes, with much more lashes and wrapped-around eye shadow, and over the eyes, with color mounting to the brow—pale but surprising bands of color like the flags of all nations or three colors merged and muted to an iridescence.

• “I loathe anything powdery. Powdery places on the face always remind me of Dorothy Parker's sad Big Blonde.”

Continued on page 22
WHICH OF THESE BOOKS HAVE YOU PROMISED YOURSELF TO READ?

IN A SHORT EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP IN THE Book-of-the-Month Club

You simply agree to buy three additional Club Selections or Alternates within a year at special members' prices

A LIBRARY-BUILDING PLAN EVERY READING FAMILY SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

The EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP suggested here will not only prove, by your own actual experience, how effectually membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club can keep you from missing, through oversight or overbusyness, books you fully intend to read; it will also demonstrate another important advantage: Book-Dividends. Through this unique profit-sharing system members can regularly receive valuable library volumes—at a small fraction of their retail prices—simply by buying books they would buy anyway.

If you continue after this experimental membership, you will earn, for every Club Selection or Alternate you buy, a Book-Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon payment of a nominal sum, often only $1.00 or $1.50—somewhat more for unusually expensive volumes—entitles you to a Book-Dividend which you may choose from more than 100 fine library volumes available over the year. This is probably the most economical means ever devised for building up a well-rounded personal library. Since its inauguration, $480,000,000 worth of books (retail value) has been received by Club members through this unique plan.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, INC. • 280 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

JANUARY, 1970
Your home is truly your castle with a luxurious Thermasol steam bath.

Yours is the "royal family" when you add the glamour and prestige of a Thermasol steam bath. It's your own little private health spa on the spot. Right in your own tub or shower, with quick, easy installation. Takes up no extra bathroom space, but it sure adds to your entire family's well-being.

What could be more relaxing after a hectic day, or more stimulating when your whole system needs pep-ping up? So safe and simple, too. Just set the automatic timer and control your own degree of temperature. You'll enjoy a glorious sense of "letting go"... a luxurious glow of well-being and contentment... a cleansing of your whole body.

You and your youngsters sleep more restfully. And if muscles ache, a Thermasol steam bath helps limber them up. Then a quick shower condenses all the steam with absolutely no damage to your wall tiles or decor.

That's the warm, wonderful world of Thermasol. Make it part of your world. Add this crowning touch to your "castle" today.

Thermasol Ltd.
101 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

I'm interested in learning more about a luxurious Thermasol Steam Bath for my home. Please let me have full details.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ___________________ State ____ Zip __________

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 18

Speaking: Way Bandy, the new young make-up director of Charles of the Ritz Salons, who is overflowing with new thoughts. One of them, his special, ingenious way of using cotton and powder so that no more comes off on your skin than you could engrave on the head of a pin. Flexible, he can use his discretion to bring out the hidden potential in any face—or his training in the theatre for such sophisticated special effects as eyebrows to match eye shadow (even when that's mauve) or white-tipped lashes that seem to float on a sea of navy blue shadow. In New York, at 461 Park Avenue he passes along his secrets in a remarkable hour of instruction.

- Where has all the dark lid liner gone? As far as the eye can see, sunk without a trace.
- Why do so many eyes look younger and lighter? Probably because of the split-up in fake eyelashes. Everybody's feathering them out in bits—a little here a mite there—and using a lot more artfulness. They're already spaced out a dozen different ways in Max Factor's grab bag box of Lashlets.
- There's usually such a letdown from the wild, mythic eyes of High Fashion to the acceptable wearable eyes we all have to settle for. There should be some connection, some way of translating the wild to the only mildly wild. An impressionist painter—Lyle Roberts at Kenneth's—manages to find lots of them. Hung up on color but seeing it in the perspective of everyday, he's giving his clients soft impressionist eyelids now—a blend of mauves and pinks and silvers and yellows, all merged so they look like iridescence on a dove's feather.
- So what's the next interesting eye shadow color that hasn't been born yet? Maybe yellow all the way from faintest lemony sunshine to canary. On the continent they're enjoying a spicy Curry now.
- The gleam that's been around on lips and eyelids is beginning to power up for the whole face scene. It will glow on cheekbones, on the forehead where the sun strikes first, anywhere the newly aware eye finds it fun.
- "I love electricity." This thunderbolt falls absolutely naturally from the lips of Janet Sarlin, face-person extraordinary, scientist, inventor, optimist (she's the one who believes in the regenerated face). The treatments given are nonsuch. They involve tiny fingers of electricity for massage far more delicate than human hands, intensive periods of care and home follow-up with Miss Sarlin's own thoughty inventions. More about her later in this Year of the Face.
- Lips won't be getting any darker, but a new intensity of paleness gives them a definite thereness.
- Evelyn Marshall who's one of the most beloved skin-mavens around is a nut on cleanliness and clogged pores are her bête noire (her own Creme Wash made of a dozen rare oils has been more copied than the Mona Lisa but never duplicated). She has an explicit guideline for putting on night creams: Never on the eyelids—it can irritate those baby blues. Never on the forehead—no good can come of this since there's only bone to reach. Never on the nose. All counter-productive.
- Are the best things in life ever free? A make-up at Estée Lauder's Beauty Spa (located in twenty stores across the country) is free. If you like, you can call up ahead of time and make an appointment for it. No tipping, no catches. Sometimes you're just lucky.

Continued on page 28
A lot of things have changed since the 50s. For changes in ranges, see Caloric.

New Caloric® Ranges
give you every modern cooking convenience—plus self-cleaning!

Ranges have a way of slipping quietly out of date. How about yours? Isn't it time for a new Caloric gas Range? It's the one that turns everyday cooking to fun and makes exotic cooking a delight!

With an Ultra-Clean® broiler/oven, you can let yourself go completely. Because sizzle and spatter and dripping don't matter. Caloric's Ultra-Clean really is joyously, automatically, totally self-cleaning! Wherever cooking adventures lead you—whatever the condition of your broiler/oven when you've finished—just set a dial and move a latch. Your Caloric broiler/oven will get itself shiny-bright in less than 1 hour.

If yours is a double-decker model, the sides, bottom and back of the upper oven slide right out to be cleaned in the lower broiler/oven.

Cost per cleaning? Less than $5.

And wait'll you try Ultra-Ray®, Caloric's exclusive, patented infrared broiler that char-broils meats with deep-going radiant heat to tender, juicy perfection! Extra big capacity, too. And up to 30% faster roasting.

Let your Caloric dealer show you the range ideally suited to your needs—in olive, copper, gold or white—with the features you want.

Caloric Ranges have these great features:
- Elegant, modern styling. Plus Caloric built-in quality—where you can see it and where you can't.
- Exclusive, patented, waist-hi Ultra-Ray infrared broiler. No stooping.
- Tri-Set® no-guess top burner controls. Click, click, click—low, medium, high.
- Top burner surface at "lady-level" height.
- Keep-warm oven system. Holds food at serving temperature.

Many Caloric Range models have these:
- Ultra-Clean self-cleaning broiler/oven.
- Removable upper-oven panels for convenient cleaning in lower broiler/oven.
- Thermo-Set® burner-with-a-brain. Makes every cooking utensil automatic.
- Automatic meat probe. "Supervises" roasting for you. Roast is done just the way you want it, then it's kept serving hot till you're ready.
- Timed Cook & Keep-warm oven system. Cooks... then keeps foods serving-ready for hours. Thaws frozen foods. Heats up leftovers.
- Rotisserie. Speeds roasting. For example, you can roast a 20-pound turkey in just 4 hours.

When it's time to change, think: "Caloric Range!"
House & Garden has selected a Delta faucet for its 1970 Super Kitchen. Couldn't yours be a little more super, too?
For free, illustrated literature, write Delta Faucet Company, Greensburg, Ind. 47240.

DELTA FAUCET
A work of art made to be handled.
It's the new all-together pow of Springmaid. Printilism! A medley of pattern played against pattern, inspired by the print-mix sophistication of Art Deco: Fantasy and Mirage. In sheets, pillowcases, bedspreads, everything—right to the towel. To mix, to match or to do your own zing. Like this: a mix of famous Wondercale® percale sheets. Durable-press and no-iron. Blended of 50% Kodel® polyester, 50% combed cotton. With it, a fringed durable-press cotton bedspread and a dizzying dazzle of sheared-cotton towels. What a wonderful way to shake up a bedroom. Thank you, Miss Springmaid.

SPRINGMAID, 204 WEST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10018.
FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU, CALL ANY HOUR, ANY DAY AT NO TELEPHONE CHARGE: (800) 243-6000. IN CONNECTICUT, CALL: (800) 942-0655.
The Counter That Cooks.

Corning takes cooking out of the rut it's been in for over 100 years.

No coils, no burners, no grease traps. In fact, no crevices or ruts at all. Instead you cook on The Counter That Cooks.

A smooth, easy-to-clean PYROCERAM surface that brings you Counterspace Cooking. (Because it's sealed, grease and spillovers have no place to hide.)

Turned off, the entire Counter That Cooks is usable counterspace. When it's turned on, it's a cook-top.

Hidden just beneath the surface are four electric heating elements. Each cooking area is indicated by a handsome sunburst design.

When the heat is on, the sunburst glows yellow. (See it under the saucepan?) The others not in use stay cool and safe.

But the real proof is in the cooking. The Counter That Cooks comes with a complete set of PYROCERAM Cookmates which are flat and polished to provide perfect contact with the cooking surface. This means that on any of the four thermostatically controlled cooking areas, the heat is distributed so evenly you may never use a double boiler again.

Like any counter, a wipe with a damp cloth makes fast work of most spills and cooking spatters. (That's something to think about next time you try to clean your old-fashioned stove-top.)

And that's how The Counter That Cooks takes cooking out of its rut.

Corning promises that for one year from the date of purchase any deficiency which occurs will be corrected free of charge, including parts and labor. Free parts will be provided for an additional two years.

For additional information, contact Dept. 202, Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York 14830
Cooking
by CORNING
allan keith

Express yourself in the Mediterranean manner with Allan Keith's versatile wall shelf trio, crushed velvet sofa and unusual accessory collection. 300 other inspirations by Allan Keith at fine stores everywhere. Send one dollar for brochures: Box 120, 1933 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California 90007

THE AGE OF ASTROLOGY. It had to happen. A young psychiatrist, Dr. Joan Shalack, dedicated to the better understanding of self, decided to merge the idea of the energies of the planets and the kinetic power of perfume to arrive at a new kind of communication system. She has worked with perfumers for a year, with other psychiatrists, too, and they have invented one overall scent, Tototo, that sounds like that funny talk from outer space but means Total Zodiac as well as a perfume for each of the elements—fire, water, earth, and air—so that three signs of the zodiac are expressed in one perfume. For instance, Tavica, the earthy element's own fragrance is for the signs of Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn. All the perfumes have charm, are un­touch, and have a nice diplomatic quality. A quarter of an ounce is $32.50; a full ounce is $100, and they are at Henri Bendel's in New York.

THE ERA OF MAKE-BELIEVE. Does she or doesn't she? Is it or isn't it? Half the fun is not being sure. The Carolina Soap & Candlemakers have just invented a great little puzzler—Cake in the Oven house spray. Warm, delicious, enveloping, like the real thing, it makes people laugh out loud. Is it a white cake or chocolate? Was the imaginary dog that belonged to the Madwoman of Chaillot small and white or large and brown? Exactly. Cake in the Oven spray is $1.75. In New York at Nancy's Fancy, 900 First Avenue.

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES

POLLY BERGEN: From the Oil of the Turf line a new couple—The Facial Two: Deep Cleansing Foam (ribbon, silky, pale green) and Moisturizing Foam (creamy and pale pink). $8.50, Bonwit Teller; I. Magnin; The Boston Store, Milwaukee.

MAX FACTOR: Portable face powder brush. As easy to carry as a lipstick and a dual knell to the powder puff. $1.00.

CABOCHON Compacts—for Geminusse translucent powder, cases heaped with pearly or turquoise or coral stones. $12.50 at Altman's; Carson, Pirie Scott; J. L. Hudson.

EVELYN MARSHALL: Eye Traveller—an extraordinary feat of organization. In a white enamel case smaller than a pack of cigarettes, everything to make eyes with: Brush on Brows, Eye Liner, High Lights, shadow, three sable brushes each shaped in some thoughtful way. $10 at all Saks Fifth Avenue Stores; Henri Bendel, New York; Van Cleff, Oklahoma City; House of Allen, Los Angeles.


REVLO: Transparent Blushing Gel in four rouge-like colors and one no-shade for glossing the complexion. $5.00, Bonwit Teller, . . . Natural Wonder Natural Plexiglass Pales—transparent colors in seven subtle shades with such names as Peaches & Gleam, Lo-Cal Cola and Pinking Sheer, $1.50, Bloomingdale's . . . Natural Wonder Frosted Water Paints—three colors—such as blue sky blue, green, and silver—in a box, $3.00. . . . A chest of Ultima II skin care essentials for dry skin, $8.50, Lord & Taylor.
Jackson & Perkins Co.
World's Largest Rose Growers and Nurserymen
GIANT NEW GARDEN CATALOG
yours FREE!

Jackson & Perkins®
Parade of Award Winning Roses
Berries · Vegetables · Fruit Trees
Garden Accessories

ZENS OF GREAT GARDEN IDEAS in full color! They’re yours FREE when you fill in and mail the handy postage-paid card attached. You’ll be among the first to see new IRISH GOLD, 1970 Rose of the Year... one of the most uniquely shaped roses ever... with “star-shaped” lemon yellow blooms. AND you’ll see the ONLY All-America winner for 1970 – FIRST PRIZE. A huge pink rose which opens in a fabulous slow spiral to perfect blooms six inches across! PLUS elegant Tree Roses, Climbing Roses. Every color and kind imaginable. EVEN MORE! Miniature Fruit Trees, Garden Vegetables and Berries. Everything 100% Guaranteed to grow in your garden or be replaced, prepaid and free of charge. Send for your copy...

ABSOLUTELY FREE.

Jackson & Perkins Co.
34-A Rose Lane Medford, Oregon 97501
RUSH my copy of your 1970 Garden Catalog.

Name ________________________
Address ______________________
City ________________________ State ________ Zip ______

All J&P Roses have earned this Seal.
WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING

1. Cubed, unisex desk set designed by couturier Pierre Cardin consists of white ceramic stackables that hold little everythings from matches to make-up. Top is a mini-dominio game.

2. A zero object, existing just for its looks, is what Charles Perry calls his Perrygons. These plastic snap-apart-clamp-together hexahedrons are the Museum of Modern Art’s choice of a toy for all ages.

3. Double-hung windows set in new rattle proof plastic stripping tilt at a touch for indoor washing or snap out completely for easy painting.

4. “Magic Carpet” supplies enough electric power to operate TV, radio, lamps, small appliances when you poke a small pronged probe into it at any spot. Actually the low-voltage current is conducted by a new laminated underlay called ElectroComm System.

5. Cold-water coffee maker works overnight to brew instant liquid coffee that you can keep in refrigerator for weeks. From Abercrombie & Fitch.

6. Mirror-shiny stainless steel base of a glass-topped dining table by Transfections, Ltd. reflects its own reflections until table seems to disappear.

7. “Clouds” is the soft-sounding name of a 16-inch cut-out cube coffee table of mirror-polished chrome on steel.


9. “Rotating Square” by Paul Schulze is one of Steuben’s new “studies in crystal,” all modern sculptural forms.

Shopping information on page 112.
I am an architect.  
This is my home.  
I built it of redwood.

We asked 1000 architects to help you decide how to build. 3 out of 4 built their own homes of redwood. Is that any help?

Architect Charles H. Richter’s home, Baltimore, Md.
To introduce you to members

Take this $79.98 stereo phonograph...

Choose your first selection from these great albums!

Enjoy outstanding membership privileges like these!

- Choice of any record from any field of music—from 50 top labels!
- Member’s credit card allowing you to charge all your purchases!
- Free, full-color monthly magazine with articles and stories about top recording stars of today!
- Exclusive money-saving offers available only to Club members!
- Your right to examine all selections before you pay for them!
- A free record for every record you buy, after trial membership!

The Superb Longines Symphonette MARK II Stereo Phonograph...

YOURS AT THE AMAZING PRICE OF $14.98 with membership in Capitol Record Club

This extraordinary $79.98 stereo phonograph is truly a musical bargain of the decade! Superbly engineered Longines Symphonette, it is fully portable, AC operated, 2 detachable speaker units (2 permanent-magnet 4" speakers in all)...elegant wood-grain case...solid-state amplifiers...diamond stylus and ceramic cartridge...separate volume controls...plus 90-day unconditional warranty! You get all this for only $14.98 plus small shipping-handling charge! (Deluxe Model featuring automatic record changer—just $5 extra additional.)

Now Join America's Fastest Growing Record Club

Each month you’ll receive your free copy of KEYNOTES, Capitol Record Club's full-size, full-color magazine, describing the forthcoming selection in your favorite field of music plus an array of top records in other fields as well. More than 300 records to choose from each month, from more than 50 top labels. You also receive a member's special credit card allowing you to charge all your purchases, as well as exclusive money-saving offers available to members only! What better way to build that stereo collection you’ve always wanted and take advantage of the stereo phonograph bargain of the decade, at the same time! Choose your first Club selection now, fill in the order card and mail it today!
Capitol Record Club...

phonograph for just $14.98 if you agree to buy one record now and as few as 12 more during the next 12 months.

Select your first album from these and other top records on preceding page...

If order card is missing, fill in and mail this coupon.

Capitol Record Club - Stereo Phonograph Division
Thousand Oaks, California 91360

Please accept me as a member of Capitol Record Club. I've indicated my first record purchase, for which you will bill me $4.98 plus shipping. Please send my Deluxe Model Longines Symphonette Mark II Stereo Phonograph and bill me $95.98 plus small shipping-handling charge. I agree to buy 12 more records of my choice at the regular Club price during the next twelve months. All records will be shipped in stereo, also guaranteed playable on most mono phonographs.

All orders subject to acceptance at Club Headquarters.

IMPORTANT: The music I like best is:

[ ] Easy Listening [ ] Country Sound [ ] Classical
[ ] Popular Vocalists [ ] Movies & Shows [ ] Jazz [ ] New Sound

Mr.
[ ] Miss

Address

State

City

Telephone

Send me this selection of my first purchase: Write number below

EDXC EDXB
A Waste King dishwasher is a clean idea.

It's got what it takes to get egg off a fork, cheese off a plate, milk off a glass, or the oil-slick off a butter dish. Even when you're almost casual about how you load it. And you don't even have to pre-rinse dishes. Just scrape and load. A built-in Disposo-Drain eliminates tedious hand-rinsing. That's why a Waste King dishwasher is such a clean idea. If you're ready to buy your dishwasher, be sure and see a Waste King dealer. And see the Clean Idea one.

Quiet... just above a whisper.

3300 E. 50th Street, Los Angeles, California 90058
A subsidiary of Norris Industries.

WASTE KING UNIVERSAL

To introduce you to Cascade, America's #1 dishwasher detergent. Cascade provides full-size samples for each dishwasher and shares in the cost of this ad by agreement with Waste King.

Notes for the hostess

BY MARY MOON HEMINGWAY

Granted midwinter is not drear over all of the country, there is often a post-holiday letdown that begs to be lightened and brightened. No matter the climate, now is the time to give an elegant party, a formal dinner, an elaborate high tea. Now is the season to bring out fancy recipes. What better time to use a few orchids as a centerpiece, to fill a fireplace with light from candle globes (those fat wax-filled globes that come in dulcet colors and burn for hours), to pass cigars and brandy, to have an entertainer—pianist, guitar player, accordionist—and let everybody sing.

How often are you invited to a dinner party where fish is the main course? Not very. And more's the pity now that fresh fish is available all over the country all of the year. Even my husband, not a great fish aficionado, loves the Swedish fish dish we first enjoyed at the Faculty Club at the University of Lund. Basically, this is poached white fish—haddock does very well—handsomely set forth on a platter garnished with lemon slices and chopped parsley. Accompanying the fish are boats of melted butter, chopped hard-cooked eggs, grated raw horseradish. And you could, of course, include a mustard sauce. For vegetables, tiny boiled potatoes and wilted fresh spinach. In addition, I like thinly sliced cucumbers that have been marinated with sugar and vinegar. For dessert, something light: fresh pineapple chips, perhaps, or orange sections sprinkled with the grated zest of the fruit for zip.

Wintertime brings to my mind: glitter. Silver and crystal and sparkle wherever I can use it. Georg Jensen has brought over from Sweden some Bodaf glass delights—fat glass rings, mercury lined, and glass mushrooms, both mirrored and clear, that can be used lying flat or upended, in all kinds of silvery permutations. Wonderful alone, marvelous with flowers for a spectacular party table.

Have you thought:

Of setting out three punch bowls, suitably iced—one filled with Bloody Marys, one with daiquiris, and one with bull shots—as cheer for a large luncheon party instead of the complications of a bar? Surely everybody likes one of these drinks, and you'll have no bottlenecks.

Of serving cheese for company breakfast? Swiss, muenster, Gouda, whipped cream cheese—all are so satisfying with Swedish rye bread.

Of putting a few pretty glass canisters filled with nibbles in the guest room? For contents: nuts, raisins, tiny crackers.

Of the utter frivolity of filling glass bowls with a layer of blueberries and dollops of vanilla ice cream topped by cotton candy or homespun sugar?
You don't have to get a new home to get a great new room like this.

Add some rooms to your house. It's a lot cheaper than buying or building a new home. In fact, remodeling your present home is a good bargain, right now. Especially if you make liberal use of Western Wood. Western Wood lets you do anything you like. That's the beauty of it.

Whether you want a traditional master bedroom, a rustic family room, a contemporary living room, or even a whole wing for the children, Western Wood can do it with more charm and personality than any other material around.

(And it can match any decor. All it takes is a little stain, paint or finishing oil.)

Want some more great ideas to help plan your new rooms? Just send for our 16 page full-color Add-A-Room booklet. (If you'd like all five of the room plans as well, simply mark it on the coupon.)

Western Wood does it like nothing else can.

Western Wood Products Association
Dept. H&G-170 Yoe Building
Portland, Oregon 97204

Yes. Send me your 16 page full-color Add-A-Room booklet (15¢).
Yes. Send me the complete Add-A-Room Kit. Booklet and complete Plans (50¢ per kit).

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

Western Woods include knobby and clear grades of Douglas Fir, Ponderosa Pine, Western Red Cedar, Incense Cedar, Western Hemlock, Sitka Spruce, Western Larch, Lodgepole Pine, Idaho White Pine, and Sugar Pine.

One of a series presented by members of the American Wood Council.
Why settle for black-and-white when you can sleep in living color

Stevens® breaks the color barrier in blankets! Not the ordinary 4 or 5 colors. But ELEVEN luscious colors! So now—and at last—you can choose your HONEY-WEAVE THERMAL BLANKET in the very color that matches your decor. And the soft Creslan® acrylic matches your love of luxury. Cool in summer. Warm in winter. Because it's woven with insulated air spaces. Talahatchie blue, plum, raspberry, cornflower blue, white, rose pink, lemon ice, lime, orange blossom, federal gold, verdian green.


Creslan is a product of American Cyanamid Company, Wayne, New Jersey.

For the store nearest you call any hour, any day, at no telephone charge. (800) 243-1890. In Connecticut, call collect 325-4336.
Eljer offers the bath book.

The Eljer Plan

How to put more living room in your standard-size baths.

There's a bathroom for you in Eljer's idea and fact book.

At the heart of Eljer's bath book you'll discover a unique, new concept in bathroom planning— a concept that can show you and your builder how to plan more beauty and usefulness into your baths without increasing the size one inch.

It's a concept that was needed. Because, while bathroom functions have expanded, the size of the bathroom has not. In Eljer's bath book you'll examine, in detail, 10 bathrooms, in a spectrum of sizes, from a 4' x 4' powder room to a 14' x 17' luxury bath. Each starts with a practical size and budget and ends with results you'll envy.

Construction plans are free for the bathroom you choose. Or you can use Eljer's idea book to create your own bathroom design. It's full of information. Contains the latest in decorating, colors, accessories. Explains types of plumbing fixtures and plumbing and building terms. Provides advice on how to work with your builder, banker, and plumber. And you'll find ideas. Lots of them. You'll find that your one-dollar investment in the bath book buys you practically everything you'll ever need to know about the bath. Clip and mail the coupon.

Eljer
Dept. HG, Three Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

I am enclosing $1.00 (Check or Money Order only) for the best bath idea book ever.

Name __________________________
Address _________________________
City________ State____ Zip____

Eljer Plumbingware Division/Wallace-Murray Corporation
Just one nice thing after another.
Do you enjoy beautiful things? Indulge yourself in a visit to the Knapp & Tubbs' galleries. Here you'll find beauty in every nook and corner. The loveliest of furniture by American, English and European craftsmen. Documented antiques. And marvelous accessories. Just ask your interior designer or furniture dealer for your introduction. Then come and be inspired.

Knapp & Tubbs

NEW YORK: 926 THIRD AVENUE • LOS ANGELES: 8778 BEVERLY BLVD • CHICAGO: THE MERCHANDISE MART • SAN FRANCISCO: 701 SANSOME ST. • GRAND RAPIDS: EXHIBITORS BLDG. • CLEVELAND: 2120 SUPERIOR AVE.

Questions & answers

antiques

BY LOUISE ADE BOGER

Please tell me something about the origin of my epergne. The figurines are marked "sterling," and the initials "WMF" are on the base. A jeweler suggested that a dagger belongs in the hand of the figurine holding only part of a handle. C.G.—San Francisco, Calif.

The design of your etched glass and silver centerpiece suggests German or Austrian influence, the "sterling" mark on the figures indicate it was made in America. It dates around 1870-1890. We have been unable to identify the maker's mark. Your jeweler is correct—the figurine should hold a small dagger.

I've spent fifteen years searching for information about my singing bird watch holder. You pull the side lever and a bird pops up, spins around, flaps his wings, and sings. The watch is removable. The case has the number 800 on the underside. Can you tell me anything about it? J.E.K.—DeKalb, Ill.

Your decorative case with the singing bird and timepiece is German in origin, probably dating around the end of the nineteenth century. The metal is silver—the 800 indicates that out of 1000 parts, 800 are silver.

Enclosed is a picture of my delft platter and the markings on its back. Is it possible to give me any information about it? V.V.—Rumney, N. H.

The mark is that of the faience factory De Porceleyne Fles (The Porcelain Bottle) of Delft, founded in 1655 by Wouter van Eenhoorn and Quirinus Aldersz van Cleynoven. Although the oldest delft pottery in existence, it first used a bottle as its mark in 1795 when Johannes and Dirk Harlees became the owners. Your mark is a modern one, less than one-hundred years old. Continued on page 44.

HOUSE & GARDE
Georgia-Pacific introduces paneling with the aged look of the Old World. Warm. Charming as a British pub. Uncommonly beautiful with any mood: from Nordic cool to the sensuous splendor of old Spain. Cost? As little as $25 for an 8' x 12' wall. Old World paneling is available in Chateau" Oak and Pecan, and Riviera" Birch and Cedar. See it now at your G-P dealer. And bring the romance of the Old World to your home. Ole!
It's Spring in your home
ALL WINTER LONG

with the healthful comfort of ideal indoor humidity furnished by an

Aprilaire® HUMIDIFIER

YOUR FAMILY BENEFITS
from Spring-like humidified air. For Health—to help repel upper respiratory ailments aggravated by too-dry air. For Comfort—to feel warmer at lower temperatures. For Protection—of furnishings from damaging dryness.

THE ADVANTAGES
of an Aprilaire Humidifier are many.

Just Set The Dial
In Your Living Area
...and the out-of-sight Aprilaire Humidifier furnishes the proper indoor humidity—all winter long.

Ask Your Qualified Heating Contractor—There's a Model For Use With Every Heating System

FREE BOOKLET
Explains humidity—has questions to ask your dealer about any humidifier

RESEARCH PRODUCTS Corporation
Dept. T, Madison, Wisconsin 53701
Send me the Humidification Facts Booklet.

IN CANADA: Hicks-Baker, Ltd., Manitoba • Spall-Bowman, Ltd., Ontario

ANTIQUES
continued from page 42

I bought these figures at an antique shop in Los Angeles. I have had many inquiries about their age and origin. Can you help me?
M.M.C.—Santa Barbara, Calif.

Your grotesque figures are of Italian origin. They derived from the blackamoors that served as candlestands. Figures such as yours were popular about 1880-1900 and were found in entrance halls of private homes. The tray was used for calling cards.

I can find little information about this type of chair except in the encyclopedia and even that doesn't fully describe it. What can you tell me?
A.C.L.—Rockville, Md.

Your chair is a copy of a distinctive type of sixteenth-century Italian Renaissance folding chair of X shape called a Savonarola. It is probably of European origin, perhaps Italian, and dates from the late nineteenth or early twentieth century when this style was revived for libraries and entrance halls.

EMPIRE LAMPS

We bought this pair of oil lamps twenty years ago in Mountainburg, Ark. The photograph shows the component parts. Can you identify it further?
R.O.—Shreveport, La.

The chimneys and bases of your oil lamps are typically continental, most likely of French manufacture dating around the time of the Second French Empire, 1852-1870.
"Hippy" Hips?

Do "HIPPY" HIPS SPOIL THE SLEEK LINES OF YOUR FIGURE? Does it take a tight girdle to control the lines of your waistline, tummy and thighs? The space age fashions of the 70's don't make allowances for these areas. No need for you to, either. Not when you can reduce the size of your hips, waistline, tummy and thighs with Relax-A-cizor!

Here's how it works!

Many women lack good muscle tone because they don't get enough exercise. Relax-A-cizor gives effortless, concentrated exercise to such figure areas as hips, waistline, abdomen and thighs. Regular use causes these areas to reduce in size measurably to the extent these muscles lack tone because of insufficient exercise. And the less the muscle tone the greater the degree of size reduction.

- Not Weight loss! Relax-A-cizor is different. Relax-A-cizor's effortless exercise tones and firms your natural girdle of muscles. Does it while you REST or read . . . at home! For men, too! Relax-A-cizor is great for reducing the size of his waistline and abdomen.

- FREE! Find out what Relax-A-cizor can do for YOU! Send coupon today for your free copy of "Your Figure" by Burton Skiles. No cost. No obligation.

PRINCIPAL OFFICES: NEW YORK, NEW YORK, 575 Madison Avenue, 688-4690 / CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, 29 East Madison Street, ST 2-5680 / LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, 980 No. La Cienega Boulevard, OL 5-8000/Representatives in cities nationwide!

Relax-A-cizor, available in Canada, Mexico City, Hong Kong, Manila, Singapore

FREE!

Relax-A-cizor, Dept. 20-662
980 No. La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90054

Please rush me full, free information on how to reduce size of hips, waistline, abdomen and thighs. No cost. No obligation.

☐ MRS. ☐ MISS ☐ MR.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
ZIP PHONE
☐ I am under 18. ☐ I am over 18.
20-662 001

JANUARY, 1970

Federation Free!
COLD or FLU?

Do what doctors say to do:
1. Rest.
2. Drink fluids.
3. Take aspirin for the aches and fever. You see, doctors know aspirin is the best pain reliever and the best fever fighter there is to help you through a cold or the flu. And what's the best aspirin you can buy? You know it's Bayer. Because Bayer is the only leading advertised pain reliever that makes all its own aspirin. With care and half a century of experience no one else can match. And Bayer is the only one of these pain relievers that’s 100 percent aspirin. No wonder Bayer works wonders.

LIVING WITH ART

How to collect primitive art

BY NANCY R. PIENE

Ever since I was a child, when I used to watch my father put together a small yet choice group of wood masks, shields, cult figures, ceremonial stools, and ceramics from African, Oceanian, and pre-Columbian cultures, it has seemed to me that collectors of primitive art are a uniquely enthusiastic breed. The gallery owners and private dealers who find and sell primitive sculpture and the museum curators who document and exhibit it are an obsessed lot, too. So much so, in fact, that unlike connoisseurs in many branches of art, they are democratic. If you do your homework, you are welcome into the club even if you have nothing or a few hundreds rather than thousands to spend.

One thing is sure: compared to modern and contemporary art, primitive art remains, despite recent rises, a bargain. Individual prices depend so much on quality, condition, rarity, and what may just have come on the market because an old collection was sold, that it is difficult to generalize. The range may be from $75 for a small, undistinguished carved hook from the Sepik River region in New Guinea to $50,000 for one of the six existing life-size, bead-encrusted royal figures of the Fan of Bekom, in the Cameroons. But works of excellent quality and considerable size can be obtained in the $1,000 to $5,000 range.

It is quite reasonable to begin by walking into a gallery and saying, “Look, my budget is $400 for something good. What’s available?” The enthusiasm—usually genuine—of a dealer may lead one to spend $800, but it can nearly always be paid in installments. Then as you build up a collection, perhaps specializing in the art of one tribe or region, it is more challenging to determine for yourself what is good.

In recent years, since primitive art has been recognized not only for its dramatic force but for its extraordinary quality and subtlety, there has been considerable squabbling among experts about the validity of the term “primitive.” Yet the misnomer hangs on. Usually it means the traditional art of primitive peoples before the time of continuous contact with Europeans.
The three major areas of primitive art are: Africa—chiefly the western half of black or sub-Saharan Africa; Oceania—for example, New Guinea and the islands of Melanesia and Polynesia; and North America—particularly the habitats of the Northwest Coast Indians and the Eskimo of Northern Alaska.

Usually pre-Columbian, the art produced in Mexico, Central America, and Peru before the voyages of Columbus, is categorized and collected with primitive art, too. But scholars also squabble about this. The highly sophisticated civilization of the Mayans, whose elaborately inscribed architecture rivals Egyptian accomplishments, can hardly be called primitive. Collected originally by eighteenth-century navigators and stored for decades in ethnological museums, primitive artifacts emerged as art thanks largely to Gauguin, then Kirchner, Picasso, Brancusi, and other pioneer modern artists who were fascinated by the nonnaturalistic forms. In the U.S. the status of primitive art was given a final leg up in 1957, when Governor Rockefeller founded New York’s Museum of Primitive Art at 15 West Fifty-fourth Street. Space is limited there, so in 1975 the Museum will be transferred to a new building at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Last summer’s exhibition at the Met, “Art of Oceania, Africa, and the Americas from the Museum of Primitive Art,” comprised of 1,000 pieces from the Governor’s collection, was a foretaste of the transfer. The heavily illustrated catalogue of that show is a good survey for beginning collectors.

Another excellent illustrated primer for beginners is a paperback, Primitive Art: Its Traditions and Styles by Paul Wengert (Meridian Books, $3.45). In addition to sorting out the characteristics of the art of major regions in relation to the social customs that inspired the works, this book contains a useful list of further reading.

Douglas Newton, Curator of the Museum of Primitive Art, advises beginners not only to read but also to look at originals as often as possible. In New York, in addition to the changing temporary shows at the Primitive, the best places to look are the Brooklyn Museum (particularly for African sculpture), the Museum of Natural History (for its large group of Northwest Coast Indian objects), and the Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation.

Other important collections around the country include the vast Melanesian, Polynesian, and African holdings at the Chicago Art Institute, the Peabody Museum at Harvard, the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, which has great stores of American Indian material, the University of Pennsylvania Museum in Philadelphia, the Lowe Museum of Anthropology.

Continued on page 111
Dramatic changes in our world have affected manners. There is more equality between men and women, more traveling, moving, interest in other religions and customs, variety in available foods. There are more people. Money is more evenly distributed. There is less space and privacy, less service.

As a result, woman’s role today is more complicated and demanding than ever before. She needs a guide that is really modern and worthy of her, that can give her direction, acceptance, and—finally—distinction in whatever she undertakes as a wife, mother, career woman, hostess, cook, fund-raiser, tastemaker...and on...and on.

This brand new, entirely revised edition of Vogue’s Book of Etiquette and Good Manners concentrates on the attitudes and social procedures that have authentic value today, recognizing that to be worthwhile, manners must be useful and up-to-date. It is definitive and democratic. It carries the prestige, dependability, and foresightedness of a magazine that has been the recognized authority on taste for the last 75 years.

Here is a guide you can rely on in the midst of change. It champions new manners and forms when new ones are more useful, and explains in detail those traditional procedures that are still valid and enduring. You will need this book on a thousand occasions...whether you’re entertaining for two or two hundred...arranging a wedding or giving a surprise party...serving sangria or burgundy...moving or traveling...living alone or sharing an apartment...meeting a blind person or helping a cripple...writing to your son’s brand-new fiancée or your senator...speaking in public...furnishing a house...raising money for a cause...introducing a celebrity...applying for a job...using an expense account...borrowing from a friend...facing an emergency...accepting a formal invitation...eating a lobster.

Timely subjects such as money...religious ceremonies ranging from Bar Mitzvahs to ordinations...large family dinners...swimming pool ownership...group debuts...baby-sitters...a divorced couple’s behavior...involve their own courtesies and procedures, which are fully explained. Nothing is too elementary, too difficult, or too sophisticated to be discussed.

What a welcome, suitable present to others as well as yourself! To mothers planning weddings or running houses and raising children; to anyone—a bride, a divorcée, a girl on her own—facing a new way of life; to all people who love to be hosts or guests; to various organizations and institutions.

Order today and decide for yourself! The proof is in the pages. If you are not completely satisfied, simply return the book within ten days and your money will be refunded in full.
Would you rather clean a messy oven—or bake a beautiful cake?

Now you can do both at the same time. With a Tappan Continuous Clean gas range. It has a new kind of oven that cleans itself every time you bake or broil.

Magic? No, science. We coated the interior with a special catalytic material that makes spills and spatters disappear at normal baking temperatures. Your oven never has a chance to get dirty.

Remember all the scraping and scouring you used to do? Your cooking doesn't stick in a Tappan, so you can stick to your cooking.

To top it off, you get a Gallery warming shelf. This hot idea keeps food at perfect serving temperature for slowpokes and seconds. And lets you serve on warm plates, like they do in all fine restaurants.

Ask your Tappan dealer about this great new range. It's a major bake-through.
Before you build, buy or remodel, send for this helpful book. See how to eliminate storm window and screen chores... what windows best suit the design of your home... and why PELLA WOOD WINDOWS protect best against winter cold and summer heat. Available in Canada. Send for your FREE copy today. This coupon answered within 24 hours. ROLSCREEN CO. Dept. WC-1. Pella, Iowa 50219

YES, send me your FREE book. I plan to build □, remodel □.

Name
Address
City & State Zip

FREE! 24 Page WINDOW IDEAS

It takes a special breed of tree to make a Wurlitzer key.
The precision and ageless durability of Sugar Pine keys...that's one reason more people buy Wurlitzer pianos than any other.

Wurlitzer means Music to millions®

DeKalb, Illinois 60115

Notes of a happy housekeeper

BY MARY ELIZABETH FALTER

This is the season for candles, and I do love their warmth and friendliness. But none of the candles I buy ever seem to fit my candlesticks and candelabra. Some have holders too small to receive the candle (for this problem, I shave the base with a rotary potato peeler), and others are too big to hold the candle securely. I used to wrap the ends in messy strips of folded paper, but now I have a better device. At our local Candle Shop I found some candle adapters that are worth many times the twenty-five cents a box costs. These little cups of finely pleated foil about an inch deep fit over the end of a too-small candle and make it fit the holder. There is also a special adhesive that will anchor the candle to the base or can be used to stick a fat decorative candle to a saucer or plaque. Candle Shops, I've discovered, tend to be full of goodies, and they seem to be springing up all over the country.

I've just about decided that the only way to keep the refrigerator organized is to make permanent resting places inside for all the containers that are in constant use. I found a new tall one designed especially for celery and green onions and a smaller one for delicatessen dill pickles (both Freezettes made by Republic Molding Corporation). They're made of heavy, dishwasher proof plastic and match the pint- and quart-size boxes I use for leftovers. I keep them in action most of the time, but when they're empty I just wash them and put them right back in their places in the refrigerator—no hunting through the cupboard to find them or juggling things around in the refrigerator to make space for them.

Now that the panic over getting Christmas presents on their way has abated, I must call Emery Air Freight to pick up the extra clothes Mother has decided she needs in Florida. We've been using Emery for just about all our shipping during the past year—Christmas included—and with excellent results. Not only do they come to the door to pick up the shipment, they deliver to the door, and in most cases, the very next day. Emery claims to deliver anywhere in the world as fast as planes can fly, with no bogging down during the holidays. The cost is nominal if you bear in mind the great convenience, also that the bigger the shipment, the lower the proportionate cost. We even used Emery to ship our vacation luggage because we wanted to drive the little sports car instead of the station wagon. If you can't find Emery Air Freight listed in your telephone directory, chances are the main air carrier in your area will accept freight for them, since they have affiliations all over the world.
Build your home around cotton.

SIMMONS hides a bed under a regal fabric: cotton velvet. Long wearing and practical despite its posh elegance. Adding rich color to any décor. Look for this sofa-bed in brass as shown and many other interesting colors. At distinguished stores across the country.

Cotton Producers Institute, Box 12253, Memphis, Tennessee 38112.
TEN YEARS AGO WE INTRODUCED THESE POTS IN RED, YELLOW AND BLUE. WE'VE JUST CHANGED THE COLORS TO RED! YELLOW! AND BLUE!

For ten years we've looked for ways to improve our famous pots. And all we could find to change was the colors. Only the pots have remained the same. There's not a curve or an edge we could change and in good conscience call an improvement. We seem to be stuck with a classic.

More classics (more than seem likely) can be found in Dansk's latest catalog of 498 things for the tabletop. For your copy send 10¢ to Dansk Designs Ltd., Dept. S, Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549.

DANSK DESIGNS LTD.
January, 1970. A new year, a fresh decade, bringing with it commemorative events and new concepts that will affect your living in the house and the garden.

Japan's Expo '70, opening March 15 with a panorama of diverse, avant-garde architecture and cultural exhibits—all connected, happily, by a foot-saving conveyor belt. In charge is Japan's leading architect, innovative Kenzo Tange. One highlight: the African village pavilion of umbrella-shaped tree forms unadorned with artificial leaves.

Embrandt's most significant works—sixty-nine of them—plus paintings and drawings by twenty of his followers have been gathered together by the Art Institute of Chicago in commemoration of the 300th anniversary of the painter's death. You may see them at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts through February 1, then at the Detroit Institute of Arts through April 5.

your personal environment will be more and more under your control in the seventies. Ready you can clean it, scent it, regulate its temperature and humidity, reduce its more unattractive aspects. For instance...

portable air cleaner that says happily, unobtrusively, 'Hi. Smokeeter,' a plug-in, television-size friend, whisks air clean impurities. Models from $110 to $400 take care of a room or whole house. By Regal, Inc., 10 Race Street, Philadelphia.

An air scenter a foot long that renders your air absolutely perfumy. "Scentrol," a new electrically operated device from Honeywell, can be incorporated in a central system or mounted on the wall, contains a fan that distributes a chemical counter-actant to kill odor particles before they can annoy. With mint, orange blossom, floral bouquet, or mountain air scents, it costs $49.95 plus installation.

Acoustical perfume—the pleasant sound that drowns out unpleasant noise—now comes on a record called "Environments." On one side, the soothing roar of "The Psychologically Ultimate Seashore," on the other, the lulling twitter of "The Optimum Aviary," both playable at any speed. By Syntonic Research, $5.95 at your local record shop.

A sociable thermostat that can go wherever you go about the house because it's wireless. "SpaceTemp 100" is as big as your hand, makes you comfortable by sending electronic signals to a receiver attached to your furnace. About $90, by Kimco Labs, 5721 Eighteenth Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Putting down trash is the specialty of the Trash Masher, an electric compression device small enough to fit under a kitchen counter. In four minutes, it reduces the contents of four garbage cans to one, sprays them with an odor preventative. About $230, by Whirlpool, 460 West Thirty-Fourth Street, New York.

The calliroscope picture—a new union of art and technology. Brainchild of Paul Matisse, grandson of the famous painter, the calliroscope picture, framed and matted, resembles a painting, contains a pearly, crystalline liquid that transforms heat and movement into constantly changing patterns of light and shadow. In a choice of six colors, a 3-by-5-inch pocket viewer goes for $15, the stand for $10; a new 5-by-7-inch model will cost $50. At Brennato's stores across the country.

Pour it as you like it, the newest seamless flooring. You can have just about any color you want and a wide choice of marbleized or confetti designs. The prices are about the same as for good vinyl flooring, and the name is Desert Marble, by Research Labs, 2145 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, Calif.

Tabletops...an idea so fresh it comes from Quadrille, a small showroom in a brownstone at 720 East Fifty-first Street, New York. Off-beat color combinations, including almost sublime white-on-white and black-on-black, and unexpected design coordinates are what make Quadrille's creations special.
DECORATING IDEAS to make the most of your house

As one interior designer has put it so aptly, today everything “up tight” is literally out of sight—that is to say, fading fast from the scene. In sight is the relaxed, less rigid look in decorating, the no-holds-barred attitude toward mixing contemporary with traditional. Now you can try anything. Experiment with opposites: soft leathers with hard shiny metals, nubby textures with velvety surfaces, blaring colors with barely-there colors. Try using light to create a dark, rich room. Or compose a room like a painting. You’ll find these ideas and many more in the rooms full of decorating looks we love on the next seven pages. With all this new freedom of thought and the enormous wealth of things to carry it out comes the pleasant obligation of thinking for yourself. For you who are ready for a change, who want to make a personal statement, we have just two words: read on!

Living with the things you love... the flavor of an English country house in a New York brownstone... all put together by a collecting designer, Mario Buatta, in the sitting room in which he receives his clients. An eighteenth-century blue-and-white porcelain collection on shelves makes a pattern on glazed yellow walls. One-of-a-kind antiques mix happily with porcelain; bumpy cotton with striped sateen, glazed chintz, velvet. Together, the elements—put together by a man with his own idea of assembling furniture and objects—make a very personal statement.

Glazed yellow walls
The English country look
Porcelain hung as art
Dark, dark floors
Straw basketry
Laquer
Potted flowers
Tabletop still life.
Decorating with light
The dark, rich room
Light sculptures
Banquettes
Conversation square
Magenta with red
Crystal collection

Above: A dark, rich room that invites ease and pleasure, an environment that transcends tradition reveals this bright concept: decorating with light. Lamps, strategically placed in the dark, play on kinetic light sculptures; terra-cotta-lacquered tables connect magenta-covered banquettes to form an accommodating square. On tabletops, chunky collections of crystal shapes gleam like stalagmites in a cavern. By interior designer Barbara D'Arcy, at Bloomingdale's.

Opposite page: Silver, wrapping up a room like a shiny, new space-age present. Inside, interior designer Dennis Brockman has placed oversize furniture here and there like sculpture, covered in the natural suedes and velours, soft against more of silver's harder relatives: a chrome-and-leather chair by Marcel Breuer, plexiglass table-stools, a white sculpture of a table. All against brown carpeting.
The David Hicks look
The all-white bedroom
The big, beautiful bed
Tiled bedroom floor

The signature of interior designer David Hicks, muted for serenity's sake in a white bedroom that lets the big, beautiful bed predominate, permits the opposing textures of whipped-cream-rich embossed cotton and icy-white glazed tile floor.

Right: The same designer's feeling for graphics, strong and fully awake in the living area, shows in the use of bold geometric fabrics. Giving them full play, the neutral sensuality of brown tones in fur rugs and cork walls, in buttery leather-and-chrome chairs shaped in squasy squares. Over the fireplace—whose blue stone frame intrudes as a sudden, pleasing shock—hangs an oil by English artist John Rudge.

Beautiful browns
Fur rugs
Cork walls
Buttery leathers
Graphics
Geometries
The patterned ceiling
Antiques with graphics
Two dining tables
Rich, gleaming woods
Charcoal gray and white

The overscaled, patterned ceiling brings drama to a large space and provides the exhilarating contrast of antiques in a graphic modern setting. Like chessmen carefully placed on a giant board: French Provincial cane dining chairs with brown alligator seats; two separate dining tables; a stone sculpture from Central America; a wallful of Goya bullfight engravings. Little else was needed in this large dining room in the apartment of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ruttenberg to set off the strong checkerboard of charcoal gray and white wood over walls and ceiling—footnoted by a highly waxed, dark parquet floor.

A few bold brush strokes of color in an almost achromatic setting can create a room with the clarity of a modern painting. In designer Yann Weymouth's New York living room, the composition is straightforward and linear: massive, puffy banquets and sofas enclosed in shiny white-lacquered frames. Slashed against the white background—the snap of blue corduroy covers, the sun yellow of curtains. Tall greens are reminders of the outdoors. Painting, Helen Frankenthaler.

A room like a painting
Massive furniture
Lacquer-framed sofas
The feeling of outdoors
How architect and owner create
THE PERSONAL HOUSE

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cooper, the young parents of four daughters, are avid travelers, but their adventurous summer house on Cape Cod (pages 66-67) is constantly drawing them home. Says Mrs. Cooper: “Now that the girls are all in their teens, we wanted them to have a house that was fun. We like to move.

The architectural team of Gwathmey and Henderson, whose houses have won several architectural awards, explain their thinking in designing the Coopers’ house: “Principally, our idea was to make the very most of the incredible site—a rounded promontory jutting out into the bay. You’re

A sculptress herself, Mrs. June Foster Hass worked so closely with her architect that her house of curved walls and pointed arches overlooking the Pacific (pages 68-69) actually assumed the nature of sculpture. “I didn’t want a house of sticks that would rattle in the wind,” she says. “I wanted

The slow process of building on a precipitous site induced architect Mark Mills to design Mrs. Hass’s house for Gunite construction rather than stones and mortar. “With labor costs as they are,” he explains, “you can’t have men piling up stone and fussing with rounded corners. The basic design of the house

Today, houses are self-conscious.
ARCHITECT PETER WINKELSTEIN, of the firm of Marquis and Stoller, who was in charge of building and planning this house, explains that the family wanted it to look as unpretentious as possible. "It's their style to underplay and moderate," he says, "and the other houses on the block were small. Our only dispute was about placing the windows. They felt the view demanded total exposure. Our point was that if the view were wall-to-wall, it would soon seem commonplace. Now they're glad that the windows each frame a different vista. At some time during the day, direct sunlight comes into every room. Yet when the estimates started to come in, the rolling skylight in the roof of the courtyard was almost vetoed. The extra ventilation it supplies is helpful in keeping the very sunny house from getting too hot. The court is a natural sound amplifier—the family always has music playing and it is carried everywhere."

ARCHITECT WILLIAM TURNBULL, JR., of MLTW/Moore, Turnbull, outlines the design strategy: "The site was very steep, very small, triangular piece of land. With setback restrictions and other requirements there wasn't much land left for a house. To take advantage of the views of woodland canyons with Monterey Bay in the distance, we had to build up instead of building out horizontally. Then we had to put this height to good use inside the house by designing varied window openings at varied levels. Everything was done to expand the modest interior space visually. Apertures in interior walls lead the eye from area to area. All-white walls and a mirrored wall in the hall also make the rooms seem twice as grand. Large windows, slits of glass, and skylights (they roof the stair hall) add outdoor space to increase the illusion. The living room seems sky-high."

ARCHITECT I. W. COLBURN, who designed the glass pavilion, explains how the site inspired him: "It is my feeling that a pine grove is peculiarly characteristic of New England, extreme in light and shadow, and the most formal expression nature has produced. The house should be formal, too, yet be open to the pines' various moods. To my way of thinking, structure should always be expressed in strict geometric patterns. But to make a house significant, after you solve its function and economics, you get on with an expression of atmosphere—the character and personality of the owner. In this case, the family had a large collection of family treasures, which I felt should be housed in a timeless way. So the house is an effort to combine formal large-scale structure with the more intimate character of cherished family possessions."
Sheathed in cedar that creates a ruggedly casual air indoors and bleaches more silvery outdoors with each season, the Kenneth Coopers' summer house on Cape Cod is almost as much glass as wood, as much circle as square. The architects, Charles Gwathmey and Richard Henderson, achieved living spaces of great style and excitement by basing their design on the cylinder and the cube. At the back of the house, two curved sections face the ocean: on one side, the dining room topped by the master bedroom deck and on the other, a half-round extension of the main deck. Top left: At the entrance, a silo shape by the bridge contains a three-story spiral staircase. Center left: Two-story living room has glass wall facing sea. Left: Dining room's curved window is at eye level of seated diners.
2. **Live-in Sculpture**
For her house/studio that perches on a wild and windy ledge on the Pacific at Carmel, Calif., artist June Foster Hass had so many—and often contradictory—requirements that its shape became a free-form sculpture. She asked for a snug stone fortress on a wood budget. She asked for lots of light. She wanted to look up at sunset skies, out to the crashing surf, and down to tidal pools. Architect Mark Mills shaped her a sculpture the size of a house. He provided light and views with glass bays and skylights. He achieved a structure with the sense and strength of stone but without its cost by spraying a 3-inch shell of Gunite (a cement mix) on elastomeric webbing stretched over insulation—in much the same way swimming pools are built. A coating containing coarsely ground walnut shells was tossed on for texture. Opposite page, top: Pointed arches extend like sheltering eyebrows over the gently bayed windows. Below: The study's down-slanted window above the sea recalls one in Captain Nemo's Nautilus.
In a quest for light and to make the most of a spectacular San Francisco view, the architectural firm of Marquis and Stoller designed a hillside house for a family of five that stacks many levels for living around a central court topped by an automatic rolling skylight. The redwood house, screened by a wall at the end of a cul-de-sac street, has a brick-paved front play area for the young children. Inside, there is always a view—either out to the Mediterranean whiteness of the cityscape or inward to the lush semitropical foliage of the garden. Stairs to link the seven levels stitch back and forth across the house-high, light-flooded shaft of the central core. Opposite page: The music end of the living room; the dining room, seven steps higher; the balcony study on the master bedroom level. Above that are children's bedrooms; below the living room is space for a future room, below the dining room is a guest room.
To link the two simple, straightforward brick wings of the house he designed for a family of five in Massachusetts, architect I. W. Golbin arched between them a center pavilion of glassed-in ceiling vaults that send the spirit and the eye soaring. The rounded arches, sheathed in strips of pale fir, canopy the generous brick-paved living and dining areas, which are separated only by a free-standing, 6-foot-high partition that holds bar, silver, and china. Antique Spanish doors and a copper clad roof—just beginning to acquire verdigris—relate the modern structure to the family’s traditional furniture. *Opposite page, top:* At night, when warm lights glow through the great expanses of glass, and the graceful roof seems to be floating over the house, you remember that pavilion is derived from the French word for butterfly. The open terrace also emphasizes the al fresco nature of the house.
New building materials for 1970
BUILD COLOR AND PATTERN INTO THE HOUSE
Rosemary Gilman of Gilman & Brown: "A pretty mix of tiny patterns and fresh colors gives a very young look to a traditional room."

Intermingled in a ruffled pillow-on-pillow concoction are Cannon's "Cameo Rose" floral, stripes, and solids, in combinations of pinks, blues, and white. The top sheet has a ruffle made from "Cameo Rose."

The beautiful bed

continued

Chessy Rayner and Mica Ertegün of Mac II: "People lead such busy lives—they need a cozy room that offers freedom to relax."

"Mini-Dot" sheets by Stevens-Utica make a slip-cover tied to headboard with bows, covers for out-in-the-open pillows, a ruffled skirt. Spread is a white-on-white antique. Flowers: Antonio.

For shopping information, turn to page 112.
The beautiful bed

LEFT:

Suzanne Frankfurt: "A big inviting bed can turn a small room into a joy." King-size "Poppy Parade" sheets by Dan River are buttoned to both sides of a quilt that goes all the way under the pillows, then over them, to be tucked neatly under at the front. Screen by Andy Warhol.

LEFT: Helen Costantino Fioratti of L'Antiquaire: "A country look in a city bedroom takes you away from it all." Doubling as a bedspread, Carlin's quilted comforter in "Amapola" pattern. Extra touch: matching top sheet and pillow covers were given scalloped borders.

RIGHT: Barbara Brown and Claire Morrow: "The fun is to choose patterns you like and go wherever they take you." Two coordinated Art Deco patterns in the same color scheme: tailored bedspread of wavy "Mirage" patterned sheets, finished at corners with huge frogs, are teamed with "Fantasy" floral sheets and pillow covers, all by Springmaid.

continued
Ideas and things with DECORATING ZEST

Furniture is on a vibrant new wavelength. Tables are sculptured, lamps molded, chairs inflated, extruded, and stuffed into wonderful new shapes that inspire the human eye, coddle the human form. Sofas and shelves that once stood alone are massing into modular teams and built-ins that create nonstop comfort and miles of new space. Pattern goes supernova, exploding on painted chests, floors, and ceilings as often as on upholstered chairs. Textures were never so sensuous: the slick of old lacquer and new plastics, the nubble of nailheads and tufted leathers, the iciness of mirror and metallic fabrics, the warmth of suede and fun. Here and on the pages that follow, furniture and decorating ideas that combine into some of the great looks you saw on the preceding pages. According to the dosage, one or more of them, added to your present arrangement, can add a bit of pepper or zip it up like a bolt from the moon.

For shopping information, see page 112.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY GONEL, GRIGSBY, HELMS, VAN CULENBURG; BELTRANI, DE BENEDETTI, PREMOS REPORTA

Explosion of foam—a big bouncy chair that starts as a foam pancake, rises like a sponge cake when exposed to the air. By Gaetano Pesce.

Dining room on wheels—one compact cabinet with swing-out shelves, extendible table. Imported from Italy. At Macy’s.

More explodables by Gaetano Pesce—sculptured chairs and tables all covered with stretch. All imported by Atelier. At Macy’s.

Stackable modules—bar, storage cabinet, and planter of white lacquer and stainless steel. With it, a plump leather sofa that turns into a flexible "S." By Verner Panton at ICF.

Laminated wood chair that forms bed. Designed by G. Minotti. At Lord & Taylor.

Mirrored screen, decorated with red paisley and beads. Wm. L. Designs.

Stackable modules—bar, storage cabinet, and planter of white lacquer and stainless steel. With it, a plump leather sofa that turns into a flexible "S." By Verner Panton at ICF.

Laminated wood chair that forms bed. Designed by G. Minotti. At Lord & Taylor.

Stackable modules bar, storage cabinet, and planter of white lacquer and stainless steel. With it, a plump leather sofa that turns into a flexible "S." By Verner Panton at ICF.

Laminated wood chair that forms bed. Designed by G. Minotti. At Lord & Taylor.

Stackable modules—bar, storage cabinet, and planter of white lacquer and stainless steel. With it, a plump leather sofa that turns into a flexible "S." By Verner Panton at ICF.

Laminated wood chair that forms bed. Designed by G. Minotti. At Lord & Taylor.

Stackable modules—bar, storage cabinet, and planter of white lacquer and stainless steel. With it, a plump leather sofa that turns into a flexible "S." By Verner Panton at ICF.

Laminated wood chair that forms bed. Designed by G. Minotti. At Lord & Taylor.

Stackable modules—bar, storage cabinet, and planter of white lacquer and stainless steel. With it, a plump leather sofa that turns into a flexible "S." By Verner Panton at ICF.

Laminated wood chair that forms bed. Designed by G. Minotti. At Lord & Taylor.

Stackable modules—bar, storage cabinet, and planter of white lacquer and stainless steel. With it, a plump leather sofa that turns into a flexible "S." By Verner Panton at ICF.

Laminated wood chair that forms bed. Designed by G. Minotti. At Lord & Taylor.
See-through Lucite tub chair with a cushion that "floats," by Brian Reale. At Abraham & Straus.

Pattern underfoot—a leafy trellis design stenciled on the wood floor of a flower-filled, flower-colored dining foyer designed by Mario Buatta.

Graphic bar cabinet, painted like a poster, with built-in refrigerator and pull-out shelves. At Prober.

Saddle-stitched leather lounge chair to relax you in the style of thirties. A Swiss import, at Luten-Clarey-Stern.

See-through lamp, Perspex and chrome, by Stefano Montovani.

Walls patterned with pictures in an otherwise patternless living room. Designed by Georges Huet for Princess Troubetskoy.

The lacquer look, her Chinese secretary, Yale R.
-together furniture in plastic sections to stools, children’s chairs, tables. At Bonniers.

Queen Anne chair in purely seventies’ tufted leather. At Lord & Taylor.

Clear plastic desk with a double bank of cubbyholes. By Susan Lewis. At Abraham & Straus.

Room washed with white, with built-in banquets and cushioned seats arranged in a conversation square. By architect Vico Magistretti.

-in furniture—double bed-sofa with attached closets, shelves, stereo, bar cabinets. Designed by T. Ammannati and G. P. Vitelli.

Mirrored cubes framed with lacquered wood. By L’Insolite.

Instant kitchen, flip side of the same unit—stove, refrigerator, storage compartments in a single structure. At Altman’s.

For shopping information, see page 112.
A whole new concept of living

THE SUPER BATH-BEDROOM

In just about the same square footage usually devoted to a master bedroom and its bath, dressing room, and closets, House & Garden has planned a new kind of room for round-the-clock comfort and privacy. Built for us by American-Standard, it is called the Super Bath—actually a bath with bedroom, rather than a bedroom with bath. In it are the newest bathtub made in the United States; a wealth of closets; equipment for exercise and beauty care; three private compartments—two for toilets, one for a bidet; and a king-size shower stall with its own steam bath. Of the wide-open sweep of space, less than half is given to the bedroom area—but with no scrimping on comfort. The rest of the room houses all the brand-new equipment and accessories that make feeling great and looking beautiful not only a pleasure, but easy. In no way, however, is the Super Bath clinical or laboratory-like. It glitters with mirrors that create endless "horizons" and reflect over and over again the wallpaper's geometric motifs—very contemporary, but printed, romantically, in subtle shades of apricot and lavender on a shiny white background. (Continued)

In the Super Bath (see plan, left), almost half the space is devoted to the bedroom area. Beyond it, the left-hand section of the bath area is masculine, the right-hand section, feminine. Across the back are three compartments—two for toilets, one for a bidet. Forming a central "wall" are the shower stall and American-Standard's Ultra Bath, right, with its Ultra Tower—a control that sets water temperature, shuts water off when tub is filled, runs water massager. Mirrors by PPG Industries; bi-fold doors by U. S. Plywood. Alexander Smith carpet of "Source" fiber by Allied Chemical. In the air, a scent—Xanadu by Fabergé.
In the sleeping area, above, an antique wrought-iron bed from Essex Gumming, piled with a battery of pillows and flanked by night tables, forms an island of comfort. Floralizers by Smith and Weigler were added to Springmaid sheets, covers, and towels. Floor is paved by a new ceramic tile American Olean. Toilet and bidet are in separate compartments, on the floor, Borg’s two-pound portable scale, masol’s steam bath-shower, far right, with doors by Alcoa Aluminum, produces steam scented with Xanadu.

For additional photographs of the super bath-bedroom, see page 159.
More storage, more work space, in an efficient new kitchen created around a new piece of “furniture”—the kitchen locker

To prove how efficient a kitchen can be, House & Garden asked a group of important makers of equipment and materials to join in the presentation of a kitchen planned around a new locker. The basic locker, our design, right, is almost floor-to-ceiling—7 feet high, 3 feet wide, 15 inches deep—and so carefully planned that all kinds of utensils, china, glass, silver, and food supplies can be stored in it in different ways. The secret of this flexibility is the way the locker can be arranged to meet a variety of requirements with four different kinds of storage accessories. In the unit shown here: 1. At top, three U-shaped shelves to be used for glassware or canned goods—everything in front, no reaching behind for things you can’t see. 2. A chrome bar with metal hooks for pots and skillets. 3. A work shelf with its own drawer suitable for linen or silver, other small items. 4. A straight shelf the width of the unit to hold plates and platters.

Each locker can be outfitted with a few or as many of these rods, shelves, or drawers as needed; all surfaces, inside and out, are covered in Formica (the Super Kitchen units were all built by the Formica Corporation). The kitchen was planned around ten of these lockers for maximal storage, plus lots of walk-around space for a kitchen two people can work in together with everything in the right place for the kind of work they want to do. For example: In the plan, right, traffic revolves around an island work center. On right-hand side, a three-compartment Elkay sink with Delta faucet and In-Sink-Erator garbage disposal. Next to it, a Maytag dishwasher. Opposite sink, a Caloric gas range with self-cleaning oven. Near it, an extra water faucet to use without walking around the island to the sink. At far end, a chopping block. All lockers flanking the island house the kind of utensils, food, china, appropriate to the spot each locker occupies. For instance: Behind sink and dishwasher, lockers hold all the glass, china, and silver for both kitchen and dining room use. On the range side, most of the units store dry and canned foods as well as cooking utensils. And at the chopping block end, a wall of closets (not lockers) has been built as deep as an Amana refrigerator-freezer. In this wall, there is a closet for a Ronson food-preparation center, another for electric appliances. On the ceiling, paint by Tru-Test; on the floor, Armstrong vinyl that looks like Spanish tiles.
SUPER KITCHEN KEYED TO COLOR

Lockers opposite the work island’s cooking center, above and below, are lined with House & Garden’s Bittersweet—a vivid background for food, pots, and pans and a signal that they go here, nothing else. Each locker has its own special combination of U-shaped and straight across shelves and rods arranged so that every inch of space is used without stacking or crowding.
The personal garden of Margaret Willaumez

A MINIATURE HILLSIDE GARDEN

Flowers envelop a small whitewashed house built on three levels overlooking the sea. Left, the gardener herself at the doorway of the guest room on the first level.

Opposite page, baskets and tubs of flowers on the sunning terrace on the second level where a table and tray are set for lunch. On the next two pages, how beautifully her garden grows on limited time and land.
"From my topmost terrace I can look down and see the flower of the moment and always the morning-glory blue of the sea."

The garden at Margaret Willaumez's holiday house in Capri is minute—she has less than a quarter of an acre on a steep hillside. But the flowers blooming along a winding path and on three small terraces keep her house brimming with color throughout three seasons. The profusion, paradoxically, is rather more English than Italian. "It's a sloppy garden, but delicious," says Countess Willaumez. "Every inch has to count. I can't afford to have any plants that don't look like much when they're resting. But it is really a cutting garden, not a show garden. Cutting just happens to work out well because the more you cut the more you get."

From October to May when she is in New York or wherever her work as an interior designer takes her, she sends seed packets with letters asking that the boy who helps her please plant everything for next spring planning. "I may be lazy, but I was brought up in Italy and I know Italians take flowers so for granted—geraniums grow there like weeds. If I send seeds, he assumes I've taken a lot of trouble and spent a lot of money and he's sure to put them in the earth."

Arriving in May, she finds sweet peas, pansies, nasturtiums, calendula, larkspur, flax, pink. "I just go wild and start picking for my house and to send to neighbors." The trees are flourishing, too—orange, lemon, olive, oleander, mimosa, and two potted kumquats. She puts seeds in pots for summer flowers and by late June fills the borders with marigolds and zinnias—"soon as tall as I am, and I'm almost 6 feet." The whitewashed walls of her house are ablaze with bougainvillea, pink bignonia, hoya, hibiscus, wild climbing roses, six varieties of morning-glory, a moon vine, and on the middle dining terrace, fragrant night-blooming jasmine "so rich you'd run a mile if anyone wore it behind her ears." Under the pagliarella, an Italian reed awning that casts enchanting shadows, potted begonias, gloxinia, and primula bloom all summer.

As you walk up the path from the guest room to the middle terrace, you pass a natural rock formation with a pond. This is the flower arranging center where cut flowers are plunked in with the goldfish to await a vase from a nearby niche. Countess Willaumez takes care of cut flowers the way most people fuss only over plants—fresh water every day and a snip off each stem to keep them healthy. "Even if all its chums are gone, I will never throw away a live flower. I can't. I just find a place for it."

1. By a welcoming doorway, a streak of lilies and a pair of flower-furred cats. 2. Vases on a Florentine credenza and on the floor by a Ligurian iron bed. 3. Flower-filled dressing area—subject of the painting over living-room mantel (7). 4. Banking the window between terrace and living room, lobelias and begonias. 5. Geraniums on terrace where Moppet awaits lift to the beach in a basket. 6. Straw hats blooming on nails above pots on benches and floor. 7. Flowers real and painted on mantel and floor of living room. 8. Through the open door of the guest room, an inviting glimpse of a flowery path.
Curved, Carved, obviously Keller

Formal Mediterranean

BILANCIA II... Italian in craftsmanship, richly Mediterranean in mood; luxuriously carved, for a look of quiet grandeur. Protected by washable Armor-Gard plastic tops and Guardsman finish for a lifetime of practical beauty. Shouldn't you sit at this table?

KELLER MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
CORYDON, INDIANA 47112

America's Fine Dining Furniture Specialists including Modern, Early American, Formal and Informal Mediterranean styles.

For calorie counters:

diet drinks

For those times when you're striving to keep on the diet rails but you would be an oddity without a glass in your hand, here is a choice of drinks that sip smoothly without swallowing up too many calories.

Bouillon on the rocks. Pour beef bouillon over ice and season with lots of lemon juice and a dash of Worcestershire.

Season clam broth with lemon juice, celery salt, and a dash of Tabasco. Serve on ice.

Combine, equally, clam and tomato juice. Season with salt or soy sauce and freshly ground black pepper, celery salt, lemon juice, and Tabasco.

Sip a sparkling Perrier water (James Beard calls it the champagne of dieters) with a lemon slice, or pep up with a dash of syrup of grenadine or cassis, and ice. Lemon juice and soda on the rocks is tangy with a dash of angostura bitters.

Try spiced iced tea; or sassafras tea, hot.

A cocktail isn't taboo if you choose from these low-calorie drinks that won't cut into your daily allowance too heavily. Light combinations of white wine and soda are good—spirits, too, if the shot is very modest.

Spritzer—the Rhine wine highball—2 ounces of dry white wine (approximately 40 calories) added to 2 ounces of charged water and a twist of lemon, on ice.

Pour 1 ounce of brandy over ice and dose with soda.

Make a Scotch, Bourbon, vodka or gin drink with ½ ounce spirits (100 proof alcohol has 100 calories an ounce: 86 proof spirits, 86 calories, etc.). Add soda and ice.

Peel a pear and soak it in white wine—drink the wine as an aperitif; eat the pear for dessert.

Simulate a lillet with 2 ounces of dry white Bordeaux, a dash of lemon or orange, grated peel and a squirt of seltzer.

A soda Campari—splash a little Campari over ice cubes, add a twist of lemon and soda for a cocktail with a blush and a tang.

Pour just 2 ounces of dry vermouth (approximately 50 calories) over plenty of ice. Add a twist of lemon. Or mix a tomato vermouth (4 oz. tomato juice, 25 calories, 2 oz. dry vermouth, twist of lemon).

Splash a dry white wine such as a Graves (2 ounces—approx. 40 calories) on the rocks with a dash of cherry essence or the juice of canned or frozen cherries.

Make a low-calorie (1 cup: 100 calories) spiced cider. Heat 1 quart of natural, unsweetened cider in a heavy saucepan with 1 cinnamon stick or ¼ teaspoon cinnamon, 4 or 5 cloves, ⅛ teaspoon nutmeg, a pinch of mace, and 4 or 5 thin slices of lemon. Simmer for ½ hour. For nondieters add a jigger of dark rum per glass.
Two great new reducing diets by two great doctors

Expert opinion on the wisest, safest, most effective diet for losing weight is currently divided between two schools—the Low Calorie and the High Protein. House & Garden has asked an eminent representative of each—Dr. Fredric J. Stare of Harvard and Dr. Edgar S. Gordon of the University of Wisconsin—to draw up specifications for the particular type of diet he advocates. On the basis of their recommendations, we have planned for each diet a week's menus that would add variety and zest to the paring down process, with recipes that might entice even those who have no need to lose an ounce. Which diet will work for you depends on your personal psychology. If you find it easy to be resolute about small helpings but difficult to forswear snacks and/or ice cream, you'll probably be more comfortable with Dr. Stare's Low Calorie diet. But if you suffer pangs of hunger the minute you start to cut down and cannot seem to live through the afternoon without a snack, you're more likely to be faithful to Dr. Gordon's High Protein regime. If you cannot decide which diet would be easier for you to stick to, show them both to your doctor, who would certainly be the best judge of the diet that is right for you as well as of whether you should diet at all and for how long.

1. **THE LOW CALORIE DIET**

Based on the recommendations of Fredrick J. Stare, M.D., chairman, Department of Nutrition, and Jelia Witschi, M.S., Harvard University School of Public Health.

2. **THE HIGH PROTEIN DIET**

Based on the recommendations of Edgar S. Gordon, M.D., professor of Medicine, University of Wisconsin Medical Center.
THE LOW CALORIE DIET
based on the recommendations of
Fredrick J. Stare, M. D., Chairman,
Department of Nutrition, and
Jelia Witschi, M. S., Harvard University
School of Public Health

The principle “Cutting up and cutting down instead of cutting out is the way to control weight,” says Dr. Stare. By “cutting up” he means using your muscles with frequency and moderation. He sums up his advice in five words, “Exercise more and eat less”—then calls attention to the fact that he puts exercise first.

“That we all need to exercise more is indisputable,” he says. “It is essential for those who want to lose excess pounds. Exercise facilitates the use of the stored caloric sources (that is, fat) by creating greater caloric demands. At the same time the body is demanding a larger amount of calories, the overweight person should eat less in order to cause his body to draw on more of the stored fat and hence bring about a loss of weight. Primarily, eating less means cutting down on portion sizes and second helpings. But this advice applies only to those who are eating a sufficient variety of food to insure good nutrition—that is, an adequate supply of proteins, vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates, and fats. We eat and need far more than calories alone.

As you might expect, “eating less,” in Dr. Stare’s book, especially implies eating less of the most concentrated caloric sources—pastry, desserts, candy, snack foods, sweetened beverages, and alcoholic beverages. But he does not object to the dieter’s substituting an occasional dessert—unfrosted cake or ice cream—for part of the daily requirements of bread (or other starch) and fat.

The guidelines he gave House & Garden are designed to supply adequate nutrition at caloric levels of 1,000-1,200 calories for women (about 800-1,000 less than the average woman ordinarily eats) and 1,400-1,600 calories for men (about 1,200-1,400 less than the average man ordinarily eats). This should lead to a weekly weight loss of 1 to 1 1/2 pounds. But the rate could be stepped up to 2 pounds by taking more exercise.

The formula

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOODS TO BE EATEN DAILY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skim or low-fat milks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meat—would include fish; poultry; lean, trimmed cuts of beef, veal, lamb, or pork; cheese; eggs. No fat should be added in cooking.

Vegetables—of the dark green or dark yellow variety should be included daily.

Fruits—vary widely in carbohydrate content, and servings should vary accordingly. Fresh fruit should be used whenever possible. (The syrup added in canned fruits will approximately double the caloric content.)

Bread group includes cereal, crackers, potatoes, and other starchy vegetables. Each of the following equals one serving: 1/4 cup corn; 1/2 cup dry beans and peas; 1/4 cup baked beans; graham crackers; 5 saltines.

Fat—may be butter or margarine—1 teaspoon per serving; 1 tablespoon of salad dressing or oil; or 1 slice of bacon; or 1 tablespoon of cream.
One week's menus

If you're dieting solo, you'll find that most dishes on these menus can be prepared in single servings. For family meals the menus would be perfectly adequate with the addition, for the nondiet
t, of potatoes or some other vegetable, bread and butter, and
perhaps a richer dessert. Numbers in parentheses beside each
dish indicate approximate number of calories. If there are any
items on the menu that you particularly dislike or have difficulty
obtaining in your locality, substitute something else that will
meet Dr. Stare's specifications, opposite page.

DAY 1

Breakfast
1 grapefruit broiled
with allspice (55)
1 poached egg (80)
1 slice rye bread (60)
2 tablespoons butter (17)
2 tablespoons jam (30)
1/4 cup string beans with mushrooms (20)
1/2 teaspoon salt (5)
1/2 teaspoon paprika (8)
2 teaspoons oil and vinegar dressing (50)
1/2 cup diced pineapple (60)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Dinner
1 cup tomato bouillon
(1 beef bouillon cube dissolved in 1 cup hot tomato juice, garnished with chopped parsley—45 calories)
Scallops and water chestnuts en brochette (5 large scallops) (160)
3 artichoke hearts with lemon juice and oregano (30)
1 1/2-inch apple baked with cloves and orange juice (100)
Tea or coffee
Total calories for day: 1069

DAY 2

Breakfast
1/2 cup cornflakes (30) with
1 slice banana (85)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
1 teaspoon oil and buttermilk dressing (35)
1 egg (80)
2 teaspoons oil and buttermilk dressing (35)
2 teaspoons margarine (35)
1/2 cup unsweetened apple sauce (50)
1/2 cup diced pineapple (60)
1 large orange (100)
1 oatmeal cookie (30)
Total calories for day: 1151

DAY 3

Breakfast
1/2 cup cornflakes (30) with
1 slice banana (85)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
1/2 cup egg salad with 1 slice bacon crumbled on top (150)
2 yoke wafers (87)
1 teaspoon butter (17)
1/2 cup diced pineapple (60)
1 large orange (100)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Anytime: 1 cup skim milk (90)
*1 oatmeal cookie (30)
Dinner
31/2 oz. peppered steak pan broiled in salt (200)
1/2 cup endive or celery braised in chicken stock with salt, freshly ground pepper, and lemon juice (25)
2 dried figs (120)
Total calories for day: 1222

DAY 4

Breakfast
1/2 cup grapefruit (55)
1 poached egg (80)
1 slice protein toast (45)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
Lunch
Vegetable salad: tomato, mushrooms, cucumber, raw cauliflower, zucchini, and 1/2 cup potato (cooked and diced) on lettuce (150)
1 tablespoon oil and vinegar dressing (50)
2 rye wafers (45)
2 1/2 cup diced pineapple (60)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Dinner
1 cup tomato bouillon
(1 beef bouillon cube dissolved in 1 cup hot tomato juice, garnished with chopped parsley—45 calories)
Scallops and water chestnuts en brochette (5 large scallops) (160)
3 artichoke hearts with lemon juice and oregano (30)
1 1/2-inch apple baked with cloves and orange juice (100)
Tea or coffee
Total calories for day: 1069

DAY 5

Breakfast
1 large orange (100)
1 slice whole-wheat toast (55)
1/2 teaspoon butter (17)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
Lunch
Jellied watercress soup (35)
3 tomato, 1 cucumber, 1/2 cup sliced zucchini, and hard-boiled egg white salad (75)
*1 egg dressing (50)
1 slice white toast (60)
1/2 teaspoon butter (17)
1 pear (100)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Dinner
3 1/2 oz. sliced herb poached chicken (160)
2 halves broiled tomato with basil, garlic, pepper (35)
Corn on cob (70)
Honeydew with lime and chopped mint, 2-inch wedge, 6-inch melon (50)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
Total calories for day: 1004

DAY 6

Breakfast
1 cup fresh orange juice or guava nectar (100)
1 slice protein toast (45)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
Lunch
Mushroom, green bean, and chive salad (25)
1 tablespoon caper dressing (35)
1 slice sharp Cheddar cheese on 1 slice rye bread, toasted under broiler (170)
1 3-inch apple (100)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Dinner
3/2 oz. ginger marinated roast beef (marinade: beef bouillon, soy sauce, grated ginger root brought to a boil and poured over roast to marinate 3 hours. Drain meat and roast, basting with marinade during cooking—210 calories)
1/2 cup cauliflower with 1 tablespoon freshly grated Parmesan cheese, melted under broiler (40)
6 grapes (30)
1 piece unfrosted chocolate cake, 2 inches by 3 inches by 1 inch (150)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
Total calories for day: 1135

DAY 7

Breakfast
1/2 cup unsweetened cooked prunes (150)
1 slice whole-wheat toast (55)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
Lunch
Cold roast beef salad (300)
3 saltines (50)
1 cup skim milk (90)
Anytime: 1 cup skim milk (90)
Dinner
Veal cutlet en papillote (285)
Place a lightly sauteed veal cutlet on a large piece of foil. Spoon over cooked tomato and zucchini. Season. Fold the foil to seal and bake in 375° oven 10-15 minutes. 1 tangerine (40)
*1 oatmeal cookie (30)
Coffee (with skim milk) or tea
Total calories for day: 1167
The High Protein Diet

based on the recommendations of Edgar S. Gordon, M.D.,
Professor of Medicine, University of Wisconsin Medical Center

The principle

"Cutting down on calories," says Dr. Gordon, "is only one and possibly not the most important way to reduce weight." Dieting always brings up the problem of hunger, he points out, but how hungry you feel depends on the relative restrictions of protein, carbohydrate, and fat. "A diet relatively high in carbohydrate or in fats tends to stimulate hunger very quickly after a brief sensation of satiety. A high protein diet, on the other hand, has three valuable attributes: 1. It can be made very palatable. 2. It has high satiety value, meaning that it satisfies the sense of hunger longer; it 'sticks to the ribs.' Small supplementary protein snacks at midnight, midafternoon, and bedtime literally keep you digesting protein almost continuously and greatly increase the satiety value.

3. Protein food has a high specific dynamic action—that is, it costs more calories to digest and use so that, in effect, a certain amount of the food energy is wasted as heat and is, therefore, unavailable for filling energy needs or for storage as fat.

On the basis of research findings, Dr. Gordon recommends to House & Garden a high-protein diet that provides 105 grams of protein, 65 grams of carbohydrate, and 50 grams of fat, for a total of about 1100 calories daily. It is nutritionally adequate and almost never attended by hunger, he says, and it may be expected to produce a weekly loss of between 2 and 2 1/2 pounds.

The formula

Skim milk, 2 cups. Use only fluid skim milk, which is fortified in vitamins A and D.

Egg, 1. May be prepared in any way as long as no fat is added. One ounce of meat may be substituted if desired.

Meat, poultry, or fish, 9 ounces, cooked weight (see top of page 107). Remove all fat, preferably before cooking. May be broiled, pan broiled, roasted, or boiled. Lean cured meats are allowable—also pickled, smoked, or kippered fish or fish packed in water (but not in oil). Permissible substitutions: for one ounce of meat, 1/4 cup cottage cheese, or 1 tablespoon peanut butter (not thinner than twice a week); for two ounces of meat, one egg (never eat more than two a day) or one ounce of Swiss, Cheddar, or American cheese (no other types, and only one substitution a day).

Vegetable I, 2-4 cups. Either raw, cooked, or combined. Select from following list and be sure to include at least 1/2 cup of those starred at least every other day:

- Asparagus
- Broccoli
- Cabbage
- Cauliflower
- Celery
- Chicory
- Cucumbers
- Escarole
- Eggplant
- Beet greens
- Chard

*Collards
*Dandelion
*Endive
*Kale
*Mustard
*Spinach
*Turnip greens
*Lettuce
*Mushrooms
*Okra

Peppers
Radishes
String beans—green or wax
Bean sprouts
Summer squash
Tomatoes
Tomato juice (not
Green onions
Watercress

Vegetable II or grain, 1 serving of size indicated. Vegetable II may be 1/4 cup of potatoes or 1/2 cup of any of the following: beets, Brussels sprouts; collards; white onions; peas; pumpkin, rutabaga,

Continued on page 10.
Pride runs in the family

Thomas Pride carpet... for all the places you've never dared put carpet before... the carport... the kitchen... the mudroom... around the pool... the family room... the patio. Made of tough HERCULON® olefin fiber, Thomas Pride's indoor-outdoor carpets belong in every family. Clean-up is quick and easy; simply sponge spills and dirt away with soap and water. Available in decorator colors. Warm, colorful Thomas Pride carpets brighten every room of your home—indoors and out.
One week's menus

**DAY 1**

**Breakfast**
- ½ cup hot applesauce with orange zest and cinnamon
- 1 ounce broiled ham
- 1 poached egg
- Coffee or tea

**Midmorning**
- 1 ounce cold meat
- 1 cup skim milk

**Lunch**
- 2 ounces broiled fish with lemon wedge
- Okra and tomato baked in a casserole with a little tomato juice and seasonings
- Endive and beet salad, vinaigrette with 1 teaspoon oil
- Melon

**Evening**
- 1 ounce meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**DAY 2**

**Breakfast**
- 1 small orange
- 1 ounce broiled Canadian bacon
- ½ slice whole-wheat toast, 1 teaspoon margarine
- Coffee or tea

**Midmorning**
- 1 deviled egg made with *1 teaspoon mayonnaise
- 1 cup skim milk

**Lunch**
- Hot beef bouillon
- Shrimp baked in foil—Place 10-17 medium shrimp in center of large piece of foil. Sprinkle with salt and freshly ground pepper, 3 minced scallions, 1 teaspoon grated lemon zest and lemon juice. Seal edges. Bake in 450° oven for 5 minutes or until shrimp are pink.
- Raw vegetable salad (Boston lettuce, bean sprouts, mushrooms, cauliflower buds, green beans, and tomatoes.) Herb dressing

**Midafternoon**
- 2 ounces meat or 1 ounce cheese
- ½ cup skim milk

**Dinner**
- 3 ounces marinated broiled lamb chop or broiled swordfish—Trim fat from lamb chops and marinate in minced garlic, grated lemon zest and lemon juice before broiling.
- Ratatouille—Arrange tomatoes, zucchini, and eggplant in layers in baking dish. Season with chopped onion, garlic, pepper, and salt and bake covered in a 300° oven for 2 hours.
- Honeydew melon and powdered ginger.

**Evening**
- 1 ounce meat
- ½ cup milk

**DAY 3**

**Breakfast**
- ¾ small cantaloupe
- 1 scrambled egg (with skim milk)
- 1 chicken liver (broiled)
- Coffee or tea

**Midmorning**
- 1 ounce meat
- 1 cup skim milk

**Lunch**
- Cottage cheese summer salad—mix together cottage cheese, tomato, cucumber, green onions, radishes, season and arrange on mound of lettuce leaves.
- ½ slice white toast with 1 teaspoon margarine
- Spiced iced tea

**Midafternoon**
- 2 ounces meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**Dinner**
- *Orange ice
- *Artichoke stuffed with shrimp
- Tomato, raw mushroom, and caper salad with 2 tablespoons oil and vinegar dressing

**Evening**
- 1 ounce meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**DAY 4**

**Breakfast**
- ½ cup grapefruit juice

**Midmorning**
- 1 ounce meat
- 1 cup skim milk

**Lunch**
- Sausage pattie
- ⅓ English muffin,
- ⅓ cup cheese
- Coffee or tea

**Midmorning**
- 1 ounce meat
- 1 cup skim milk

**Dinner**
- Beef bouillon on the rocks
- *James Beard’s garlic hamlet: Mames Beard’s garlic hamlet:
- Chicken roasted with soy sauce
- Snow peas and water chestnuts
- *Artichoke stuffed with shrimp
- Tomato, raw mushroom, and lemon juice before broiling.
- *Orange ice
- *Artichoke stuffed with shrimp
- Tomato, raw mushroom, and caper salad with 2 tablespoons oil and vinegar dressing

**Evening**
- 1 ounce meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**DAY 5**

**Breakfast**
- 1 large tangerine
- 1 ounce broiled ham
- ⅓ slice rye toast, 1 teaspoon margarine
- Coffee or tea

**Midmorning**
- 1 ounce meat
- 1 cup skim milk

**Lunch**
- Hot tomato bouillon
- Salade Nicoise: 2 ounces water-packed tuna, cooked green beans, green pepper, tomato, fennel, hard-cooked egg
- Mustard vinaigrette sauce with 1 teaspoon oil

**Midafternoon**
- 2 ounces meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**Dinner**
- Braised celery

**DAY 6**

**Breakfast**
- ⅓ small banana
- ⅓ cup dry cereal
- 1 poached egg
- 1 teaspoon margarine
- Coffee or tea

**Midmorning**
- 1 ounce meat
- 1 cup skim milk

**Lunch**
- Hot clam broth (or clam juice cocktail)
- Chicken roasted with soy sauce
- Snow peas and water chestnuts
- *Artichoke stuffed with shrimp
- Tomato, raw mushroom, and lemon juice before broiling.
- *Orange ice
- *Artichoke stuffed with shrimp
- Tomato, raw mushroom, and caper salad with 2 tablespoons oil and vinegar dressing

**Evening**
- 1 ounce meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**DAY 7**

**Breakfast**
- 1 cup strawberries
- ⅓ cup chopped chicken salad
- 1 egg, flavored with tarragon
- ⅓ slice rye toast, 1 teaspoon margarine
- Coffee or tea

**Midmorning**
- 1 ounce meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**Lunch**
- Beef bouillon on the rocks
- Fillet of sole en papillote (Place fillet on foil. Sprinkle with lemon and seasonings. Seal foil. Bake in a 350° oven 10 minutes.
- Braised celery

**Midafternoon**
- 2 ounces meat
- ½ cup skim milk

**Dinner**
- Roasted veal stuffed with mushrooms, garlic, pepper, salt
- *Alex Hawke’s zucchini à la Maman Watercress and orange salad, 2 teaspoons curry-flavored oil vinegar dressing
- 4 walnut halves
- 4 halved dried apricots poached with cloves and cinnamon

**Evening**
- 1 ounce meat
- ½ cup skim milk

106
According to Dr. Gordon, the size of the portions is of vital importance to the effectiveness of the high-protein diet, so in many cases we have indicated the proper amounts on the menus. When not indicated there, you will find them in the lists of vegetables and fruits on page 104. Meat portions refer to cooked weight. Lacking a kitchen scale, you can judge according to the following rule of thumb: a 3-ounce portion of meat is approximately equal to 1/4 of a 2-3 pound chicken; 1/4-cup diced chicken; two 4-by-2-by-1/4 inch slices of any roasted meat; one medium loin chop 3/4 inch thick; a 1/2-inch-thick beef patty 3 inches in diameter; a 4-by-2-by-1/2-inch piece of steak or fish. When meat is stipulated for a between-meal snack, it might consist of some left over from a previous meal, or of beef balls tartare, which can be made up in medium quantity for just this purpose. If there are any items on the menus that you particularly dislike or have difficulty obtaining in your locality, substitute something else that will meet Dr. Gordon’s specifications.

Recipes

Artichoke Stuffed with Shrimp

1 artichoke, cooked
6-8 shrimp, cooked
Chopped celery
1 tablespoon herb mayonnaise
(recipe opposite, plus 1 teaspoon minced parsley and 1 teaspoon minced herbs [tarragon, dill, chervil] or 1/2 teaspoon dried herbs)

Carefully pull apart artichoke leaves and scoop out choke with a teaspoon. Mix shrimp with celery and mustard herb sauce, and fill artichoke with mixture. Serves 1.

Orange Roasted Game Hen or Chicken

2 game hens 1/2 pounds each or 1 chicken, 3/4 pounds
5 tablespoons minced green onions
1 cup fresh or canned unsweetened orange juice
1/3 teaspoon rosemary
1 tablespoon grated orange zest
Salt and freshly ground pepper

Preheat oven to 300°. Wash and dry hens or chicken. Place in a shallow oven-proof caserole and sprinkle with the onions, rosemary, orange zest, salt, and pepper. Baste frequently with the orange juice for about 1 hour or until the hens or chicken are brown. Garnish with watercress and fresh or orange sections. Serves 4.

Orange Ice

1 can frozen unsweetened orange juice concentrate
2 cups water

Mix together orange juice and water and freeze in ice tray. When frozen shave into slivers. Serves 4.

James Beard’s Garlic Hamburger

1 clove garlic for each pound
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon Tabasco
1 pound ground sirloin

Mince the garlic and combine with salt, pepper, and Tabasco. Form meat into cakes about 1 inch thick, and press cakes to desired doneness. Serves 4.

Alex Hawkes’s Zucchini à la Maude

Halve zucchini lengthwise and cook covered in beef bouillon flavored with lemon juice, Tabasco, and oregano until tender, about 10 minutes, over medium heat. Drain well, place in oven-proof baking dish, and sprinkle with a little freshly grated Parmesan cheese, run under broiler for 1 or 2 minutes.

Low-Calorie Mayonnaise

1 egg yolk
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
Dash cayenne
1 tablespoon vinegar
3/4 cup oil

Beat egg yolks and stir in seasonings and vinegar. Continue beating while adding oil 1 drop at a time. Mixture will thicken as oil is added. Chill until ready to serve. To reduce calorie count, heat in an equal amount of skim milk just before spooning over salad. Makes about 1 cup; 1 tablespoon = 112 calories. Diluted with an equal amount of skim milk, 1 tablespoon = 59 calories.

Continued on the next page
Diet tips

Diet time is no time to stint on the food budget. When you’re rationing yourself on quantity don’t skimp on quality. Pick the fanciest fruits and vegetables you can find on the market—the freshest seafood, the best cuts of meat. It will pay off by keeping your spirits higher.

The toughest hurdle in dieting is curbing your appetite. It helps to eat very slowly, take smaller bites, chew thoroughly.

The appearance of diet food is very important. Imitate the Japanese who have mastered the art of presenting small helpings attractively and imaginatively, to be enjoyed first with the eyes, then with the taste buds.

If you are following Dr. Gordon’s high-protein diet, the following seasonings or accompaniments will give you a little more variety: clear fat-free broth or bouillon; dill pickles or sour pickles; lemon juice; prepared mustard; vinegar; coffee and tea.

For those moments when you have an overwhelming urge to raid the refrigerator, stock up on raw vegetables. Celery and radishes are excellent midnight snacks because the energetic chewing burns up calories, too. Asparagus and cauliflower, raw turnips, and green peppers are also good.

Keep a chilled cooked artichoke in the refrigerator, and dip the leaves in mustard and lemon juice.

Raw vegetables are improved if they are soaked in salted water for an hour or two, then patted dry and chilled in plastic wrap. Nibble them with the addition of a little coarse salt and freshly milled pepper.

For an evening snack, celery with a dab of Gorgonzola or cottage cheese; a pickled beet with a dollop of Roquefort cheese; sliced tongue or very finely sliced ham wrapping a dill pickle.

Hors d’oeuvres traditionally weaken the dieter’s resolve, but here are some good party nibbles that are low in calories, high in nutrition: Spear chunks of smoked sturgeon, swordfish, herring, eel with cocktail picks, or season chunks of cooked lobster or shrimp with coarse salt, freshly ground pepper, lemon juice and chopped chives.

Serve smoked salmon on rounds of cucumber with capers or prosciutto or sliced ham around a sour gherkin.

Top radish flowerets with a dot of soft cheese or top a cube of Feta cheese with a black olive.

Roll pimiento strips inside thin salami slices, or roll salami around pickled onions, cauliflower flowerets, cucumber chunks, or bread and butter pickles. Secure with a pick.

Raw vegetables: Cut cucumbers in strips lengthwise and soak in ice water with mint. Slice zucchini thinly and sprinkle with seasoning salt.

Chilled cooked artichoke leaves, sliced raw, sour cream, dill, fennel, tomatoes, carrots, and raw mushrooms can be served the same way—or with a low-calorie dip of soy sauce, wine vinegar with hot mustard, and crushed pepper.
Recipes

Jellied Watercress and Radish Soup

- 1 cup canned jellied consommé
- 2 tablespoons lime or lemon juice
- 3 cups watercress leaves
- 1 cup radishes, sliced
- 1 chopped chives
- 1 hard-cooked egg white

Mash in a blender half the jellied consommé, watercress leaves, and radishes. Fold in the remaining consommé, lime juice and chill. Serve jellied, garnished with chopped chives and grated hard-cooked egg white. Serves 4-6.

Cold Roast Beef Salad

- 3 tablespoons hot mustard
- 1 teaspoon dried tarragon
- 1 tablespoon oil and vinegar dressing
- 1 ounce cold roast beef, sliced
- 1 cup cold cooked green beans
- 1 small tomato, quartered
- 2 tablespoons chopped parsley
- 3 Bibb or Boston lettuce leaves

Mix the mustard and tarragon into the dressing, and toss with the roast beef and green beans. Marinate ½ hour, then mix in tomatoes and parsley; serve on lettuce. Serves 1.

Egg Yolk Dressing

- 1 hard-cooked egg yolk (use white in salad)
- 3 tablespoons white wine vinegar
- ½ teaspoon salt
- Freshly ground black pepper
- Pinch each of dried dill and basil
- ¼ teaspoon dry mustard

Mash the egg yolk thoroughly or put it through a sieve. Mix well with the vinegar, salt, pepper to taste, dill, basil, and mustard. Makes dressing for 1 salad.

This could also be made with a raw egg yolk. Beat the vinegar into the lightly beaten yolk, and then mix in the seasonings.

Oatmeal Cookies

- 1 egg
- 2 tablespoons soft butter
- ¼ cup finely packed brown sugar
- ¼ cup buttermilk
- 1 cup all-purpose flour
- ½ teaspoon baking soda
- ½ teaspoon salt
- 5 tablespoons honey
- 1½ cups quick cooking rolled oats
- 2 tablespoons chopped walnuts

Beat together the egg, butter, brown sugar, and buttermilk until thoroughly blended. Sift flour with baking soda and salt. Add to the butter mixture with honey. Fold in the rolled oats and chopped nuts. Drop by teaspoonfuls on a lightly greased cookie sheet. Bake in a preheated oven (375°) for about 10 minutes, until delightfully brown. Makes about 4 dozen. Calories per cookie: 30. In the freezer these cookies will keep for several months.

Oeuf en gelée

- 1½ tablespoons unflavored gelatin
- 3 cups well-seasoned chicken stock
- 12 tarragon leaves, fresh or preserved in vinegar
- 6 tablespoons finely chopped ham
- 6 chilled poached eggs

Lettuce

Soften the gelatin in half cup of the chicken stock. Put over low heat and stir to dissolve. Stir in remaining stock. Set aside to cool. Pour ¼ inch jelly in the bottom of 6 round or oval molds of ½ cup capacity, and refrigerate until set, about 30 minutes. Chill remaining gelatin until almost set. Drop tarragon leaves in boiling water for 30 seconds, plunge into cold water, dry, and chill. Dip in almost set jelly, and arrange in a cross on the jelly in the bottom of each mold. Sprinkle minced ham on top, pour in a little more jelly, and chill until set. Place an egg in each mold. Pour in remaining jelly to cover. Chill until well set, about 1 hour. To serve, dip each mold in hot water 3-4 seconds, unmold on lettuce on a chilled serving plate. Serves 6.
1. On the back wall of the super kitchen, a pair of closets, over twice as deep as the lockers, have extra-deep, built-in countertops, are closed off with folding doors. At bottom of left-hand closet are 24-inch-deep shelves for extra big items: above countertop, 15-inch-deep shelves for small appliances. A row of electrical outlets permits more than one to be used at a time. Right-hand closet is 3-feet-wide. Centered below its countertop is a cabinet housing Ronson's built-in food-preparation center. On either side, space for trays and cookie sheets.

2. Wonderful kitchen helper: an instant hot-water dispenser for soup or tea. National by Hobart. 3. Revere's copper crêpe pan with flame stand sits in appliance closet. 4. Tin mold holds a quart of anything delicious. 5. Pulled out from its cabinet, Ronson's food-preparation center with many attachments including mixer, grinder, knife sharpener, slicer/shredder, ice crusher, coffee mill, fruit juicer. 6. Presto's deep fat fryer. 7. Salton's brand new egg cooker.

For construction plans for the new locker, please write to House & Garden Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10017.
HOW TO COLLECT PRIMITIVE ART
continued from page 49

at Berkeley, and the Wellemce Collection of African Art at the University of California at Los Angeles. Recently U.C.L.A. began publishing "African Arts," the only magazine in the field.

Like almost all kinds of art, primitive art has its fakes. There are numerous horror stories about the proliferation of fakes on the market today. My favorite comes from a dealer, who told me of a warehouse he saw in the Western Sudan that contained—impossibly—40,000 of the graceful and popular "antelope" headgear formerly worn by the Bambara tribe at its agricultural dances.

Many people learn to distinguish the real thing from both airport tourist curios and pieces made long after a tribe had been exposed to European culture by checking items like the following. Does the wood patina on a figure appear to come from oil, smoke and handling, or is it shoe polish that scratches off? Does a mask have "sweat marks" on the inside from being worn in a ritual dance? Does the handle of a carved spoon appear used? Does the bottom of a bowl or stool look vaguely shiny?

Ceramic pieces are nearly all restored in part, and the extent of restoration (over 50 percent shakes the value of a work) can be determined by ultraviolet light, however clever the job. Although museums rarely have the time to authenticate work for collectors, there are portable ultraviolet sets that can be used at home. But by far the best way to distinguish real from recently made, curators and dealers agree, is to develop an eye for the styles of a region or tribe by looking and more looking.

In addition to the museums, galleries, of course, are good places to look as well as to buy. Until you are an expert, auction sales—unless the catalogues indicate they are of famous collections—may be an unwise bet. In New York there are about twenty-five reputable galleries that deal in primitive art. The undisputed dean, who also exhibits antiquities, is John J. Klejman, 982 Madison Avenue. Mr. Klejman is such a connoisseur that he is perhaps an exception to the just-walk-in rule. But over a year or so, as you build up the knowledge and the courage to enter, you can enjoy the impeccable miniature exhibitions he mounts in his show window.

Other New York dealers of note include André Emmerich, 41 East Fifty-seventh Street, who shows only pre-Columbian art; Alan Brandt, who works from his apartment at 44 West Seventy-seventh Street; Merton D. Simpson, 1063 Madison Avenue, who specializes in African sculpture; and Aaron Furman, whose five-story townhouse at 26 East Eighteenth Street is crammed with work, particularly African.

In Los Angeles, the Stendahl Galleries have specialized for many years in pre-Columbian art, as does David Stuart, on La Cienega Boulevard. In Beverly Hills, the Harry Franklin Gallery has a fine stock, especially of Oceanic objects.

Manuscripts

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans. All material must be accompanied by postage for return.
Elegance in Vinyl
carefree beauty to grace your home

Magnificent high back chair with decorative brass nailhead trim is luxuriously upholstered in glove-fit vinyl to bring lasting beauty and comfort to your home. Crafted of the finest materials, with the quality seldom found at moderate prices. Available in a range of fabulous colors, with selected hardwood frame in rich, antiqued fruitwood and cotton color finishes.

Send 50c in coin for illustrated brochure
See J.D. Originals at your favorite store

Send 50c in coin for illustrated brochure
See J.D. Originals at your favorite store

Information for shopping

ALL PRICES QUOTED THROUGHOUT THE EDITORIAL PAGES OF HOUSE & GARDEN ARE APPROXIMATE.
CONSULT YOUR INTERIOR DESIGNER OR STORE DECORATING DEPARTMENT.

WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING
Page 52:

Trim-Fill windows, available in colonial or contemporary styles from Caldwell Mfg. Co., 64 Commercial St., Rochester, N. Y., 14601.

"Magic Carpet" by Dole Electro-Systems, 164 E. Dana, Mountain View, Calif.

Cold-water coffee maker, 12 cup capacity, $22.50 including filters at Abercrombie & Fitch, Madison Ave. at 45th St., New York, N. Y., 10017.

Stainless steel and glass table by R. J. McDonald, $1,050 at Transitions, Ltd., 75-59 264th St., Floral Park, N. Y.


Attache Phone, portable automobile telephone system by Metabs, Inc., $85.50 per month (or can be purchased for $2.550) at Hammacher Schlemmer, 147 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.

"Rotating Square", engraved crystal on walnut stand, $2,750 at Steuben Glass, Fifth Ave. at 36th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.

THE BEAUTIFUL BED
Page 78:
"Infinity" pattern, permanent press cotton and polyester, pink: king flat, $14; king fitted, $14; pillowcase, $2.50. "Perfection" solids, permanent press cotton and polyester, bright pink: king flat, $12; king fitted, $12; pillowcase, $1.80. "Modern" blanket, virgin wool, plush, king-size, $45. All by Fieldcrest Mills.

Page 79:
"Melanie" floral pattern, combed cotton percale: queen flat, $7; queen fitted, $7; pillowcase, $1.60. Solid colors, combed cotton percale in pink, yellow, and white: queen flat, $8; queen fitted, $8; pillowcase, $2.50. "Queen Stripe", combed cotton percale, blue, queen flat, $7. All by Pacific division of Wamsutta Mills. Bed hangings, canopy, dust ruffle, and oblong bolster custom made by Capricorn Designs.

Page 82:
"Puppy Parade" no-iron muslin, Fern and cotton: king flat, $11; king fitted, $11; king pillowcase, $4. By Dan River.

Interior fabric treatments by Wm. R. Byrd Assoc.

Bottoms:
"Amapola" pattern, permanent press Dacron and cotton, pink: king flat, $15; king fitted, $15; pillowcase, $2.50 (king-size, $3). "Amapola" comforter, Avril and cotton: Dacron filling, pink, king-size, $145. Pillows covered in same fabric with Dacron fiberfill, 18" square, $18. All by Carlin (Division of WestPoint Pepperell).

Page 83:
Springmaid "Printilism" collection "Mirage" wavy pattern and "Fantasy" floral pattern, both no-iron "Wonder Calm," Kodel and cotton: king flat, $14; king fitted, $14; king-size pillowcase, $4.50 pair.

"Z" table, 1/4" clear glass top, 1/4" thick base, 20" x 30" x 24" high: $300 at Frame Craft, Ltd.

Moving?
PLEASE NOTIFY HOUSE & GARDEN AND THE POST OFFICE WHEN YOU MOVE AND BE SURE TO FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW.

For FASTEST service on address change, missing copies, etc., attach old mailing label in first space below. Otherwise please print clearly your address as we now have it.

OLD ADDRESS (Attach old label here if available)
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP CODE

NEW ADDRESS
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP CODE

MAIL TO
House & Garden
BOXT 2202
BOULDER
COLORADO 80302

Please allow 6 weeks for change to take effect.

Initialization of the editorial content.
Page 85:
Top: Decorative screen, each panel 20" x 85", $300 per panel at Wm. L. Designs, Inc., 979 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022.
Stackable modules of 4 separate units, $1,500 at Lord & Taylor, Fifth Ave. & 38th St., New York, N. Y., 10018.
Sofa bed of leather and white lacquer, $850 at Lord & Taylor.
"S" chair of laminated wood shaped under steam, stained in red or orange finish, $195 at ICF., 145 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.

Middle: Storage on wheels by Gini Boeri, at Gimbel's, Broadway & 33rd St., New York, N. Y., 10001.
Chaise chair of lamps, $300 at Macy's. Saeed mirror, 22" x 41" with fringe, $275 at Illsunolite, 39 E. 78th St., New York, N. Y., 10021.

Bottom: Highboy bar painted in acrylic House & Garden Zinnia and Curry on white lacquer, 30" wide x 18" deep x 30" high, by Donald Cameron at Parzinger Originals, 32 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.
Etageré of lucite, $175 at Abraham & Straus.

Page 86:
Top left: Lucite tub chair, removable cushion, 20" high x 25" wide x 27" deep, $65 at Abraham & Straus.

Middle: Mobile bar of interlocking units, aluminum top, $734 at Proebst, 979 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022.
Leather lounge chair by DeSede, 41" wide x 40" deep x 26" high, $1,225 at Luten-Clarey-Stern, 1059 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022.

Bottom: See-through lamp by Stefano Manzovani, 153/4" diam. x 29" high, from Studio G.S., Via Condotti 61/A, Rome, Italy.

Page 87:
Top: Molded plastic expandables: child's chair, 12" high, $4; stool, 12" x 18" high, $8.50; bistrot table, 22" x 20" high, $17; planter, 12" x 18" high, $6.50. All at Bonner's, 605 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022.
Queen Anne walnut armchair covered in brown antique leather, $390 at Abraham & Straus.
Shell and table in lucite: shell is 15" high x 9" wide x 32" long, $150; table is 32" x 32" x 27" high, $385. At Abraham & Straus.

Middle right: Silt mirrored cube, $180; juggled cut cube, $225. Both 16" sq. in various colors at ILSunolite.

Bottom: Mobile Totale by T. Ammannati and G. F. Vitelli: includes bed/sitting area, drawer and closet space, refrigerator, cooking unit, stereo, sliding panels, which pull out to serve as table space: $4,500. Set of 3 floor lamps by Artemide: 81/2" high, 78" high, and 72" high, $95 each. Fabric panels, "Arcade" from Unika-Vae, $7 yard. Painting by Thomas Carbery, "The Girls," $800. All at B. Altman, Fifth Ave. at 34th St., New York, N. Y., 10016.

SUPER BATH-BEDROOM

Page 89:
Dressing table bench with seat custom covered in "Chesnut" sheared terry by Spring Mills, 23" wide x 18" deep x 161/2" high, $235 with canvas seat and $95 with ox hide with $18.50 at Abraham & Straus, 420 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10018.

Page 90:
Dressing table bench (same as on p. 89) from Dunbar-Dux.
Lucite wastebasket, $24, and lucite Kleinem holder, $14, at Hammacher Schlemmer.
Stainless vase, $15 at Georg Jensen.

On the bedside table:
Chrome lamps by Ingo Maurer, $2.50 each at Georg Jensen.
Thermolord pitcher, 3 1/2 qt. capacity, $9.99 at Georg Jensen.

Page 91:
Continued on page 162

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, INC.
Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204
I wish to sponsor a boy or girl in (Country) to exchange letters, friendship.
I will pay $12 a month. I enclose first payment of $ I may sponsor a child but want to give $ I Please send me more information.

Write today: Vernon E. Kemp

Christian Children's Fund

Page 95:
"UP" furniture by Gaetano Pesce: mushroom chair, "Donna" lounge chair, spherical ottoman, two-position sofa. All of polyurethane with stretch fabric upholstery, self-inflatable when exposed to air, from Atelier, at Macy's, Herald Sq., New York, N. Y., 10013.

Bottom: Living-eating complex, storage for houseware and music equipment in four corner cabinets, concealed dining table of natural ashwood, unit lacquered matte white, $799 at Macy's.

Page 90:
Regency cabinet, beige and gold on black lacquer, 72" high x 17" deep x 40" wide, $2,400 at Yale R. Burge Antiques, 315 E. 62nd St., New York, N. Y., 10021.

Page 97:
Molded plastic expandables: child's chair, 12" high, $4; stool, 12" x 18" high, $8.50; bistrot table, 22" x 20" high, $17; planter, 12" x 18" high, $6.50. All at Bonner's, 605 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022.
Queen Anne walnut armchair covered in brown antique leather, $390 at Abraham & Straus.
Sheep and table in lucite: shelf is 15" high x 9" wide x 32" long, $150; table is 32" x 32" x 27" high, $385. At Abraham & Straus.

Page 86:
Page 87:
Page 88:
Page 89:
Page 90:
Page 91:

Margaret was found in a back lane of Calcutta, lying in her door­
way unconscious from hunger. In­
side, her mother had just died in childbirth.
You can see from the expression on Margaret's face that she doesn't understand why her mother can't get up, or why her father doesn't come home, or why the dull throb in her stomach won't go away.
What you can't see in that Margaret is dying of malnutrition. She has periods of fainting, her eyes are strangely glazed. Next will come a bloated stomach, falling hair, patched skin. And finally, death from malnutrition, a killer friendship.
Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66 pounds of food a day per person, then throw away enough garbage to feed a family of six in India. In fact, the average dog in America has a higher protein diet than Margaret!
If you were to suddenly join the ranks of 11/2 billion people who are forever hungry, your next meal would be a bowl of rice, day after
tomorrow a piece of fish the size of a silver dollar, later in the week nothing but a crust of bread.

Hard-pressed by the natural dis­
asters and phenomenal birth rate, the Indian government is valiantly trying to curb what Mahatma Gandhi called "The Eternal Compulsory Fast."

But Margaret's story can have a happy ending. For only $12.00 a month, you can sponsor her, or thou­sands of other desperate youngsters.
You will receive the child's pic­
ture, personal history, and the op­portunity to exchange letters, Christmas cards — and priceless friendship.

Since 1938, American sponsors have found this to be an intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their blessings with youngsters around the world.
So won't you help? Today?
Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in Taiwan, India, Brazil, Thailand and Philippines. (Or let us select a child for you from our emergency list.)
Decorative Oriental Plates
Breathtakingly Beautiful Bamboo Plates in Colorful Empress Dynasty Designs

Set of 4 Rare Decorative Pieces
for only $3 each

Decorative Plates from Asia

FREE! Antique hand-crafted wood is perfect decorative way to display plates, miniature oil paintings, treasured memorabilia. Yours free with each set of 4 Bamboo Plates.

NAME, ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY TO SHOPS. ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. ADD SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. ANY UNUSED ITEM (NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED BY INSURED MAIL FOR REFUND. INCLUDE ZIP CODE.

SHOPPING AROUND
WITH BETTY FAGAN

ACAPULCO ACCOLADE

Smart copy of a traditional Mexican wedding dress in textured natural cotton. Made with American shirtwaist styling. Tiny tucks, ecru lace, wooden buttons from neckline to hem and at the cuffs. Self belt to tie high, low or make a matching hairband. In sizes 8 to 20. $19.95 plus 60c post. Vicki Wayne, 610-HAD So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716

BIRTHDAY SPOON
Designed by Paul René Gauguin, grandson of the famed painter. Sterling birthday spoon designed with special symbols, artist's name, Danish hallmark and number of the month. Hand enamelled; limited edition. $20 each ppd. Viking Import House, HGl, 412 S. E. 6th St., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33301.

MUSHROOM STOOL
Superb sit-upon, accommodating table. Favorite shape with tots, teens, grown folks. Light rattan to enjoy as is or spray with Hg colors. 19½" dia.; 20¾" h. $13.95 plus $1.35 post. Catalogue, 35c. Fram's Basket House, 89 W. Main, Rockaway, N. J. 07866.
**ELEGANT URN**

For a formal garden, high on a pedestal at your entrance, this stately urn of cast aluminum, 42½" high, 33" in diameter, 16½ sq. ft. base. White, antique or plain; antique bronze, old iron, lead or black finish. $2.50 each; three, $6.35. Add 50c post. New Hampton Gen'l.

**CATALOGUE OF URNS AND FOUNTAINS**

5½" lead or black finish. $260 ppd. base. White, antique or plain; aluminum. 42½" square holds. For candy; ashtray, for a formal garden, high on a pedestal at your entrance — a pedestal at your entrance, a pedestal...

**SIAMESE PLEASER**

You supply the background; The Stitchery handworks the enchanting cat in soft blue, green, gray and brown needle-point. 9" by 8" on 15" square canvas. $6.95 plus 55c post. Add $2.95 for ivory background

**SUPER SPOONS**

Not the stew-stirring kind, the decorative sort. And would they look great on a country kitchen hearth, in a country kitchen hearth, in a country... in a country kitchen... in a country kitchen...

**HALF DOLLAR WATCH**

American Eagle fifty-cent piece is the handsome face of this wafer-thin watch. Mint-fresh coin, crystal protected, jeweled movement; shock-resistant, unbreakable mainspring, black alligator strap. $29.99 p.p.

**SOAP SPOT**

Traditional Charlotte Royal Ironstone dish used for generations in English households. For candy; ashtray, too. 5½" I. Rose, brown, blue. $2.50 each; three, $6.35. Add 50c post. New Hampton Gen'l. Store, 102 King St., Hampton, N. J. 08827.

**OUR SUPER-BARGAIN PRICE IS LESS THAN...**

14¢ PER SQ. FT. - ½ THICK, 1½" wide x 8" high x 1/8" thick. 5 ft. 6 in. x 10 ft. wall. — for to provide refined decorative accents for home, office. "Lithos" make handsome bat plaques, Table lamps; Limited quantities—order today?

**SILL EXTENDERS**

Set of two $2.99 plus 95c postage

**SOFT SPOT**

Traditional Charlotte Royal Ironstone dish used for generations in English households. For candy; ashtray, too. 5½" I. Rose, brown, blue. $2.50 each; three, $6.35. Add 50c post. New Hampton Gen'l. Store, 102 King St., Hampton, N. J. 08827.

**SPECIAL PURCHASE!**

IMPORTED DIRECTLY

**VICTORIAN BENTWOOD COSTUMER**

Join the Bentwood Re­
vival with this decora­tive and functional cost­mer. Classic lines in hand-rubbed oil walnut finish. Full 6 ft. tall, re­volving top. Assembles easily. $39.95 value. Limited supply at this low, low price. $19.95. Express charges collect.

**HANGER HOLDS 12 SHIRTS IN 6" OF CLOSET SPACE!**

Ends the jam-up resulting from more clothes than closet space! Keeps one dozen of his shirts—neat and wrin­kle-free—in just 6' of space. Its ta­pered design prevents bunching and crushing; easy-to-get-at slots let him quickly select the right one to suit the occasion—without disturbing the others. Gold-tone steel; 6x14" long. $1.00

**SPECIAL SALE ONLY $19.98 BOX OF 48**

(Reg. $30.00)

If these genuine Portuguese cork tiles had cement backing, you'd pay $1.00 per sq. ft.
Show me how to create DREAM ROOMS like the pros!

**Clothes Hamper Table**

Finished $498

UNROYAL

SEND ME YOUR FREE BOOKLET
I . . . all about your famous home-study course in Interior Decoration. I want to know details about the fun, fame, and profit that await me in this exciting field as a careerist or homemaker. Your book will explain how I may learn at home under your expert supervision by mail. A dime in coin is enclosed for postage. I am under no obligation.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

Mail today to:

Chicago School of Interior Decoration / 835 Diversey / Dept. 626-G / Chicago, Ill. 60614

**Gold and Crystal Sconce**

From Italy . . . beautifully finished with hand applied gold leaf on wrought iron, a shimmering waterfall of prism-cut crystal drops. Graceful wall accents shed soft elegance to flank a mirror, mantel or fine picture. 2-candle sconce (candles not included) is 20 x 10'/2" wide, ready to hang.

Graceful wall accents shed soft elegance to flank a mirror, mantel or fine picture. In pairs, stunning shimmering waterfall of prism-cut crystal hand applied gold leaf on wrought iron, a

From Italy . . . beautifully finished with hand applied gold leaf on wrought iron, a shimmering waterfall of prism-cut crystal drops. Graceful wall accents shed soft
elegance to flank a mirror, mantel or fine picture. 2-candle sconce (candles not included) is 20 x 10'/2" wide, ready to hang.

**Grapes for the Grape**

Elegant cluster of crystal grapes is a 6" bottle that keeps the bouquet of fine wine locked in and is decorative for serving your favorite vintage at dinner. The screw-on cap is silvery metal. Set of six individual servers is $5.95 plus 50c post. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 301-B, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colorado 80221.

**Secret of the Wok**

Proper saute and steam method is guaranteed with the dome lid of an authentic, centuries-old design of the Chinese Wok. The stand holds it steady, provides even heat. Only drops of oil or water needed. Steel pan, 12" dia. Recipes included. $3.98 plus 75c post. The Country Gourmet, G1, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

**For Bed Readers**

Just the thing! Hi-intensity bed lamp with glare-free miniature bulb that concentrates light without disturbing mate. Swivel head, felt lined spring clip that fits all headboards without marring fabric. 6" by 3'/2" by 2". White or brown. $9.98 plus 75c post. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG1, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

**No-Shine Discovery**

Simple cotton cover for steam irons is the solution for ironing serge, gabardine, dull-surfaced silks, woolens and knits. Permits a smooth shaping or blocking job without any ugly shiny areas. Slips on with elastic to hold in place. Two for $1 plus 15c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

**Autumn Leaves**

Kit includes everything needed to complete picture except frame: linen stamped with design, yarns in ten shades of Autumn foliage, needle, diagram and complete instructions. Sizes: 17" x 28". Kit $4.98 Plus 35c postage & handling. PA residents add 6% sales tax (30c). Offers or money order only. No C.O.D.'s.

**Go Creative With Crewel**

A Striking New Design . . . Easy To Do

**Secret of the Wok**

Proper saute and steam method is guaranteed with the dome lid of an authentic, centuries-old design of the Chinese Wok. The stand holds it steady, provides even heat. Only drops of oil or water needed. Steel pan, 12" dia. Recipes included. $3.98 plus 75c post. The Country Gourmet, G1, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

**For Bed Readers**

Just the thing! Hi-intensity bed lamp with glare-free miniature bulb that concentrates light without disturbing mate. Swivel head, felt lined spring clip that fits all headboards without marring fabric. 6" by 3'/2" by 2". White or brown. $9.98 plus 75c post. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG1, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

**No-Shine Discovery**

Simple cotton cover for steam irons is the solution for ironing serge, gabardine, dull-surfaced silks, woolens and knits. Permits a smooth shaping or blocking job without any ugly shiny areas. Slips on with elastic to hold in place. Two for $1 plus 15c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
NOW EVERYBODY CAN BUY THEIR OWN EXTRA PHONE WITH NO RENTAL CHARGE AT ALL

Complete with 4-PRONG PLUG, RINGER, REGULAR CORD

Just plug it in! Nothing else to buy!

These well-made, top brand name standard dial phones are completely reconditioned by experienced factory-trained repairmen... reworked, refinished and inspected down to the last service detail. Each is READY-TO-USE. WITH RINGER, 4-PRONG PLUG AND CORD. There is nothing else to buy. Great as that extra phone... or 2 phone intercom system... in office, den, kitchen, bedroom, etc... and it costs you less to own it yourself than what you have to pay in one year's rent!

ON SALE—NOW ONLY 99c

CHOOSE ANY PHONE YOU LIKE AND OWN IT—NO RENTAL CHARGES TO PAY EVER

These well-made, top brand name standard dial phones are completely reconditioned by experienced factory-trained repairmen... reworked, refinished and inspected down to the last service detail. Each is READY-TO-USE. WITH RINGER, 4-PRONG PLUG AND CORD. There is nothing else to buy. Great as that extra phone... or 2 phone intercom system... in office, den, kitchen, bedroom, etc... and it costs you less to own it yourself than what you have to pay in one year's rent!

COLOR PHONES with Bell
Available in Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, White, Beige, Ivory, Pink, Black, Gold $16.95

ANTIQUE CRADLE PHONE (Vintage 1928)
Match your decor with famous make colored phones. Green, Yellow-white-blue- 
Ivory-Red-Pink-black Beige $22.95

EXEC-U-PHONE
The award winning design — Space saving, with adjustable bell. Diplomatic Gray only $27.95

PRINCESS TYPE "STARRITE PHONE"
Pink, Blue, Green and White, Ivory. Complete with Bell and Cord. $39.95

COUNTRY COLOR PHONES
Green, Blue, Pink, White, Ivory, Red, Beige, Green & Yellow, Black with bell $22.95

WESTERN ELECTRIC HANGER PHONE
With Dial $19.95
No Dial $11.95
Black Only

BE TALLER INSTANTLY
Decorating Discovery. PLEXIGLAS®

Innovative, see-through home accessories are delightfully easy to make, with Plexiglas. So, we've assembled a handsome "how-to" booklet full of nice make-it-yourself things. Table top, cabinet sliding doors, space dividers, many more. Plexiglas is also the perfect window replacement material to add safety to your home. Plexiglas is crystal clear, as much as 17 times more breakage resistant than glass and has no sharp edges. And Plexiglas is a joy to work with. It drips, cuts, cements and installs in a jiffy. Get Plexiglas at your nearby hardware, glass or building supply dealer. Write for our booklet. Enclose 25c to cover postage and handling.

Rohm and Haas Company, Box 9730, Phila., Pa. 19140

SHOPPING AROUND

O'ER SLUSH AND SNOW

BURNISHED BAMBOO
Tiny easel provides an elegant display stand for small paintings, sketches or a treasured photograph. 8" h. Golden bamboo is lacquered for preservation. A charming piece to stand on mantel, a desk or table in rooms either traditional or contemporary. $1.25; 3 for $2.98. Add 25c post. Gloria Dee, HGl, Box 1100, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

CARVED ORGANIZER
Rich brown sheesham wood is hand-carved in India to make a three tier caddy for stationery and such. Lower tier is for letters, pencils, clips and bands; mid-section is for letter paper and top tier for large envelopes or magazines. $9.98 plus 85c postage. Harriet Carter, HGl, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

ARMCHAIR VERSION
The chair is 31" wide, stands 36" high, the seat 17" off the floor. Handsome as all getout, it's made of hardwood, upholstered in top grain leather: red, green, brown, tan, mustard, black (ask for swatches). Perfect way to use your Christmas check. $387.77; ottoman $172.44. Exp. charges coll. Aggie's, Box 371, Belmont, N. C. 28012.

DECORATOR DESIGNED MESSAGE CENTER
Waldorf-finished wood memo center adds distinctive decorator touch to any setting. Everything your family needs to comfortably handle phone messages, family notes, appointments. Includes: alphabetical cards for phone numbers; file box; pencil holder and pencil sharpener; phone rect. Hugo rol of memo paper. Imagination adds the frustration of juggling with phone, pencil and paper. Designed. Overall size 7" x 9" Gold-tinted metal嚎k and finish. A definite must for any household. Full refund guarantee if not delighted. Send only $2.56 (plus 25c to cover p. & H.) to:

J. CARLTON'S, Dept. MS-2 Shade, P.O. Box 228-H
Abington, Pa. 19001

PAINT YOUR OWN PRIMITIVES ON WOOD
Each kit contains wood, with design, acrylic paints, hangers, brush and instructions. Designs are adaptations of America's Treasures of primitive folk art. Above kit is entitled "1776" . . . $16.95 postpaid. Professional results guaranteed. SEND 10c for 8 page color brochure detailing 27 kits. Kits range from $10.95 to $29.95. Pa. res. add 6% Sales Tax.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

HOUSE & GARDE
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The chair is 31" wide, stands 36" high, the seat 17" off the floor. Handsome as all getout, it's made of hardwood, upholstered in top grain leather: red, green, brown, tan, mustard, black (ask for swatches). Perfect way to use your Christmas check. $387.77; ottoman $172.44. Exp. charges coll. Aggie's, Box 371, Belmont, N. C. 28012.

DECORATOR DESIGNED MESSAGE CENTER
Waldorf-finished wood memo center adds distinctive decorator touch to any setting. Everything your family needs to comfortably handle phone messages, family notes, appointments. Includes: alphabetical cards for phone numbers; file box; pencil holder and pencil sharpener; phone rect. Hugo rol of memo paper. Imagination adds the frustration of juggling with phone, pencil and paper. Designed. Overall size 7" x 9" Gold-tinted metal嚎k and finish. A definite must for any household. Full refund guarantee if not delighted. Send only $2.56 (plus 25c to cover p. & H.) to:

J. CARLTON'S, Dept. MS-2 Shade, P.O. Box 228-H
Abington, Pa. 19001

PAINT YOUR OWN PRIMITIVES ON WOOD
Each kit contains wood, with design, acrylic paints, hangers, brush and instructions. Designs are adaptations of America's Treasures of primitive folk art. Above kit is entitled "1776" . . . $16.95 postpaid. Professional results guaranteed. SEND 10c for 8 page color brochure detailing 27 kits. Kits range from $10.95 to $29.95. Pa. res. add 6% Sales Tax.
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O'ER SLUSH AND SNOW

BURNISHED BAMBOO
Tiny easel provides an elegant display stand for small paintings, sketches or a treasured photograph. 8" h. Golden bamboo is lacquered for preservation. A charming piece to stand on mantel, a desk or table in rooms either traditional or contemporary. $1.25; 3 for $2.98. Add 25c post. Gloria Dee, HGl, Box 1100, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

CARVED ORGANIZER
Rich brown sheesham wood is hand-carved in India to make a three tier caddy for stationery and such. Lower tier is for letters, pencils, clips and bands; mid-section is for letter paper and top tier for large envelopes or magazines. $9.98 plus 85c postage. Harriet Carter, HGl, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

ARMCHAIR VERSION
The chair is 31" wide, stands 36" high, the seat 17" off the floor. Handsome as all getout, it's made of hardwood, upholstered in top grain leather: red, green, brown, tan, mustard, black (ask for swatches). Perfect way to use your Christmas check. $387.77; ottoman $172.44. Exp. charges coll. Aggie's, Box 371, Belmont, N. C. 28012.
WASH AND WEAR
Counter-top clothes washer does the duds in only 12 minutes, with a fabric selector to care for even the most delicate articles. Rust-proof, unbreakable inside, white enamel outside; 15" h., 19" d.. Lightweight and portable—needs no installation. Takes 2-lb. load. $49.98 exp. coll. Hobi, Inc., HG1, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

POSTER POWER
Magnify yourself! Wow, you or your favorite one is big, big poster size! Any black and white or color photo makes a sensational poster: think in terms of your beau, godchild. Original photo returned in tube with your poster. For 3' by 2' size, $4.95; 3' by 4', $7.95., Ppd. Photo Poster, Dept. ED24, 210 E. 23 St., New York, N. Y. 10010.

WATER PUMP
Simple syphon principle makes this little pump operate quickly and efficiently without gasoline or electricity. Empties up to 360 gallons per hour from flooded cellars, swimming pools, boats. Attaches to faucet. $2.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

PRESTO, A PILLOW
Take this new tropical fruit pillow kit, add just 11 hours. When time's up you've created a 14" by 14" pillow cover in yellows, orange and red combined with greens and browns. Yarns, instructions, needle, cover, zipper included. $4.95 plus 45c post. The Stitchery, HG1, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

EMPEROR PANELS
Elegant is the word for these fine reproductions of hand-painted tapestry panels from the Emperor Dynasties. Remarkably, they have the silvery iridescence and brilliant jewel tones of the originals. Frame the four for an effective grouping in pairs or in a row. The newest rage of home decorators in this fall's "original." Look! The outlining and beauty they bring to any room will be seen in every room. $35.00 per set; $15.00 for a single. $1 postage. Amtech Creations, HG1, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Ocean-side, N. Y. 11572.

SIMPLY FABULOUS FISH
Imagine dropping small blue crystals into a bowl of water and seeing live fish emerge in a matter of hours! Almost like a miracle! Over a thousand frisky, playful fish will "hatch" and grow. Their romping andキャバリング is both amusing and educational for all ages. They come to life from a state of Suspended Animation, and can easily be put back to be revived later. Kit includes: Incubation, Fish Ingredients, Growth Food and simple instructions. $1.69 ea. or two for $3.25 plus .30 P & H. III. Res. add 5% tax. Gift Catalog .25c.

LITTLE PRO
Authentic small loom comes with two filled shuttles with assorted color yarns. Weaves place mats, gorgeous scarves, ties. Loom is 13½" by 10½" by 1½" with strong plastic comb controlled by one lever. Easy-to-follow directions included. $5.95 plus $1 postage. Amtech Creations, HG1, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Ocean-side, N. Y. 11572.

FREE GIANT AMERICAN EAGLE FULL COLOR MURAL FREE
Put your first-free, magnificent poster wall mural American Eagle in Flight—25½" x 35½" on parchment GIANT EAGLES THIS SIZE SELL FOR UP TO $10 EACH IN ART STORES YOURS FREE with

4 AMERICAN SOLDIER "FIRST EDITION" ART PRINTS .. .50c each
Yes, in art stores you would pay up to $10 for a magnificent giant American Eagle this size. This breathtakingly beautiful 25½" x 35½" mural on parchment is featured in art catalogues and fine stores. Now with 4 exquisite American Soldier art prints at our special low price of only 50c each—the American Eagle is your ABSOLUTELY FREE.

Each original 40½" x 17½" reproduction is a hand-painted print on rare parchment, each signed and the American Soldier "first edition." These are the most beautifully decorative art prints ever created by one of America's favorite historic artists Victor Olins. The 4 Soldiers are "first editions." Special edition, ink prints on heavy art paper is unusual tall shape, 25½" x 9½", is so good for grouping in pairs or in a row. The newest rage of home decor is in this fall's "original." Look! The outlining and beauty they bring to any room is seen in every room.

OFFER WILL NOT BE REPEATED
To take advantage of this special FREE offer, mail coupon now while supplies last. You receive 5 beautiful full color American Eagle murals and your 4 "first edition" art prints will you appreciate how they will bring a new magic to your home.

FREE POSTER POWER
To take advantage of this special FREE offer, mail coupon now while supplies last. You receive 5 beautiful full color American Eagle murals and your 4 "first edition" art prints will you appreciate how they will bring a new magic to your home.

HOME DECORATOR SERVICES Dept. HG-1
34 Church Lane, Wrentham, Mass. 02093

SAVINGS BONDS
BUY UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS
First-on-the-Moon Plate
A collector's item. A unique visual print in black ink on canvas, an exact replica of the Apollo 11 plaque. The first moon landing is forever preserved in this distinctive commemorative. 1 CMOS 7104 $13.50 ppd. 

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.
Dept. R, 153 East 57th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
"Largest in the field of all portraiture"
MASTER CHARGE CREDIT PLAN AVAILABLE

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.
Dept. R, 153 East 57th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
"Largest in the field of all portraiture"
MASTER CHARGE CREDIT PLAN AVAILABLE

WILDWEST Calfskin Rug

WESTERN Calfskin Products
P. O. Box 4156 • Bon R蕨al, Calif. 94903

CONTINENTAL FABULOUS WINDS

WESTERN Calfskin Products
P. O. Box 4156 • Bon R蕨al, Calif. 94903

CONTINENTAL FABULOUS WINDS

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD
Space saving table made in Europe of solid beechwood and finished with oiled walnut veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; one side up 37" by 30"; fully opened, 65" by 30" and it sits eight 30", high. Perfect for apartments. $47.95 exp. coll. Shipped assembled. Danish catalogue. 25c. 

SIAMESE SHOwOFF
Pet of all nations comes into sight as an appealing ceramic statue of lustrous glaze in soft beige. Put cat family in any corner or cupboard (oops! we mean vitrine) and watch the place come alive. 5" high, 6" long. $3.96 each; $6.98 a pair. Plus 25c post. Colonial Studios, Dept. CP-3, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.
SHOPPING AROUND

SHAKER MATES
Pair calculated to please a couple who plan to set a table for two or four. Salt and pepper shakers in the shape of the Oshidori, monogamous love-birds whose other claim to fame is that only the male can fly. Tarnished resonant silverplate 3 1/2" by 2", $4.95; 2 sets $9.50 plus 75c post. Catalogue 25c. Gift Tree, H1, Box HG55, Kensington, Md. 20795.

MUSICAL CHEST
Hand-carved and hand-painted with sleigh as its subject, distinctive chest is in three sizes, plays "Somewhere My Love." 6 1/4" by 5 1/2" by 3 1/2" high—18 notes, $27.50; 8" by 6" by 3 1/2" high—26 notes, $36; 10" by 7" by 3 1/2" high—36 notes, $41. Add 65c for insured mail. Hildegarde Studios, H1, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

DOLL REPAIR COURSE
Send for a fascinating free booklet which will tell you how to repair and restore any doll. Easy home-study method created by Norm and Sue Morris. On completion you may start your own profitable business at home. Accredited member National Home Study Council. Write Doll Hospital Schools, Dept. D-626, 2251 Barry Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90064.

O.D. BAG
Pack up all totabiles in a sturdy duck bag of cavernous capacity. Holds lunch or a sun-worshipper's towel and lotion; textbooks; any paraphernalia. A big 14" by 10" by 6", bag has leather thong for draining, paddle shapes for folding—each different! Natural wood. 11-1/2" long. $10.77. D-626.

DOODLE MIT STRUDEL
And you'll get better results easier with ready-made Hungarian strudel dough sheets. Tissue-thin and individually cellophane wrapped. Just load with a favorite filling, apple, Mohn, cheese, even sausage, cabbage, and bake! Four sheets for two 23" strudels, with recipes. $.598 ppd. Maison Michel, H1, Michel Bldg., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

LINER FOR LOCKS
What's Breck been up to these days? Well, for one thing, making a liner for your favorite wig. It stretches to fit any shape skull. Wig remains in place, feels better, stays cleaner. Furthermore, it can enable for a swim on your winter vacation. Keeps ends dry. Two for $2.98 ppd. Breck's of Boston, K12 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

THE COUNTRY GOURMET CHEF'S SPECIALS

LOTUS BOWLS AND PLATES... Each Set of 8 $2.98

Lotus在北京是白色的。每个莲蓬都有莲花和礼物。在那指导下，莲蓬代表了在中国宗教文化中重要的风水和繁荣，象征着健康的身心。下面的莲花和礼物代表了健康和繁荣。

PLATTER STORAGE RACK... $1.39

All-metal rack holds 9 small platters in separate sections. Great for the kitchen, restaurant, basement. A-104, 12" wide, 1 1/2" deep, 13 1/2" high. Add 65c for insured mail. E. & S. Industries, HG1, 417 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

BUFFET SILVERWARE STACKERS... Set of 2 $1.29

Pretty ceramic holders for knives, forks and spoons. Pair calculated to please a couple who plan to set a table for two or four. Hand-carved and hand-painted. Faithful replica of a rich Renaissance design, and truly a work of art! Exquisitely shaped and swirled, a wealth of intricate detail! Exquisitely shaped and swirled, a wealth of intricate detail! Each different! Whiteware, 9 1/4" long. $10.77.

FRENCH WHISKS... Set of 3 $1.00

Gentle, natural wood. Handles, 12" long. $1.98.

GIANT ROAST FORKS... Set of 2 $1.49

No more perfectly browning meat! Giant forks lift and turn heavy roasts with ease. Heavy steel, specially constructed to grip securely, specially designed to allow juices to drain back. 12" long, sold only wood handles, leather hanging loops. $1.18.

GIANT ROAST FORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM NAME</th>
<th>ITEM NUMBER</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTHENTIC CHINESE WOK</td>
<td>&amp;8192;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEF'S WOODEN TOOLS</td>
<td>&amp;8192;</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFET SILVERWARE STACKERS</td>
<td>&amp;8192;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRENCH WHISK</td>
<td>&amp;8192;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE COUNTRY GOURMET, Dept. 61
545 Fourth Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550
NAME ___________ ADDRESS ___________
STATE ___________ ZIP ___________
NAME OF ITEM ITEM QUANTITY PRICE

Enclose check or M.O. Add postage $3. Please add $1.00 for UPS. Envelope $1.25, box $2.00, boxes $3.50.
LEARN FLOWER ARRANGING at home. Make professional corsages, arrangements, wedding designs. Unusual spare, full time money making opportunities, or hobby. Free information on exciting home-study course.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Norm & Sue Morris
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS
Dept. B-853
2231 Barry Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
Please send me your free information "Opportunities in Floristry."

Name________________________________________
Address_______________________________________
City________________________ State________________ Zip__________

WASTECAN TROLLEY
Are wastecans a problem in your pretty kitchen? Now keep them off of sight and still within easy reach! Our ingenious under-cabinet "trolley" hides them—under the sink—in any cabinet—but you'll never have to reach for them! Attaches in minutes—detachably easily)—holds any size wastecan (not included)—slides out to meet you as door opens, disappears like magic as door closes! Now you can have wastecans wherever you need them—without offense! In honey tone pine stain finish. 101. 3" x 9" x 13". $3.50 postpaid.* BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—100 PIECES Handy and Kit Furnitures in Friendly Pine.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Dept. GI-8
North Conway, N. H. 03860

IMPROVED* Model ... WASTECAN TROLLEY

PORTRAITS, INC.
We represent 200 of today's leading portrait painters and sculptors. Visit our gallery and find the artist of your choice.

41 EAST 570 STREET
NEW YORK

ROSEWOOD STANDS
for vases, statues, and other decorative items.

Your most lustrous arranged flowers will look as if they just placed first in the Garden Club Show. Use some for dramatizing a treasured figure. Black rosewood bases are hand-carved in traditional Oriental motifs. Low base, 4" inside diam., $2.50. Footed base with 4" inside diam., $6.75. Pd. Other sizes available. Send for free brochure (Quantity Discount Allowed)

A C GIFTS New York, Inc.
Box 306 Dept. HG-1
PORTCHESTER, N.Y. 10573

FOR GIFTS GALORE

For gifts and souvenirs, the PROVINCE PILLOW is hard to beat. Handwoven by our own weavers, it is filled with down and comes in all sizes, too. $9.50 plus 60¢ postage. Order from Old Pueblo Traders, 600-HCB, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

BOOTS ARE BEST!
Sleek boots with smart buckled instep strap are terrific with tweeds, stretch pants or pants suits. Genuine cowhide with sturdy sole and heel. White, black or bone leather, or natural deer skin. Sizes 4 to 10 $ and N: $ sizes, too. $9.50 plus 60¢ postage. Order from Old Pueblo Traders, 600-HCB, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

MONEY BE HANGED
Mad money enters the Art World! Made to look like priceless treasures, wall plaques of the Indian head penny, the Buffalo nickel are replicas of U. S. coins finished in copper and silver-tone composition. 7 1/2" dia. Set of two heads and tails, penny or nickel plaques. $3.98 ppd. Breck's of Boston, K04 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

JIFFY CAR PARKER
Ends guesswork, frayed nerves and scraped fenders. Makes parking easy—even in the tightest spots. Park perfectly the first time—every time! Used by many driving schools and scraped fenders. Makes parking easy—even in the tightest spots. Park perfectly the first time—every time! Used by many driving schools

HAND EMBOSER
For Personalized Stationery

Emboss your own personal stationery for a lifetime by just pressing a handle. Makes expensive looking letter combinations of any letter, number, symbol, monogram. PAPER & ENVELOPES inexpen- sible. Requires no tools, sandpaper, or maintenance. Ideal for initials, monograms on prints, envelopes, name or address. Size of letters fully adjustable. No more than 24 letters per card. For 4 lines add 31 1/2. EXTRAS ALONE 30¢ each (monogram) $1.50 plus 35¢ free postal scale included. ORDERS OF 2 OR MORE EMBOSSERS OVER 50¢ for mailing charges. Send $1 per card. Free (Quantity Discount Allowed)

A C GIFTS New York, Inc.
Box 306 Dept. HG-1
PORTCHESTER, N.Y. 10573

GROUP CIRCULARS

SHOPPING AROUND

MADE FOR SPOONING
Decorative and practical! Solid American walnut rack with three concealed slots for spoons comes complete with adhesive strip for quick fastening to wall. If you prefer, Downs provides nails with instructions for concealed use of them. Racks measure 6" long. Pair $4.50; two pairs $8.50. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1401, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

JIFFY CAR PARKER
Ends guesswork, frayed nerves and scraped fenders. Makes parking easy—even in the tightest spots. Park perfectly the first time—every time! Used by many driving schools

FOR GIFTS GALORE

Cushy catalogue shows where they're at—the gifts, that is: photographs and descriptive prose abound, unfolding new and classic things for all the family, for a host of friends come present giving time. Handy reference book's planned for quick personal all year round. Only 10c: ppd. Woodmere, P. O. Box 4025, Hamden, Conn. 06514.

SOMETHING SPECIAL

MONEY BE HANGED
Made money enters the Art World! Made to look like priceless treasures, wall plaques of the Indian head penny, the Buffalo nickel are replicas of U. S. coins an­ tique-finished in copper and silver-tone composition, 7 1/2" dia. Set of two heads and tails, penny or nickel plaques. $3.98 ppd. Breck's of Boston, K04 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

BOOTS ARE BEST!
Sleek boots with smart buckled instep strap are terrific with tweeds, stretch pants or pants suits. Genuine cowhide with sturdy sole and heel. White, black or bone leather, or natural deer skin. Sizes 4 to 10 $ and N: $ sizes, too. $9.50 plus 60¢ postage. Order from Old Pueblo Traders, 600-HCB, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

MONEY BE HANGED
Mad money enters the Art World! Made to look like priceless treasures, wall plaques of the Indian head penny, the Buffalo nickel are replicas of U. S. coins finished in copper and silver-tone composition. 7 1/2" dia. Set of two heads and tails, penny or nickel plaques. $3.98 ppd. Breck's of Boston, K04 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

FOR GIFTS GALORE

Cushy catalogue shows where they're at—the gifts, that is: photographs and descriptive prose abound, unfolding new and classic things for all the family, for a host of friends come present giving time. Handy reference book's planned for quick personal all year round. Only 10c: ppd. Woodmere, P. O. Box 4025, Hamden, Conn. 06514.

JIFFY CAR PARKER
Ends guesswork, frayed nerves and scraped fenders. Makes parking easy—even in the tightest spots. Park perfectly the first time—every time! Used by many driving schools

SHOPPING AROUND

MADE FOR SPOONING
Decorative and practical! Solid American walnut rack with three concealed slots for spoons comes complete with adhesive strip for quick fastening to wall. If you prefer, Downs provides nails with instructions for concealed use of them. Racks measure 6" long. Pair $4.50; two pairs $8.50. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1401, Evanston, Ill. 60204.
SHOPPING AROUND

Suddenly! There are Ready-Made Window/Wall Treatments
Suddenly! There are Fiberglas Thermal-Bonded Draperies
Suddenly! There are Fiberglas Fabric Shades & Cornices
Suddenly! There is Matching Wallpaper

STACK THEM UP

PAISLEY TEAKETTLE
From France, pretty Paisley print on ceramic porcelain bonded to extra-heavy steel for a long and useful life on the range. Tawny yellows, oranges and browns on white. 4-qt. kettle shown is but one of a handy and handsome group of cookware. Easy to clean, and dishwasher proof! $15 plus 75c post. Heritage House, HGI, Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317.

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS
What with all the emphasis on a perfect skin, do remove any hair from face, arms, legs. Use Perma Tweez with ease: safely destroys roots with tweezer-like action, does not puncture or irritate skin. As seen in leading medical journals. $14.95 ppd. General Medical Co., HGE13, 5701 W. Adams, Los Angeles, Cal. 90016.

DINNER FOR EIGHT
Jennifer House imports this English Staffordshire china and covers your table with flowers! Charming "Calico" pattern in over-all blue or brown, this 42 pc. service for 8 includes dinner plates, cereal/soups, bread, cups and saucers, vegetable dish, platter. Open stock, too. $34.95. Exp. col. Jennifer House, G170, Gt. Barrington, Mass. 01230.

ELEGANT TRADITION
Natural choice for living room or bedroom is the "Hamilton" armchair with button tufted back and lined skirt. Foam over hard-wood frame. 29½" by 19" by 31½" h. 28 velvets, moirés, solids. $74 ea.; $145 a pr. Catalogue, swatches, $1. Exp. charges col. Hunt Galleries, Inc., HGI, 2920 No. Center St., Hickory, N. C. 28601.

FAMOUS FACSIMILE
Oriental designs appear all over these sturdy, beautiful rugs for everyone. Antique patterns are woven out of natural yarns. Background colors: light blue, green, red or ivory. 4' by 6' $16.95, 6' by 9' $29.95. Ppd. 9' by 12' $49.95; 9' by 15' $79.95; 12' by 15' $99.95; Exp. coll. International Rug Co., HGI, 360 Amsterdam, N. Y. 10024.

FIBERGLAS DRAPERY

Suddenly! There is a new look in Window Treatments
See it all in our FREE Drapery Book!

RONNIE DRAPERY CORP., DEPT. 4R-23
145 BROAD AVE., FAIRVIEW, N. J. 07022

Please send me, absolutely free, the new Ronnie Fiberglas Drapery Book featuring Total-Look Window/Wall Styling Ideas.

Name______________________________
Address______________________________
City________________________State________Zip__________
**SOMEWHERE MY LOVE**

Tune from the beautiful motion picture, "Dr. Zhivago." Hand-carved, hand-painted in Italy, made of sculp
ture and wood. All music boxes have
divine movements, accuracy revolves as
music plays. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Catalog 50c, showing music boxes from
$8 to $800.

![Somewhere My Love](image)

**TREASURE CHESTS**

Tiny Rubbishes
Seashells
Stone, Iron, Wood, etc

**SOMEWHERE MY LOVE**

28 notes 9x7/2" h. $15.95
28 notes 7x9/2" h. $13.50
53 notes 7x3/4" h. $8.00
Add 65c for INSURED mail.

Every music box is inspected & oiled before shipped parcel post INSURED to you.

---

**Hildegard's GM, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn, 06105**

**TV RUNABOUT**

For Black
White
Or Color Sets

---

**DINGY TEETH made RADIANT WHITE**

instantly!

Like a Movie-Star smile
with new Cosmetic Enamel!

Are you smile shy because of discolored,
dull and unattractive teeth? Then try
WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental
Cosmetic" formula for a new, glamerous look.
Just brush on and instantly you transform
dimly, yellow and dingy teeth into a
sparkling white finish that appears so pearly
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover
sparltling white finish that appears so pearly-
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover
sparkling white finish that appears so pearly-
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover
sparkling white finish that appears so pearly-
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover
sparkling white finish that appears so pearly-
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover
sparkling white finish that appears so pearly-
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover
sparkling white finish that appears so pearly-
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover
sparkling white finish that appears so pearly-
and natural. WYTEN is used by thou­

---

**SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA**

SOMEBODY'S MUSICAL BONUS

Jewel Box 7"x5"x2" h. $3.50 10 day trial
FREE CATALOGUE

---

**FLORAL AND FOLK**

**FOLK ART**

**FLORAL ART**

**FOLK AND FLORAL ART**

**FOLK ART**

**FLORAL ART**

**FOLK AND FLORAL ART**

**FLORAL AND FOLK**

---

**LONG-STEM BEAUTIES**

to cross-stitch
to color

colors, and easy instructions. Framed size
10" x 20"

No. 15 Iris Kit
No. 16 Tiger Lily Kit
No. 17 Carnation Kit (shown)
No. 18 Rose Kit (shown)
No. 66 Frame, 10" x 20", mahog.
No. 667 Frame, 10" x 20", mapl

PLUS 50c POSTAGE & HANDLING

**VICTORIA GIFTS**

12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**SPRAY WAY**

No question about it, spraying
keeps hair on the right wave
length. But take care that the
stuff doesn't land in your eyes or
all over a freshly made up face.
See through plastic mask (pretty
too) is what you've been looking for:
protects other areas from
spray. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony
Enterprises, HGl, 585 Market
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

---

**BETTER BAKER**

Slice it and bake it all at the same
time: divided skillet turns out
eight tasty corn bread wedges
with a side crust on each one!
Cast iron skillet divides batter for
perfect slices of cake or pies;
fine, too, for egg dishes or patties.
$1.99 each, three for $5.85 plus
$1 post. Butler's in Old Salem,
HGl, Drawer X, Salem Sta.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. 27108.

---

**PRINCELY PLAQUE**

Make a man's home his castle
with the family coat-of-arms on
display. Embossed copper on
polished mahogany base, hand
painted motto. 8" by 5", $16.95;
10" by 7", $20.50; 14" by 10",
$30. On hand-painted parchment
in black frame: 10" by 7",
$17.50; 14" by 10", $22.50.
Pod. "1776" House, G41, 260

---

**FINE FRENCH HAND**

If you want nutritious delicious
vegetables, do it the French way:
folding basket keeps sprouts,
beans or whatever above the wa­
er in any saucepan—makes like
double a double boiler. Imported steaming
device measures 6" across
all sides up, 9" closed. $2.98
plus 35c post. Anthony Enter­prises,
HGl, 585 Market St., San
Francisco, Calif. 94105.

---

**CAPTAIN'S PARADISE**

Nirvana for the nerves! Captain's
Chair so comfortably designed
with its mahogany frame uphol
stered of topgrain leather, brass
nail trimmed—as to set any
sailor to dreaming. 23" by 21" by
33" h, $137.50; leather; $139.95; fabric; $114.50, your
material. Exp. coll. Catalogue,
25c. Ehrasm Marsh, Dept. 726,
Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28025.

---

**HERITAGE HOUSE**

Enter CA

**NOW IN PEWTER FINISH . . . KITCHEN SWITCHPLATES**

Also in Solid Brass or Wrought Iron Finish

**UNIVERSAL QUALITY, PAINTINGLY HANDCRAFTED**

In this unique kitchen Catalogue and Catalog Design
finds the perfect touch to a lovely kitchen. Unusual
value. An original Dietrick's design.
Free Booklet Catalogue

10 for 65c; 50 for 3.50; 100 for 6.50; 500 for 30.00

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**MADE IN ENGLAND**

---

**ATTENTION!**

**SOFT-WASHED LINEN**

---

**MAKE YOUR HOMES MORE BEAUTIFUL**
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---
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---

**MAKE YOUR HOMES MORE BEAUTIFUL**

No question about it, spraying
keeps hair on the right wave
length. But take care that the
stuff doesn't land in your eyes or
all over a freshly made up face.
See through plastic mask (pretty
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FAINTING SOFA
The epitome of Victorian days, designed for the graceful pose when swooning; a hand-carved mahogany. "Fainting Sofa" is completely hand-tuffed. Your choice of covers. 74" long, 26" deep, 38" high. $369.95 ppd. Catalogue of Victorian Furniture plus fabric samples, $1. Magnolia Hall, HG-1, 726 Andover, Atlanta, Ga. 30327.

BOUNCING OUNCE
Your favorite brand goes from bottle to glass with never a drop lost. Tipsy automatic jigger fills up to one ounce, flips over by itself into the glass, then returns to position. Measures an exact ounce. Glass-sized stainless rim is plated in 24k gold. $7.95 plus 50c post. Camaliar & Buckley, HG-1, 1141 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, D. C. 20036.

AMERICAN BEAUTIES
Long-stemmed roses are permanent silk for a perennial remembrance to the special one. Perfect for brightening a lady love's winter day? The roses show off their flawless form from gift box to vase. Single rose in gift box, $1.50. Six in box. $7; 12. $12. Ppd. Prompt shipment! Flower Style Originals, Inc., Dept. A-2, 30 W. 26 St., N. Y. 10010.

TURTLE TIME
No slow motion character this. Timely turtle alarm clock in antique gold or white carries a 30-hour clock that hides away under a snap-back top. To pack along in a purse or a pocket or purse-always handy when you need it! Use at home, office, school. Get one for everyone in the family! $6.98. Breck's of Boston, K03 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

MAKE-UP MAGNIFIERS
French designed optics give you all the magnification you need to apply eye make-up easily, flawlessly. Peer through one lens, flip the other down, then on with the eyeliner, the lashes, the mascara! They're an indispensable time-saver! $6.98. Breck's of Boston, K03 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT
Hand-cut crystal showered with prisms give a soft diffused light on dining room buffet or the ends of a mantel. The light bulb is almost concealed by the crystal flower-like drops. 16½" high, 9" diameter. $29.95 a pair. Exp. coil. Perfect 15th wedding anniversary remembrance! Luigi Crystal, HG1, 7332 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19136.

SHOPPING AROUND

Good Ideas by mail from Walter Drake
4021 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

SELF-STICK MOISTENING

Self-Stick Gold Foil Labels
Glamour gold foil labels stick anywhere—a smart touch to personal letters, books, cameras, briefcases, records, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. 1" x 1½". Up to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line. $1.98. P4010 250 Gold Foil Labels

Self-Stick Gold Foil Labels
Glamour gold foil labels stick anywhere—a smart touch to personal letters, books, cameras, briefcases, records, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. 1" x 1½". Up to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line. $1.98. P4010 250 Gold Foil Labels

Personal Stationery Sets
Smooth white vellum, with your name, address, zip code beautifully printed in rich midnight blue ink. Perfect for all your correspondence—convenient too! Sheets 5½" x 7". Any name and address up to 4 lines. 48-hr. service. P3002 125 Sheets, 50 env. $1.98.

PERSONAL STATIONERY SETS
Smooth white vellum, with your name, address, zip code beautifully printed in rich midnight blue ink. Perfect for all your correspondence—convenient too! Sheets 5½" x 7". Any name and address up to 4 lines. 48-hr. service. P3002 125 Sheets, 50 env. $1.98.

Make Your Bathtub Safe!
Avoid falls in tub or shower with attractive non-slip, textured rubber flowers! Adhesive-backed—easy to install. Can't mildew. Set has eight 5½" x 7½" appliques. In white (H6067), pink (H6068), blue (H6069). Bathtub Appliques (order by color no.) $2.98. S714 500 Labels 50c

Make Your Bathtub Safe!
Avoid falls in tub or shower with attractive non-slip, textured rubber flowers! Adhesive-backed—easy to install. Can't mildew. Set has eight 5½" x 7½" appliques. In white (H6067), pink (H6068), blue (H6069). Bathtub Appliques (order by color no.) $2.98. S714 500 Labels 50c

Dreamy Bra
Dreamy bra gives you sleepytime comfort, daytime control because it's all stretchy nylon lace—even sleep! Covering support under nightie, gentle flattering control for daytime wear. Front hook. 2 sizes fit all. $1.98. N917 Dream Bra, A - B cup

Dreamy Bra
Dreamy bra gives you sleepytime comfort, daytime control because it's all stretchy nylon lace—even sleep! Covering support under nightie, gentle flattering control for daytime wear. Front hook. 2 sizes fit all. $1.98. N917 Dream Bra, A - B cup

Bathtub Safety Seat

Bathtub Safety Seat
Shopping Around

From another era

“Blue Onion” design ceramic candle holders hark back to the dark, drafty hallways of colonial days. Nowadays they serve as most charming assets brightening your fireplace mantel, buffet or dining table. 6” high. Matched pair. $2.98 plus 25c post. Colonial Studios, Dept. BOE-3, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

Stay-at-Home

Once used to stash bag and baggage for long journeys in grandmother’s day, chest now puts its woven willow to work as storage for toys, blankets. 20” by 14” by 14”, $13.50; 24” by 16” by 16”, $15.20; 28” by 17” by 17”, $17.40; 32” by 19” by 19”, $19.95. Ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Fran’s Basket House, HGL. West Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

Be a Chandler


To Place and Show

Winning little 2¼” cards place your guests with the greatest of decorum. Daintily wrought of china with colorful flowers on white, they are forever effective! Write name with ball-point pen, wash off, save for the next affair. One dozen, $5.50 plus 50c post. Order from The Joan Cook Co., HG-1, 1241 N.E. 8 Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33304.

To Call Your Own

When in the throes of a busy travel schedule, instant identification of your luggage is made easily with these stainless steel luggage tags. Boldly engraved with double line Roman lettering with no-mar, self-adhesive back. ¾” by 3”, $1.95 per pair, ppd. Spear Engineering Co., 3070 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

Instant Wrist Calendar

Now always have each day of the month of your “finger tips.” 1¼” by 3¼” by 1”, securely metal clips attach to watch band. Reversible with gold and silver sides to match any watch. Set starts with month after order. Your Guard, Dept. HG-170. East Arlington, Vt. 05252.

Black Friday! Get Extra 10% Off Everything at Essence of Romance, 8-12 W. 4th St., New York, N. Y. 10012.
YOU PROVIDE THE AIR
We provide the chair (by way of a Shopping Around favorite, Elizabeth McCaffrey). Whopping big (18" by 30") and wonderfully buoyant, this clear heavy vinyl sit-upon lives indoors or out with equal ease. Inflates quickly; just blow! For playroom, weekend cottages, patio. $9.95 plus $1 postage. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG1, Northport, N.Y. 11768.

CASSETTE ALBUM
New and novel way to carry or store those accumulating cassettes. Album attractively covered with woodgrain material holds 12 cassettes with each securely in a molded plastic tray. Index page included for cataloging. Each, $4.95; two, $9. Add 50c postage. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG1, 3023 Crane Drive, Falls Church, Va. 22042.

GLOWING GLASS BIRDS
Lead glass songbirds perch on twigs to glisten in the sun of a window or sparkle in an archway. Excellent indoors or out with woodgrain material holds 12 cassettes with each securely in a molded plastic tray. Index page included for cataloging. Each, $4.95; two, $9. Add 50c postage. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG1, 3023 Crane Drive, Falls Church, Va. 22042.

PUT ON THE SKILLET
Use this press of heavy steel and watch how bacon cooks so evenly from top and bottom! No turning, no popping grease and cooking time is cut. Keeps bacon strips flat, decreases shrinkage. From top and bottom! No turning, how bacon cooks so evenly from top and bottom! No turning, no popping grease and cooking time is cut. Keeps bacon strips flat, decreases shrinkage. For any 9" or larger skillet. $1.79. Square press. $1.79. Square press. $1.79. Square press. $1.79. Square press. $1.79. Square press. $1.79.
BEAUTY AND THE BLEACH

No fairy tale this, but a fact! Problems fade with Jolen Creme Bleach . . . the fabulous new cosmetic that bleachers superfluous hair on face, arms and legs. Like magic, medically approved Jolen turns dark hair pale blond to blend with your own skin tones. Be a beauty . . . try JCB now!

JOLAN
Box 561, HI, Fairfield, Conn. 06430

Name ___________ ___________ Address ___________ ___________ City Zone State No C.O.D.'s/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee

Wall or Door MI-TIE HANGER

The same principle as our famous rod hanging Mi-Tie tie rack, but designed to fit on a wall or inside a door. Solid walnut with brass bar. Specially designed plastic hangers slip off easily for use—extras included. Top quality throughout.

50 CLOTH I.D. LABELS FOR QUICK IDENTIFICATION

Wonderfully convenient . . . already pre-cut . . . you just iron them on! Surest safeguard for all your shirts, blouses, sheets, camping items, etc.; quickest way to identify children's schoolwear. Stick fast, last and last—won't come off in washing or dry cleaning. Print 1 line for name, 3 lines for name-address.

50 Iron-On Cloth labels: 49882 Name only. 1 Box, 1.00 49890 Name-Address. Box, 1.50

STECKS OF BOSTON OVER 100 YEARS

50—25 tie size $ 6.00 p.p. 12"—50 tie size $ 8.00 p.p. 16"—100 tie size $10.00 p.p.

Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 1933 Cross St. 614 Fall Church, Virginia 22042

Showcase For Treasure

Exquisitely crafted of selected mountain pine, hand rubbed to a satin glowing patina, this Cup Cabinet is intrinsically lovely and elegant. Yet, the graceful simplicity of its arch-ecliptic design serves to enhance, rather than compete with, the beauty it holds. Making it a truly perfect showcase for your treasures. Be sure to specify your choice of dark walnut, or walnut, mellow pine finish.


Aggie's P.O. Box 371 Belmont, N. C. 28012

FIX LOOSE CHAIRS

Chair-Loc "Swells" Joints Tight

Sure-acting liquid synthetic penetrates wood fibres, makes them S-W-E-L-L. Fixes loose chairs, locks legs forever tight. Plastic squeeze bottle with injector nozzle makes it quick, clean, easy. Over 1½ million sold. Satisfaction guaranteed. 3 oz. bottle $1 plus 30¢ mailing. Send cash, check or M.O.

CHAIR-LOC CO. Dept. HG170 Lakehurst, N. J. 08733

FACE & GARD
SPRING INTO SHAPE

Dozens of dandy shape-up suggestions in a neat booklet with easy-to-follow diagrams. And with it, a pair of supple springs and canvas loops to implement the exercise suggestions. Push and pull a few minutes a day and await the rewarding results.

$2.98 the set plus 25c post.

Lillian Vernon, 611 N. 560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

SOUP'S ON

And the wise hostess knows that it will stay hotter, taste even better when served in ceramic soupkins brilliantly designed in black on white. Each has its own smart handle and a delightful vegetable motif.

Set of four, $1.98 plus 35c postage. Write to The Country Gourmet, G1, 545 4th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

DASH OF LEMON

Imbued with the refreshingly astringent scent of lemon, 12 hand-sized lemons in a gift chest make a sensuous addition to your bath, a grand offering to a hostess. Keep it in a linen closet for its lovely fragrance. Send $2.95 for a color catalogue of lots of gift items. The Carolina Soap & Candle Makers, HC-1, Southern Pines, N. C. 28387.

THIRD "R" GAME

Arithmetic is fun for children with the Kiddy Computer. A space-age marvel helps them learn to add, subtract, multiply and divide. Just set the dials and press button—Answer lights up on screen like TV. Sturdy plastic. Works on "C" Batteries (not included). $4.98 ppd. Greenland Studios, 7128 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054.

KENYA'S THE GEM!

The man-made stone that can be worn side by side with diamonds. Fishtail setting with real diamond side stones. Helen of Troy ring, half-carat, $95; one carat, $115; two carat, $165; three, $215; four, $265. Wedding bands: five diamonds, $75; seven, $95. Ppdp.


CHAIR CANING KITS

Now anyone can restore his favorite antique and heirloom chairs easily and inexpensively with a NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools for cane, and "easy-to-follow" instructions, all postpaid for only $2.00. Illinois residents, please add 5% sales tax.

THE NEWELL WORKSHOP

(Dept. 3-L), 13 Blaine Avenue

HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60431
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KENYA'S THE GEM!

The man-made stone that can be worn side by side with diamonds. Fishtail setting with real diamond side stones. Helen of Troy ring, half-carat, $95; one carat, $115; two carat, $165; three, $215; four, $265. Wedding bands: five diamonds, $75; seven, $95. Ppdp.


CHAIR CANING KITS

Now anyone can restore his favorite antique and heirloom chairs easily and inexpensively with a NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools for cane, and "easy-to-follow" instructions, all postpaid for only $2.00. Illinois residents, please add 5% sales tax.

THE NEWELL WORKSHOP

(Dept. 3-L), 13 Blaine Avenue

HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60431
YOU'LL SWEAR it's a FABULOUS DIAMOND (but it really isn’t!)

The incredible WELLINGTON jewel is virtually indistinguishable from a genuine diamond! It actually defies detection. Brilliant! Full of fire! Undeniably beautiful! Expertly cut! Few would dare to question it. Caution: do not confuse the WELLINGTON with other so-called “diamond-like gems,” such as spinel, rutile, titania, etc. It is entirely different! Available in men's and women's rings, from 1 to 50 carats. Priced from $40 a carat. Sold on approval. No risk. Send for free catalogue.

WELLINGTON JEWELS, Dept. 125-E, 1150 Conn. Ave., Wash., D.C. 20036

The Better to See With, My Dear!

Magnifying glass makes it easy to apply make-up perfectly, shape eyebrows without squinting and straining. You can use make-up tools BEHIND the lenses, or swing each frame up separately for your glamour treatment. Marvelous for removing cinders, taking out splinters. 

#661 MAKE-UP GLASSES

ALEXANDER SALES CORP.,
26 S. 6th Ave., M. Vernon, N.Y. 10015
SHOPPING AROUND

SCENIC LIGHTING
The Lotus Lamp, a rattan hanging light adds a touch of the unusual to your special scenic scheme. Available in 11 decorator colors: Bristol or sky blue, green or olive, raspberry, hot pink, orange, yellow, black, red or white. With 8’ rattan chain and bracket. $16.50 ppd. Wicker Garden, HG-1, Jacksonsville Rd., Hatboro, Pa. 19040.

THE TUREEN TERRIFIC
Soup’s on in superb style with a hand-wrought pewter tureen. From Italy, it has insulated lining to keep the potage piping hot for at least three hours. Five and one half quart tureen with 12½” diameter tray. $12.98 plus 75c postage. Maison Michel, Ltd., HG1, New Hyde Park, New York 11040.

CLEARLY GOOD TASTE
Sparkling frame for desserts of the dough or whipped cream variety: clear crystal 8” diameter plate. $8.98. Matching 6” diameter bread & butter plate, set of eight, $8.98. Ppd. Wales, Dept. HG17, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

MARBLE MARVEL
To banish stains, remove rings and discolorations from marble, we recommend this Marglo kit. Stain remover, polishing powder, marble sealer wax, wood and felt buffing tool and instructions. $5.95. Sealer wax that protects and beautifies, alone, $2.95. Ppd. A thoughtful gift for marble lovers! Write to Marglo, Dept. HG 129, Box 114, Niles, Ill. 60648.

STITCHABLE ART
Pretty poppy and butterfly picture on 13” by 13” natural Belgian linen for you to embroider in two-ply crewel wool. Also available: companion buttercup picture. Each kit with linen, wool, needle, instructions, $2.95. Walnut finished 13” sq. wood frame with gold trim, $1.95. Add 45c postage. What’s New Shop, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

BRUSH YOUR FURS
A brush designed expressly to care for furs —removes dust, closet creases, rain spots and “sitzmarks.” restores original sheen to stoles, jackets, coats. Made in England of natural bristle and polished satinwood for lifetime service. Gift box. $10 plus 75c postage, money back guarantee. Joan Cook, Dept. 2, 1241 N.E. 8 Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304, or phone 305-523-0171 for immediate COD delivery.

LADY, SAVE YOUR HUSBAND!
For his heart’s sake, he should be jogging... on a regular schedule.

A HEALTH WALKER® is the answer. With a Health Walker, he can jog indoors, any time. No weather worries, no special clothes. Just 15 minutes a day relaxes, revitalizes and shapes up today’s over-tensed, under-exercised man.

Health Walker’s inclined track multiplies effort four times: 15 minutes on a Health Walker equals an hour on level ground.

Small, compact—even folds to store. Precision-made by 83-year-old firm that makes equipment for gyms and YMCAs.

He can try it for himself on 10-day money-back trial plan. Send coupon for details. No obligation; no salesman will call.

BATTLE CREEK EQUIPMENT CO.
Dept. 342, 307 W. Jackson St., Battle Creek, Michigan 49015 Rush free information on Health Walker to:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

CHOWDER MUGS
Bright and colorful hand-decorated oversize cup and saucer sets to serve your piping hot chowders, stews, coffee or tea. Mug is 6⅞” in diameter and saucer a large 7½”. Assorted floral designs. Each set $2.50. Buy an assortment of four sets $8.95.

WOODMERE Dept. HG2 Hamden, Conn. 06514

NEW SLEEP COMFORT
From Italy. Set of 3 green glass decanters with red leather labels. In woven wood carrying basket. Ideal, unusual house gift. 9¾” x 10¾” x 14” high. Only $12.95 Postage included.

"A distinguished store of impeccable reputation"

C. & M. CARON
P.O. BOX 175—DEPT. B
ST. THOMAS, VIRGIN ISLANDS
Write for our illustrated Price List

CHOOSE YOUR OWN PERSONALITY!
Consider a Health Walker for a man who would like to become more fit. His enthusiasm will likely be contagious! A Health Walker is a thoughtful gift to make someone you love feel more healthy and vital. Even to someone who is already jogging.

Health Walkers are available in single and double tracks. The double track Health Walker is a superb gift for a couple. Send coupon for information to:

Rush free information on Health Walker to:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

SPECIAL OFFER
For a limited time, receive a Health Walker at 10% off the regular price of $44.95. In addition, receive the Health Walker’s Deluxe Book, a guide to the proper use of your Health Walker. You’ll learn how to keep your Health Walker in top condition and other valuable tips.

This could literally be a lifesaver for your husband (and it can do great things for your figure, too!)

C. & M. CARON
P.O. BOX 175—DEPT. B
ST. THOMAS, VIRGIN ISLANDS

Send 10¢ for 48 page gift catalog.

Send 10¢ for 48 page gift catalog.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
A breath-taking collection of famous paintings — on 21 genuine seldom-seen postage stamps! An incredible array of color and beauty. . . . from Ceylon & Cook Islands, Philippines, Great Britain, Spain, and other far away lands. Special Introductory Offer — ALL YOURS FOR ONLY 10c! Limited supply, only one to a customer. Also, desirable stamps from our approval service which you may return without purchase and cancel service at any time. PLUS big illustrated catalog. Send today.

Jamestown, P10HG, Jamestown, N.Y. 14701

SHOPPING AROUND

AND THE WINNER IS
Bronze statuette on genuine marble base with gold plaque is a splendid achievement award for man, woman or child. Use it for school advancement, job promotions, good conduct. Adds interest to any room at home or office. $14.95 ppd. (Name free, award 10c per hr.) The Jamaica Silver-smith, HG1, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581.

SHEEP SOCKS
Pair to warm the tootsies wherever a sports enthusiast roams this winter. Socks are the hand knit variety in white vicuna, charcoal and malt—all native colors of Icelandic polar sheep wool. Consider for after ski time at home or on the road. 16" length, one size fits all. $7.60 pair ppd. Clymer's of Bucks County, HG1, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

TEA INFUSER
Chrome over brass infusion spoon makes tea just the strength that the tea drinker prefers. Snap the lid up, place the tea leaves in it, close the lid, pour boiling water over it in the cup. The tea seeps through the tiny pores to make a perfect cup. $1.00 ppd. Walter Drake, HG75 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

NEEDLEPOINT NEWS
Handbag from Belgium comes ornamented with detailed 18th Century pastoral scenes flawlessly worked on both sides in pleasing pastel shades. Room inside includes the ever useful zipper pocket. Frame's of highly polished brass. 15 1/2" by 16 1/2". $10.98 plus 75c post. Greenwich Studios, 7130 Greenwich Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054.

SQUARE FOOT STEMS
Any time's the right time to buy brand new glassware. Nordic type crystal bowl with sheer rim cooler, goblet, sherbet, on the rocks, wine, cocktail and parfait glasses show up with flair engraved with big bold initial. Replacements and additions available. Six $6.95; 8, $7.50; 12, $11.25. Ppd. QDD, HG1, 5881 NW 37th Ave., Miami, Fla. 33142.

OLD VICTORIAN CUSTOM
Part of the table etiquette in Queen Victoria's day, just as pretty and practical today, crystal knife rests to protect fine serving pieces. Made of fine German lead crystal, they will not roll or slip when knife is on it. Set of two, $4.95 plus 50c post. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 361-D, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.
YOUTH'S FRESHNESS

Renaissance is a combination of bee's honey and high protein egg extract that awakens facial tissues. Cream facial brings the young, fresh firm look of health and youth to face and throat in 15-minute-a-day treatments. Two oz. jar, $3; two jars, $5. Ppd. Elan Corp. International, Dept. HGE19, 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

NO RISK

One way to get a lot for your money is to collect lithographs now. Dramatic original's in color, signed by a well known Vietnamese artist, Touty: portrait shows a golden haired girl with black hair, holding a sprig of flowers—definitely a plus for the knowledgable. $20 ppd. Four catalogues $1. Art of all Nations, HG1, Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y. 10520.

ANTIQUE MAPS

Four colorful reproductions of maps include the world, the Americas, Europe and Africa. Each is 16" by 24" and handsome on the wall in a study or family room. Particularly interesting to see how the world looked to pre-Apollo explorers. $3.25 a complete set. Ppd. World Art, Dept. HG1, Westport, Conn. 06885.

LEVI NOTEBOOK

A three-ring notebook rendered perfect for all young scholars by giving it a cover matching their favorite gadabout gear—blue denim, the official Levi trade-mark tag, pocket for accessories—pencils, combs, compass, ruler. Levi binder takes standard loose-leaf paper. $1.69 ppd. Breck's, Kll Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

COOKING

POACH PANS

Cook up a storm of perfectly poached eggs. How? Use teflon coated cups whose special treatment keeps any food from sticking to the surface of this 6" aluminum triangle. Without butter or that substitute! Easy to use: just insert fork in the slots made for that purpose. $1.69 ppd. Breck's, Kll Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

PERFECT PLANNER

Home-A-Minute building kit is a boon for those planning to buy, remodel or build. Partitions, doors, windows, cabinets all in one-quarter inch scale like architects’ blueprints. A 65-page handbook on estimating costs and financing. $3.95 plus 45¢ post. J. W. Hoist, Inc., Dept. HG17, 1005 E. Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730.

CURTAIN CHARM

Make Your Table Glamorous With Our LOTUS-PESTAL DESSERT SET

You'll love the way these porcelain lotus-petal bowls and plates add a touch of delicate beauty to your table settings. Sliced fruit, ice cream, custards—all take on party airs when served in these delightful dishes. Bowls are 2 1/2", high, 4 1/3" in diameter and hold generous servings. Plates are an ample 4" across with graceful fluted edges. Set of 4 Lotus bowls, $2.25; 6 plates, $3.75—plus 75¢ postage. Set of six plates $5.75

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG

Make Your Table Glamorous With Our LOTUS-PESTAL DESSERT SET

You'll love the way these porcelain lotus-petal bowls and plates add a touch of delicate beauty to your table settings. Sliced fruit, ice cream, custards—all take on party airs when served in these delightful dishes. Bowls are 2 1/2", high, 4 1/3" in diameter and hold generous servings. Plates are an ample 4" across with graceful fluted edges. Set of 4 Lotus bowls, $2.25; 6 plates, $3.75—plus 75¢ postage. Set of six plates $5.75

ARTISAN GALLERIES

2108 B-3 No. Haskell • Dallas, Texas 75224

SHIPPING AROUND

Your child must memorize all his multiplication tables to pass in NEW MATH

MUSICAL MULTIPLICATION RECORDS

teach all the tables from 2’s through 12’s as easily as the words of a song!

Help your child do better in arithmetic—especially in the New Math—by getting him these new multiplication records. Modern Math teachers insist on children memorizing their tables. Now even children of pre-school age can easily learn all the tables from 2’s through 12’s simply by playing these records.

No urging needed from parents. Children love these records. Each table has its own catchy tune and jingles. And the man on the record quizzes your child the tables stick in his memory. He must know his tables to learn long division, fractions and decimals.

Send No Money. Just send coupon and the records will be mailed to you postage paid. If returned within two weeks after receipt, you owe nothing. If kept, pay only $0.95, price in full. Bremner Records, Dept. S-9, Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

TWO WEEK FREE TRIAL

Just send name—no money!
LOWEST PRICE EVER! Now a Full Leather Chair for the Price of a Canvas Chair...

ONLY $19.98

Genuine Leather
Swivel-Back
British Officer's Chair

Distribution to hearing, distinguished to breeding, a chair for an offer and a gentleman, your mannerism. Unique swivel-back endpieces in his every movement, posture never before com- fort guaranteed to turn him into each. Built in last a lifetime of soft, supple, full-grain-leather settle leather embossed with handsome-sculpted finish boreout frame. Reclined with belted leather back, pillow-top headrest. Will bear im- perfections and constant to office, den, family room, bar, quarters, any room. Assembles in min- utes—easy instructions. When finishing donated to gone, price due to rise. Order today! Only $26.98. (Add 11.49 shipping.)

Satisfaction guaranteed. Prompt shipment.

Send check or money order—or C.O.D.'s.

Write for FREE catalog of unique gifts.

HOBI
DEPT. G-1, Delaware Drive
LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. 11753

STUDY AT HOME
INTERIOR DECORATION

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career

Famous course offered by the leading school of interior decoration in the U.S. Individual pro- gram provided and accepted for professional N.Y.C. School of Interior Design credit. Four courses in total and perfect for the home or professional decorator or artist. Send 25c for CATALOGUE of CAROLINA Scented Gifts.

Jack and Jane Hicks
The Carolina Soap & Candle Makers
Southern Pines, North Carolina

ZODIAC STONES

Out-of-this-world paperweights dis- play your zodiac sign on natural stones polished and lacquered to a bright white. Each astrological sym- bol is in black bordered by botanical motifs in pastels. Each over-glazed stone about 3" by 4"; speciry sign or birthday. $4.95 plus 75c post.

GIFT CATALOG . . . 25c

THE GIFT TREE
P.O. Box 1057
Kentmont, Maryland 20791

FAMOUS ENGLISH FORMULA
SEED STARTER CUBES

Send 25c for FREE BOOKLET

New York School of Interior Design
155 East 56th St., New York 10022

New York School of Interior Design
155 East 56th St., New York 10022

Please send me, without cost or obligation, Catalog G-1.

name

address

city . . . . . state

CONSOLE-DINING TABLE

Knights and kings played and dined at tables such as this in XVII Century England, and their legs persist in our flip-top Jacobean table. Made of oak and heavily distressed, it is 71 1/2 x 40 inches closed; 71 x 80 open. $199.95, Ship. Chgs. Col., No C. O. D.

BRECK'S OF BOSTON
D03 BRECK BLDG., BOSTON, MASS. 02210

Ephraim Marsh

WHATS YOUR MILEAGE?

Via your feet, that is. Precision- made pedometer keeps track of the tracks you've been making. Set it for your stride, hang it from your belt. Measures your every step; registers up to 100 miles. For convalescents, hikers, housewives. $7.98 plus 30c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

MOON WALK MEMORI:
Front page of July 21, 1969 The New York Times reproduced on fine paper; mounted on antique honey-pine plaque 8" by 11"; brass ring. Historic souvenir to hang in any room of the house as it continues to increase in value. $5.95 plus 70c post. Artichoke Creations, Dept. HG1, 1201 Ave. of Americans, N. Y. 10036.

SCHUSS!
Charm captures the action of a fast run down the slopes. She'll cherish sterling or 14k gold replica of her favorite winter sport. Figure's skiing downhill with scarf a-flying. 1". $23.95 in 14k gold or $3.95 in sterling sil- ver. Prd. For skiers or snow-bunnies. Color catalogue. $1. Charm Creations, Dept. HG1, 1201 Ave. of Americans, N. Y. 10036.

THE CUTTING EDGE

Here'a a sharp-looking set of steak knives with ivory white melamine handles in the original Blue Willow pattern. Sparkling stainless steel serrated blades do a great job cutting meat, fish, fowl or vegetables. Six-piece set, $2.98; two sets for $4.98. Ppd. Colonial Studios, SK26, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

GENUINE OPALS

These genuine opals will be treasured by you for years to come. Eight cars of each opal are set in 14 KT. GOLD settings delicately designed to resemble bamboo canes. Three styles from which to choose, only $35.00 each plus $1.10 for postage and mailing insurance. Please indicate the style of your choice (A. B, or C) also your ring size (4, 5, 6, 7).

HELEN GEMS

129 S. Beverly Dr.—Suite 209
Beverly Hills, Calif—90212

HOUSE & GARD
FOLDING SNACK TABLE

SHOPPING AROUND

How to Sell Housewares
by Mail Order Advertising

Our readers, in furnishing their homes, are shopping for all kinds of housewares. To discover how to sell your housewares in Shopping Around, write: HOUSE & GARDEN, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017.

RESHOPPING AROUND

One simple stitch makes these pre-started wool rya wallhangings, rugs or cushions. Kits imported from Sweden feature lustrous rug wools, easy to follow color charts and English directions. Send $1. for new color catalog of award winning designs.

JET-ACTION DISHWASHER

Easily portable...no special fittings or installation needed. Connects easily and quickly to any make faucet ... delivers constant jetstream washing action. Detergent compartment in handle.

$6.95
Send check or money order to:
HG-100
Dept. HG-1
50 Lambert Lane
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804

RYA KITS

RIGHT TO YOUR HOME-A SEA-CIRCUS!

Imagine the fun of owning a whole troupe of happy little SEA-MONKEYS that are more laughable than a zoo full of chattering, leaping JUNGLE MONKEYS! And, they're so EASY to care for! Just ADD WATER and you've got •

You'll GASP WITH AMAZEMENT when you see the actual birth of hundreds of ADORABLE SEA-MONKEYS! Brought to life in an instant formula so highly perfected, they're GUARANTEED to grow over half-a-million people of all ages, have tasted it and, for their delight, IT WORKED! NOW, these LOVEABLE ADORABLE SEA-MONKEYS can be yours for only $10.45...and high button leather shoes were ilic rase. The 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act was four years away and you could count on anything...even Dr. Rose's Arsenic Complexion Wafers...in this remarkable book. Published In 1902, it mirrors America when Ule was lar icsi nostalgia of u yuung, and sUll rural America. . . .
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You'll GASP WITH AMAZEMENT when you see the actual birth of hundreds of ADORABLE SEA-MONKEYS! Brought to life in an instant formula so highly perfected, they're GUARANTEED to grow over half-a-million people of all ages, have tasted it and, for their delight, IT WORKED! NOW, these LOVEABLE ADORABLE SEA-MONKEYS can be yours for only $10.45...and high button leather shoes were ilic rase. The 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act was four years away and you could count on anything...even Dr. Rose's Arsenic Complexion Wafers...in this remarkable book. Published In 1902, it mirrors America when Ule was lar icsi nostalgia of u yuung, and sUll rural America.

GROW AMAZING LIVE SEA-MONKEYS

Just ADD WATER And You've Got
INSTANT PETS
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SHOPPING AROUND

RAVOLI ROLLER
A turn of the crank turns out magnifico ravioli, plumply meat-filled ready to cut apart along perforations. Stainless steel 9" h., 6" w. and 4½" d.; meat, cheese, other fixins' go into hopper while dough is fed into it. With knife and cleaning brush, $29.98 plus 75c post. Maison Michel, Ltd., HG1, Michel Bldg., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

RARE LAMP BASE
One-of-a-kind wallpaper rollers from Belgium make absolutely stunning lamps 36" h. Designs include florals or abstracts. Ready to assemble with brass base, wiring, 3-way socket, metal findings, instructions. Rollers are wood 4" to 6" dia., $29.95 exp. coll. Eastchester Lighting, HG170, 288 Columbus Ave., Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10707.

LIVE DONKEYS!
New idea in pets: a miniature donkey! The affectionate, intelligent, gentle animal seen under the Sardinian and Sicilian sun. Now bred in this country to charm you. Grows approx. 34" h., weighs about 200 lbs. Can pull a cart full of children. Write for free information to Miniature Donkey Registry, HG1, 1108 Jackson St., Omaha, Neb. 68102.

SLEEP ON THE SLANT
Full-Slant for four adjustable positions to slope mattress and box springs. Elevates head or foot of bed from 4 to 12 inches without disturbing frame, rails or footboard. Fits twin or double bed. Specify if bed has wooden side or metal "Harvard" frame. $12.50 ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG1, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

TIME THIEF
Is your pool robbing you of leisure time? Meyco safety pool cover takes just two minutes to put on or remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves and such. Children and pets are safe when you're away. Discourages algae. Custom made for any size. 15' by 30', $229 ppd. Meyco, HG1, 138 Haven Ave., Port Washington, N. Y. 11050.

SHORE BIRDS TO EMBROIDER
Whimsical white shore birds are worked on a pale blue background in this delightful new embroidery design by Barbara Bartunek. Kit includes design on 22" x 38" aida with 14 count needle and directions. Only $8.95 plus 50c postage.

SUMMER FRUIT
This gay still-life design works up quickly and easily using only two simple embroidery stitches. Kit includes design on 24" x 28" satin linen; crewel and heavyweight yarns in bright yellow and orange, gold, red, green, beige and brown; needle and instructions. Only $7.95 plus 50c postage.

GOLDEN FILIGREE SWITCHPLATES
Add a touch of charm to your home at little cost with our golden switchplates. Brass-plated, antique non-laquer finish, screws included. Also available in wrough iron black-plated. Available in single, double, or triple outlets. Single switchplate $3.50, double switchplate $4.50, triple switchplate $5.50. Plus 46c postage & handling.

THE ADDED TOUCH
12-1/2 Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

MAGAZINE RACKS
Large, handsome wall racks, present "magazine" name. Each is held upright, wrinkle-free, slip-rather than dropping books and magazines on floor or on collection box. Complete to eight or more compartments. Complete to eight or more compartments. Black, brown, white, red, purple, or blue. From $12.95 to $34.95. Also in kits for assembly. All racks provide adequate, wired, slotted, ready for assembly BCUCK, printed instructions.

ADDRESS LABELS WITH NICE DESIGNS
Your name and address with a design to fit your area. Add distinctive to your correspondence. To 20 letters per line, 4 lines. Labels are 1½" x ½" black ink, 12 for 50¢ on white, or 250 on gold gummed paper. (Or on Deluxe size, 1½" x ¾", for $3.) Packaged in neat plastic box. Specify Palm, Road-runner, Cactus, Pine, Gull, Maple, Texas Pug, or any initial. After available are Wheat, Corn, Maple Leaf, Liberty Bell, and Sky-scraper. Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Bruce Bolle, 23 E. Bolle Bldg., Boulder, Colo. 80302.

THE STITCHERY
The Stitchery
215 E. 53rd St., New York, N. Y. 10022

BONNIE "SWEEET"
This striking picture is handmade in either a contemporary or traditional room. Kit includes design on 22" x 28" parchment homespun; crewel and heavyweight yarns in bright shades of orange, red, gold and green with rust, brown and black; needle and directions. Only $7.95 plus 50c postage.

SEND 25¢ FOR NEXT 2 ISSUES OF OUR ART NEEDLEWORK CATALOG

All Sizes COMPLETE or IN EASY 1-HOUR HOME KITS
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This striking picture is handmade in either a contemporary or traditional room. Kit includes design on 22" x 28" parchment homespun; crewel and heavyweight yarns in bright shades of orange, red, gold and green with rust, brown and black; needle and directions. Only $7.95 plus 50c postage.

SEND 25¢ FOR NEXT 2 ISSUES OF OUR ART NEEDLEWORK CATALOG

All Sizes COMPLETE or IN EASY 1-HOUR HOME KITS

SWEET}
This striking picture is handmade in either a contemporary or traditional room. Kit includes design on 22" x 28" parchment homespun; crewel and heavyweight yarns in bright shades of orange, red, gold and green with rust, brown and black; needle and directions. Only $7.95 plus 50c postage.

ADDRESS LABELS WITH NICE DESIGNS
Your name and address with a design to fit your area. Add distinctive to your correspondence. To 20 letters per line, 4 lines. Labels are 1½" x ½" black ink, 12 for 50¢ on white, or 250 on gold gummed paper. (Or on Deluxe size, 1½" x ¾", for $3.) Packaged in neat plastic box. Specify Palm, Road-runner, Cactus, Pine, Gull, Maple, Texas Pug, or any initial. After available are Wheat, Corn, Maple Leaf, Liberty Bell, and Sky-scraper. Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Bruce Bolle, 23 E. Bolle Bldg., Boulder, Colo. 80302.
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SHOPPING AROUND

WOODLAND WONDER

Even if you can’t grow a cactus, you’re bound to have luck with this packet of six woodland plants. Fill any gallon-size container with a miniature garden in two to three weeks. No care necessary; easy instructions. One packet, $2; two, $3.75; three, $5. Pp’d. House of Wesley, Nursery Div., Dept. 2414-36, R.R.1, Bloomington, Ill. 61701.

STOOP STOPPER

Sagging shoulders get a lovely lift with the Pi Peer shoulder brace, a lightweight device that puts posture on the straight and narrow. Three-ply ventilated material with softly-padded invisible arm bands. Men measure around chest; women below bust. $5.95 plus 35c postage. Piper Brace, Dept. HNG-10H, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64106.

LITTLE IMPS

Four small boys, as cute as boys can be, are made of solid styrene and finished in rich brown walnut wood grain. Each little fellow is about 7" tall with the heft of real wood. Decorative fun on a shelf or in a cabinet. $1.50 each plus 35c postage. Order from World Art Group, HG1, 2 First St., E. Norwalk, Conn. 06855.

HOME HANDICRAFTS

Make a pretty penny by taking a home-study course that teaches you how to make all sorts of gay gifts and decorative items. No special talents needed to learn arts and crafts with step-by-step texts, fully-illustrated lessons and work supplies. Send for booklet to Lifetime Career Schools, Dept. E-329, 2251 Barry Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064.

MIRACLE MENDER

Glass in liquid form creates an iron-hard adhesive to piece together the broken fragments of porcelain, china, jewelry, glass and tile treasures. Further, the bond is a permanent, washable one that scoffs at heat or cold. Each tube, $1 plus 15c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

CAPRI CACHET

For the lovelier fernery, a dressy, wrought iron stand that’s the best background to display potted plants, flowers, all kinds of blooms and greenery. Leaf adorned gallery gives the planter elegance. In black, white or green with an antique finish, 11" by 29" h. $11.25 plus $1 post. Harry R. Smith Studio, HG1, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

HOUSE & GAR
Golden Treasury of Labels

Stock up on a supply of elegant address labels. This set features variety: 250 black-on-gold script initial address labels [1/2" x 1/2"] and 125 matching gold initial envelopes. These labels are perfect for organizing your correspondence. Packed in a 2" x 3" plastic box. Complete set for $3 via air. (Mail today—no return privilege.)

From this . . . to this

Make this your "Zeigler year" and see for yourself what you can do for yourself! Special offer lets you use "Zeigler care" for 30 full days. A complete, medical facial care kit for tree literature and full details.

What's new about you?

Another year has just added itself to the way you look, as years have a way of doing. Like to try something new—for a change?

Until Zeigler facial care, there wasn't much you could actually do about certain age-signs, except bear them. Or try to cover them. (We're talking about the real age signs of fine lines, fine wrinkles, and sagging facial contours.) Then Zeigler care was developed, oh-so-carefully with medical supervision.

Now, thousands and thousands of women look younger (your competition too) — thanks to Zeigler. Zeigler is safe care, pleasant, produced by an ethical firm. We have clinical evidence it really works. Photographic evidence, too, in these unretouched photos where weight loss was not a factor:

It's wide. deep. beautifully made. "Do-it-yourself" and save money. It's all sanded, easy to assemble. Complete with glue, nail holes sealed and step-by-step directions. 15" H x 10" W x 15" D. $18.95 ea. For more—$17.95 each. Postpaid—add $1.50 each. West of Mississippi.

LADDERBACK CHAIR KIT

Authentic reproduction kit of an especially lovely, comfortable old ladderback—a product of finest craftsmanship and materials. Companies to finished chairs sell for $30 to $40. It's wide, deep, beautifully proportioned, something sized, carefully made. "Do it yourself" and save money. It's all sanded, easy to assemble. Complete with glue, nail holes sealed and step-by-step directions. 15" H x 15" W x 12" D. $18.95 ea. For more—$17.95 each. Postpaid—add $1.25 each. West of Mississippi.

"Do-it-yourself!" And SAVE!

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—101 ITEMS. Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Studios. Dept. 110. 15 W. 24 St., New York, N. Y. 10010.

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from one of America's well known diamond cutters. Pay only actual market price. We refund all monies unless your own appraisal shows value 1/4 to 1/2 higher.

Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12

Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001

PARENTS CREDIT EACH

Two for

$3.30

$6.45

P.P.D.

P.P.D.
Lady be good to your feet

Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by mail from our world famous catalog showing the enormous variety of smart styles you'll find for every occasion. And our vast range of sizes insures you of perfect fit — or your money refunded!

Send for FREE Catalog

Sizes 1 to 13 SHOES

GLENDA and GLEN
Sizes 2½ to 12, for widths AAAAA to EE
GLENDA, black, navy, beige, white kid, multicolor pastel kid (creme, mungo yellow, light blue), blue to royal kid, beige, brown kid, 32 shades kid; grey-black-white kid; jock and dolly; sizes 2½ to 10 $9.95; 10½ to 12 $20.95
GLEN: silver and gold kid; genuine multicolor cobra (red/ blue, yellow-gray)
Sizes 2½ to 10 $24.95; 10½ to 12 $25.95

Phone 617-310-8019

Add this offer for postage, please

SOLBY BAYES
45 Winter Street (Dept. 98) Boston, Mass. 02108

SHOPPING AROUND

GRANDEE OF TIME
Noble in stature, old tyme replica of a Grandfather Clock is a guaranteed precision electric timepiece. With embossed gold en dial, matching swinging pendulum, crystal protected. 18½" high, 7½" wide by 3½" deep. Stand on table or hang on wall.
$12.98, add $1 postage. World Art Group, HG-1, 2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06855.

HAVE A HEART
Prove your heart's in the right place! Plunk down this flaming orange-red objet d'art as a paperweight and wait for the heart-warming comments to pour in. It's a magnificently veined, superb smooth piece of alabaster made in Italy. 3½" by 3½" by 1".

BEAUTY WINGS
Gentle little wings of flesh-colored fabric are treated to adhere to the skin and erase lines and wrinkles from brow and cheek. Moisten the wing and press gently to smooth skin to youthful freshness. Wings come off by applying warm water. New queen size box. $5 ppd. Wings, Inc., HG-1, Box 413, Trenton, N. J. 08603.

WHICHAWAY?
No need to stop car in order to consult map. With Map Aids you can keep your hands on the wheel while it keeps maps clipped flat on big 9" by 12½" board. High-powered magnifying lens glides from side to side on fiberglass rods to any position on map. $8, ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG-1, 211 Conestoga Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

FROZEN FOOD LABELS
No more by guess and by golly as you get frostbitten fingers searching through your freezer. Stick on these labels that need no moistening—peel up, press on. Space to write kind of food, weight in pounds and ounces and date. 2" by 1½". $100, $1.25; 200, $1.75; 400, $3. Ppd. Order lots from Handy Labels, HG-1, Box 2667, Colver City, Calif. 90231.

FOR STOCK WATCHERS!
You're an automatic expert with this handy stock market calculator. A fast flip of the dial tells you total price, profit or loss, commission, break even cost. For any stock from $1 to $100 in share units $5 to $500. Outmodes pen cil figuring, prevents errors. $3.95. Add 50c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG-1, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.
ON THE HOME FRONT
Natural soapstone griddle turns up the perfect pancake (eggs, burgers and the like). Tip off's the "no fat needed." Healthful Vermont pan (first used by American Indians) has non-stick properties of the scratchable synthetic kind. Rinses clean in hot water. 10" dia. $13.98 plus 75c post. Maison Michel, HG1, New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

SWIVEL IT ANY WAY
Have this hand-crafted pine end or coffee table as you like it—tall or short. It adjusts from 16" to 26", swivels roundabout, too! Heids 40 books, records, library, magazines. Hand-finished in honey-tone or maple, antique pine or walnut. 24" dia. Book area 121/2" h. $36.95. Kit $24.95. Exp. coll. Yield House, HG-1, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

REVIVAL OF THE OLD
Nostalgia swivel lamp and shade set fully exemplifies turn-of-the-century elegance in fleur-de-lis, fruit or floral design. Scalloped multi-colored plastic shades, 81/2" dia., brass-tone metal base, black column pole, 18" overall height. $16.98 complete; shade only $9.98. Add 75c post. Madison House, 7131 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054.

TOPS AS POPPER

MAGIC FINDER
With guaranteed accuracy the Magicator helps you find study in wall when hanging pictures or putting up shelves. When moved along baseboard, Magicator will point to nail in study. You can drill or nail right into stud instead of driving in nails. You can drill in or nail right into stud. You can drill in point to nail stud. You can drill in

---

OVER ¼ MILLION SOLD AT $6.95! NOW ONLY $3.95

REPRODUCTION OF 1908
SEARS CATALOG THAT
GREAT-GRANDMA USED!

Provides a panoramic view of fashions, furniture, intriguing long-forgotten items that were part of everyday life for early 20th Century Americans! 1908 Sears Catalog is a treasure-house of fascinating memorabilia (you'll spend many fun-filled hours "remembering when", and then marveling at the truly amazing changes that have since taken place)—a vivid slice-of-history for students and researchers; thousands of items, clearly illustrated, accurately described and nostalgically priced, put you right back in that wondrous bygone era! $3.95; 736 pages, incl. gun section. Postpaid. 71993 Sears 1908 Catalog. 3.95

---

BRECK'S OF BOSTON • SINCE 1822 BREEK BUILDING 1818 BOSTON MASS. 02210

STOP...
Don't throw away those Christmas Cards. Turn them into exciting gifts and crafts! Hurry subscribe now to get ideas galore in the January Pack-o-Fun.

---

FRAN'S BASKET HOUSE
502 S. Broad Thomasville, Ga. 31792

OWLS
You loved our mushrooms, so here are our OWLS! We offer a set of 4 different owl lithographs by Ebb Pate. These delightful hooters are all on our beautiful paper, 8" x 10", and are personally signed by the artist. The owl portfolio makes a heartwarming gift and a cherished wall grouping. Set of 4—$5.50 ppd.

MERRI MAKERS
More Fun With Songbirds
For All The Family

If you'd like: to bring more unusual songbirds to your home and cut seed waste expenses by over 75%:

(Our lifetime compartmented feeder for unlimied use does that.)

If you'd like: to conveniently use your waste roasting and bacon fat for songbird feeding:

If Squirrels are a bother on your pole mounted feeders:

( thoroughly tested and highly effective.)

If you'd like: a handy, long service, suet feeder:

If you'd rather not feed the larger nuisance birds:

Clip out and mail this coupon today to:

Pennyfeather Corp., Bird Feeder Div., C, Greenville, Del. 19807
Please send your free folder and free Suet Bag to:
Name
Address
Zip

Songbirds add pleasure to any home in Summer as well as Winter.

If Your Child is a Poor Reader

See how The Sound Way To Easy Reading can help him to read and six;ll Ixtfer in a few weeks This new home tutoring course trains your child in phonics and phonics and press Blem and Davis Phonics, Dr. Martin. Illinois

If Nond ratlier ii<»t feed the larger nnisanee inrds:

If Squirl*l> arc a hinder on your pole mounted

REGAL PAIR
Spanish wall lanterns in the 14th Century mood are beauties for brightening up the castle. About 12" high and 6" wide, hand carved from alder wood, and dark stained in a satin finish. Choose fixed or chain suspended mode. $9.95 each. $18.95 pair. Post. Free gift brochure. Zorba Tradin Co., Dept. HGL, Box 666, Ne Monmouth, N. J. 07748.

WHERE IT'S AT
Take off on a sampler spree stars and embroider one or all signs of the Zodiac. Leo, Virgo Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Cancer, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, 12" square $1.50 each; wood frame with walnut finish 12" by 12". $1.75 each plus 25c post. Classic Corner, 12H Water St., Br Mawr, Pa. 19010.

LIFETIME ADDRESSES
Replaceable tabs are the key lifetime address book's success. When an address changes, simply insert a new tab. Book has sections for anniversary, birthday and Christmas cards. Leather-like cover, 5" by 7" plus 3 extra tabs. $1 ea.; two, $1.65 plus 25c post. Gracious Living Door Store of Washington, D.C. Dept. 729, Berkeley, R. I. 02866.

ROLLING RACK
Handsome reading table rolls on extra large, free-wheeling casters. Now reading matter, 50 books and 50 magazines or new papers glide to wherever you choose. Hand-crafted of select pine in honey, maple, antique finish. 27" l., 14" w. 26" h. $29.95 exp. coll. K.

TASTY BUDS
The fine flavor of vegetables and fruits you use for seasoning is trapped in tiny buds. They dissolve to explode fine flavor stews, sauces, desserts. Onion, celery, clove, garlic, cinnamon, lemon, nutmeg, orange, thyme and vanilla in a box of 100 assorted flavors. $3.98 ppd. Maisc Michel, Ltd., HGL Michel Bldg.

SHOPPING AROUND
STOCKING STICKER
Sagging stockings, stray shoulder straps stay neatly in place with roll-on liquid body adhesive that works wonders. "p" washes off in water. Roll on skin, and press garment into place. Great for men's socks, too. 2-oz. jar. $1.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HGL, 58 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.
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ROLLING RACK
Handsome reading table rolls on extra large, free-wheeling casters. Now reading matter, 50 books and 50 magazines or new papers glide to wherever you choose. Hand-crafted of select pine in honey, maple, antique finish. 27" l., 14" w. 26" h. $29.95 exp. coll. K.

TASTY BUDS
The fine flavor of vegetables and fruits you use for seasoning is trapped in tiny buds. They dissolve to explode fine flavor stews, sauces, desserts. Onion, celery, clove, garlic, cinnamon, lemon, nutmeg, orange, thyme and vanilla in a box of 100 assorted flavors. $3.98 ppd. Maisc Michel, Ltd., HGL Michel Bldg.

SHOPPING AROUND
STOCKING STICKER
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LOOSE CHANGE TEDIUM
Avoid the bother of its all with a coin sorter that automatically sorts, counts, stacks as much as $19.95 at a time. Nickels, dimes or quarters slide into proper slots, are instantly wrapped in coin wrappers in seconds! Great for tips, exact fares, clubs. A great time saver for $9.98. p.p. Palm Co., 7126 Greenbelt Blvd., Miami, Fl. 33054.

WATCH THE DATE
Day and date via a watchband calendar that slips on and off. In flexible aluminum, calendars reverse to match any watch metal: one side golden, the other silver. Specify starting month. Set of 12 months in vinyl pocket case, $2; three sets, $5.50; six sets, $9. Ppd. Martens-Becker Co., Box 1008-G, Willows, Calif. 95988.

YANKANE TREASURES

OLD TIMEY GROUP
The good gift for almost anyone who likes a pretty kitchen, where a woman spends half her time: Early American type wall ornaments 6" by 8" each. In burnt orange, black or nutmeg, hand cast of quality aluminum. They weigh a hefty 3 lbs. each! $7.95 plus 95c postage. Creative House, HGl, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

FOOT BREATHER
Marvelous Danish clog is a true delight on the foot with a full orthopedic contour sole. Women, 4 to 11 in black, white, navy or brown perforated, brown, navy or beige suede, $14.95. Men, 7 to 14; brown or white perforated, black or brown leather, brown suede, $15.95 p.p. Phillip Rowe Ltd., HGl, Box 2382, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

MIGHTY MIDGET
One little machine only 5½" by 5" by ¾" adds, subtracts and multiplies up to 1,000,000. A mere flick of the finger does the work; all it needs is the figures and the answer is visible in the big windows. A mere $5.95 plus 35c postage. Write to World Co., HGl, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

SHOPPING AROUND

\[\text{LOOSE CHANGE TEDIUM}\]
\[\text{WATCH THE DATE}\]
\[\text{YANKANE TREASURES}\]
\[\text{OLD TIMEY GROUP}\]
\[\text{FOOT BREATHER}\]
\[\text{MIGHTY MIDGET}\]

\[\text{THIGH REDUCER Belts}\]
\[\text{AMAZING NEW NO-ODOR CAT TOILET}\]
\[\text{MINI FURNITURE™}\]
\[\text{TAPESTRIES FROM BELGIUM & FRANCE}\]

\[\text{WATCH THE DATE}\]
Day and date via a watchband calendar that slips on and off. In flexible aluminum, calendars reverse to match any watch metal: one side golden, the other silver. Specify starting month. Set of 12 months in vinyl pocket case, $2; three sets, $5.50; six sets, $9. Ppd. Martens-Becker Co., Box 1008-G, Willows, Calif. 95988.

\[\text{YANKANE TREASURES}\]

\[\text{OLD TIMEY GROUP}\]
The good gift for almost anyone who likes a pretty kitchen, where a woman spends half her time: Early American type wall ornaments 6" by 8" each. In burnt orange, black or nutmeg, hand cast of quality aluminum. They weigh a hefty 3 lbs. each! $7.95 plus 95c postage. Creative House, HGl, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

\[\text{FOOT BREATHER}\]
Marvelous Danish clog is a true delight on the foot with a full orthopedic contour sole. Women, 4 to 11 in black, white, navy or brown perforated, brown, navy or beige suede, $14.95. Men, 7 to 14; brown or white perforated, black or brown leather, brown suede, $15.95 p.p. Phillip Rowe Ltd., HGl, Box 2382, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

\[\text{MIGHTY MIDGET}\]
One little machine only 5½" by 5" by ¾" adds, subtracts and multiplies up to 1,000,000. A mere flick of the finger does the work; all it needs is the figures and the answer is visible in the big windows. A mere $5.95 plus 35c postage. Write to World Co., HGl, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

\[\text{THIGH REDUCER Belts}\]
Spot-reduce legs the sure, fast way.

\[\text{AMAZING NEW NO-ODOR CAT TOILET}\]
RARELY NEEDS CHANGING
Litter is constantly dried by screen filtration and ventilation. Dynex® plus an occasional spray prevents odor and keeps litter fresh as new month after month. Wide scoop removes dry solids in a jiffy. End odor and messy cleaning. Save time and money. 20" X 14" X 6". Sturdy Non-Corrosive, Long supply of special spray, $7.95 + $1.00 post. Literature available.

\[\text{MINI FURNITURE™}\]
makes it easy to be your own Interior Decorator
Avoid costly decorating mistakes. Create miniature settings for every room in your house before spending a cent for a piece of furniture, a port of fabric, a roll of wall paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much you can save if you really plan before you buy. Over 150 different furniture combinations, for every room. Sofas, chairs, side tables, tables, chests, bed, piano, fireplace, etc. Decorate furniture pieces, walls, with actual fabric and paint samples. Includes 3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene, Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Decks, all to exact to Scale. Design and instruction book included. Created by professional decorator N50. Guaranteed. No C.O.D. Only $7.88 ppd. Plan-It-Kit Dept. G-1, Box 420, Westport, Conn.

\[\text{TAPESTRIES FROM BELGIUM & FRANCE}\]
2008-B Espagnol—20" x 20": $6.00
BUY DIRECT FROM IMPORTER
SAVE 60% TO 80%
Low, low prices! $5.00 (20" x 20") size. $10.00 (20" x 40") size. $15.00 (20" x 60") size. $25.00 (larger sizes up to 72"). Authentic replicas woven of 100% cotton—will not fade. Send 50c for color brochure sizes and prices. 143
I prove it to yourself at our expense.

If you're dissatisfied or money will be refunded. I enclose $4.98 (plus 27c for handling) cash, check or money order. P.O. Box 3245, Granada Hills, Calif. 91344.

SPECIAL: Colorful round felt tablecloth.

MAIL PROTECTION

Decorative table covered with a cloth.


ORDER NOW FOR FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE, HAND-CRAFTED, AND MADE TO ORDER.

DANISH STYLE FURNITURE

Send for New Catalog.

THE AH MEN LOOK

America's #1 men's clothing and fashion store.

The watchword in fashion today is the wardrobe of timepieces. To wit: to wear: this smart bracelet watch from Wales. Golden links punctuated with pierced jade oval in a delicate oriental green. $17.95 ppd. With a two year service guarantee, how can you go wrong? Time for Valentine's Day. Wales, HG70, Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530.

Ole

The doloroso deserves the knitted of washable orlon acrylic. Wear it with linen sheets on a tropical cruise, or with basic black at any time in any climate. Choose white, black, light blue or shell pink. S (8 to 10); M (12 to 14); L (16 to 18). $4.50 plus 45c ppd. The Ferry House, Inc., HG1, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 10522.

YE SIGN MARKS IT

Reproduction of colorful tavern signs are fun hanging on the wall of your home as a conversation piece. They are original, too. In wood with a smooth walnut finish, painted lettering and finished by 6" by 6" by 4". With hangers for mounting. A set of 6, $4.95 ppd. Colonial Studio Dept. TSE-9, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N.Y. 10606.

MAIL PROTECTION

A great big box holds magazines and circulars and the day's mail protected from wind and weather. It's an accommodating 16" by 6" by 6". Comes in rugged rustproof thermoplastic with aluminum lid. Black and white with gold eagle, $5.95 ppd. Colonial Studios. Dept. G-1, P.O. Box 204, Tenafly, N.J. 07670.


SHOPPING AROUND

DANISH STYLE FULL SIZE LOUNGE CHAIR

European imported solid hardwood frame, upholstered with luxurious plush fabric, plush or wool blend. Arm rests and back upholstered in fabric or leather, with or without coil springs. For indoor use only. Continental armrest, custom made sectional with armrest.

Send $25 for New Catalog.

THE AH MEN LOOK

The watchword in fashion today is the wardrobe of timepieces. To wit: to wear: this smart bracelet watch from Wales. Golden links punctuated with pierced jade oval in a delicate oriental green. $17.95 ppd. With a two year service guarantee, how can you go wrong? Time for Valentine's Day. Wales, HG70, Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530.

OLÉ

The doloroso deserves the knitted of washable orlon acrylic. Wear it with linen sheets on a tropical cruise, or with basic black at any time in any climate. Choose white, black, light blue or shell pink. S (8 to 10); M (12 to 14); L (16 to 18). $4.50 plus 45c ppd. The Ferry House, Inc., HG1, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 10522.

YE SIGN MARKS IT

Reproduction of colorful tavern signs are fun hanging on the wall of your home as a conversation piece. They are original, too. In wood with a smooth walnut finish, painted lettering and finished by 6" by 6" by 4". With hangers for mounting. A set of 6, $4.95 ppd. Colonial Studio Dept. TSE-9, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N.Y. 10606.

MAIL PROTECTION

A great big box holds magazines and circulars and the day's mail protected from wind and weather. It's an accommodating 16" by 6" by 6". Comes in rugged rustproof thermoplastic with aluminum lid. Black and white with gold eagle, $5.95 ppd. Colonial Studios. Dept. G-1, P.O. Box 204, Tenafly, N.J. 07670.

**Shopping Around**

**Hush Pizzazz**
Calfskin ankle—the boot beautiful to wear with pants or pleated skirt. Shoecraft imported this pair from Italy where the style is high and the comfort built in. As always, sizes are for the tail ones: 9 to 12, narrow and medium. In black, brown, camel. $28.85 ppd. Free 64 page catalogue. Shoecraft, Inc., HG1, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.

**Rolling Shoe Rack**
Store it in your closet; roll it where you will. It holds 24 pairs of men’s shoes or 20 pairs of women’s plus polish. Moves on 9 to 12” narrow and medium. In California pine or walnut finish. $21.95 ppd. Yield House, HG1, No. Conway, N.H. 03860.

**Count Coins Fast**
Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters in seconds. Shows the total as you go. Perfect for cashiers, drugstores, collectors, etc. $3.95 ppd. Real timesaver for merchants. No more fumbling with the wrap. Simply slide coins into 4 channels. Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters in seconds. Shows the total as you go. $1.98 ppd. Anthony Enterprises, 68 Market St., Dept. HG-170, San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

**MINI PILLOWS**
Mini fun to make; they’re easy to embroider and quick to finish. Complete kit includes natural Belgian linen pillow top for embroidery, colorful tapestry wool, linen for back, cotton cording, and easy-to-follow instructions. Sizes 5” x 10”. Knife-edge pillow forms also available. Horse Kit (shown) $2.25. Two Kittens Kit $2.25. Pantry Kit $2.25. Owl Kit $2.25. Pillow Form, 8” x 10” $3.25. PLUS 35¢ POSTAGE & HANDLING. Pe. Pay 6% Sales Tax. Sorry No COD’s.

**Victoria Gifts**
121 N. Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

**Princess Tip Fashion Phone**
$29.95 Complete with dial, plug & cable. Styled low and sleek for today’s fashionable decor. Lightweight and graceful. Save the convenience of another phone without increasing your phone bill. Colors: white, beige, ivory, blue, green, pink, yellow, red, gray. (Specify 2nd choice) Ringer Box if needed (S 1.95 add’l). PHONE EXTENSION CORDS $2.99 with 4-prong plug. Add $1.50 for paddle plug. Make your phone reach to any part of your room with a 25’ extension.

**House & Garden’s Shopping Around**
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

**Worth Looking Into...**
Ever considered selling your particular product or service by mail? Write us for complete information on how you can sell profitably, here, in House & Garden’s Shopping Around Section—America’s favorite shop-by-mail-center.

**Personalized Coasters**
Elegant personalized coasters with a classic design and wreath design are certain to please the most discriminating. Spacious 3½” coasters are made of fine jeweler’s solid brass beautifully plated in gold or silver. Engraved with any 2 or 3 initials. 4 for $3.98; 8 for $6.98; 12 for $9.98.

**New York, N.Y. 10017**
Choose your game
Family fun table decorated with 43 game patterns and plastic-coated for indoor or outdoor use has all parts for checkers, ten pins, bowling and more! Sturdily built, it folds up for easy storage and carrying, 19" by 30½" by 13½ high, table, $5.95. Two matching chairs, $4.95 per pair. Pp. Madison House, 7124 Greenlawn Bldg., Miami, Fla., 33054.

Ring ringer

Mini-desk
Happiness is having paper and pencil handy when answering the phone, and a surface to note messages. Hand-crafted wall memopad board has all: standard roll of paper, pencil, hard-rubber cherry finish, 16" x 12". Holds 3½ w., 5¢ d. $3.95. Two paper refills, $1. Add 75c post. The Mail Box, HGl, 1570 Old Country Rd., Westbury, N. Y. 11590.

Political posters

Right party?
No question about it for your guests when you display a heavy solid bronze doorcrest marker with name engraved in black letters. Fine for home, office, even children's bedroom doors. With no-mar adhesive back. 1¾" by 5½", $4.95 plus 25c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3065 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

Sneeze no more
Scientifically designed anti-sneeze mask for all ages. Washable nylon mask fits on nose, keeps jaws closed, prevents sneeze, encouraging quiet breathing. Adjustable to fit face. $3.95.

Anti-sneeze mask $3.95

House & Gift Shop

The SAFE 2-Way PET DOOR

Ball & chain
...jewelry to complement today's fashions. Completely versatile gold-plated 15½" chain can be worn as a necklace, choker or bracelet. Your choice of decorative gold or pearl ball. Light, weight and delicately designed....the precious look by Napier?

$3.50 plus 75c postage (IE, en. add 5¢ sales tax.) Dept. 19 HG-1 El. Fisheries Divn., Chicago, Illinois 60604.

Invisible cutting board

Clear as a whistle
Something to sing about: a clear plastic cutting board that saves surfaces from scratches while you slice, chop or pare. Plus, it lets fancy formula patterns show through when they're too pretty to hide. Dishwasher safe, heat-proof.

2 x 11 $3.48 each, ppd. 12 x 16 $5.98 each, ppd. Mall orders filled promptly. Money-back guarantee.

Colonial Garden Dept. HG-1
270 W. Merrick Road, Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582.

Creative house

Six beautiful watercolors

Windover Castle, Big Ben, Tower Bridge, St. Paul's, Westminster & Trafalgar square.

Exquisite reproductions by Jan Korthals, one of Europe's leading artists. Painted in delicate pastel shades. Here is a collection of fine art which is indeed a rare find! Ready to frame— Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.

All six only $15.95 each print Also Germany, $4.95 plus 25c postage. 12 x 18" Austria, Hills two sets $9.90.

Send today:
Dept. 81-L.

Pink Batr Horse, Star

Raffle

Five Beautiful Watercolors

Mr. & Mrs. Wendell C. Spear

of Londontown

Happiness is having paper and pencil handy when answering the phone, and a surface to note messages. Hand-crafted wall memopad board has all: standard roll of paper, pencil, hard-rubber cherry finish, 16" x 12". Holds 3½ w., 5¢ d. $3.95. Two paper refills, $1. Add 75c post. The Mail Box, HGl, 1570 Old Country Rd., Westbury, N. Y. 11590.

Politicat posters
Send for a fascinating catalogue of over 100000 handbills, campaign posters, advertisements, woodcuts, dime novels pertaining to political and social history of the U.S. till 1900. Re­productions available in limited editions from 10c to $1. Catalogue, 25c. Pioneer Historical Society, HGl, Harriman, Tenn., 37748.

Right party?
No question about it for your guests when you display a heavy solid bronze doorcrest marker with name engraved in black letters. Fine for home, office, even children's bedroom doors. With no-mar adhesive back. 1¾" by 5½", $4.95 plus 25c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3065 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

Sneeze no more
Scientifically designed anti-sneeze mask for all ages. Washable nylon mask fits on nose, keeps jaws closed, prevents sneeze, encouraging quiet breathing. Adjustable to fit face. $3.95.

Anti-sneeze mask $3.95

Shop around

Choose your game
Family fun table decorated with 43 game patterns and plastic-coated for indoor or outdoor use has all parts for checkers, ten pins, bowling and more! Sturdily built, it folds up for easy storage and carrying, 19" by 30½" by 13½ high, table, $5.95. Two matching chairs, $4.95 per pair. Pp. Madison House, 7124 Greenlawn Bldg., Miami, Fla., 33054.

Ring ringer

Mini-desk
Happiness is having paper and pencil handy when answering the phone, and a surface to note messages. Hand-crafted wall memopad board has all: standard roll of paper, pencil, hard-rubber cherry finish, 16" x 12". Holds 3½ w., 5¢ d. $3.95. Two paper refills, $1. Add 75c post. The Mail Box, HGl, 1570 Old Country Rd., Westbury, N. Y. 11590.

Political posters
Send for a fascinating catalogue of over 100000 handbills, campaign posters, advertisements, woodcuts, dime novels pertaining to political and social history of the U.S. till 1900. Re­productions available in limited editions from 10c to $1. Catalogue, 25c. Pioneer Historical Society, HGl, Harriman, Tenn., 37748.

Right party?
No question about it for your guests when you display a heavy solid bronze doorcrest marker with name engraved in black letters. Fine for home, office, even children's bedroom doors. With no-mar adhesive back. 1¾" by 5½", $4.95 plus 25c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3065 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

Sneeze no more
Scientifically designed anti-sneeze mask for all ages. Washable nylon mask fits on nose, keeps jaws closed, prevents sneeze, encouraging quiet breathing. Adjustable to fit face. $3.95.

Anti-sneeze mask $3.95
COMBS DRY
Goldilocks of both sexes are in luck: new electrical device combines comb and hair dryer in one light-weight portable. This kind of hot air's all to the good—sets hair fast at home or away for instant grooming. Stainless steel, two comb attachments. $9.95 plus $1 post. Amtech Creations, HGEI, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Ocean-side, N. Y. 11572.

CALL OF THE JUNGLE
Leopard print coffee coat calls all gals to be the best-dressed Sunday brunch partners around. Print is on drip-dry flannel to keep her cozy. Collar, cuffs and cord are black. A-line back and two pockets. Size: small, medium, large. $5.95 plus 93c post. World Co., HGl, 1 Park Ave., New York. N. Y. 10016.

SERVICE IN-THE-ROUND
Lazy Susan does a most effective job of serving salad dressings, relishes, candy or nuts in an eye-appealing way. Designed with sparkling glass jars, the chrome and wood holder swings round and round about. With clear plastic spoons. Overall height 71/4", width 61/4". $6.95 ppd. Fishers, 13 E. Main St., St. Charles, Ill. 60174.

JUMBO STAMP
If yours is a hectic household, avoid the hassle by name stamping towels, tools, sheets, tackle and round about. With clear plastic and wood holder swings round and round. Designed with sparkling glass jars, the chrome and wood holder swings round and round about. With clear plastic spoons. Overall height 71/4", width 61/4". $6.95 ppd. Fishers, 13 E. Main St., St. Charles, Ill. 60174.

SMALL PLASTIC STAMP

Study INTERIOR DECORATION

The leading school specializing in interior design offers comprehensive training under supervision of highly qualified faculty to prepare students for successful careers in this expanding field. Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog 111.

HOMESTUDY COURSE STARTS NOW Available for those who cannot attend classes. Send for Catalog 111, which outlines lessons and gives complete information.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN
155 East 56th St., N. Y. 10022

Gracious Living

D-695 Berkeley, Rhode Island 02864

DREAM DOG? your dog can be!

VISUALIZATION—works like magic

Hi-Fi Do is creating a worldwide revolution in dog training. Recommended by leading veterinarians, breeders. Totally kind, amazingly effective. Quick and so easy to use.

Hi-Fi Do is a scientifically engineered sound device which literally translates words to any dog. Puppies ... dogs of all ages. Never fail!

TEACHES ANY COMMAND ... IN MINUTES

Comes at all times. Stay—Sit—Heel—Fetch, etc.

STOPP ANNOYING HABITS ... INSTANTLY

Homesoiling—Chewing—Jumping—Digging, etc.

Just a quick shake in your hand and ... a new world of understanding for you and your dog. Hi-Fi Do is a scientifically engineered sound device which literally translates words to any dog. Puppies ... dogs of all ages. Never fail!

SHOECRAFT

61 Bond, Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

Send Today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet

See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoecraft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes. Great Values now priced as low as $7.00.

NO RISK TO YOU!
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back.

SAVE MORE MONEY!
No Extra Charge for Any Sizes 9 to 13

GLACIER $25.00
Unusual Offering ... the one of a kind boot. A contemporary air about it. Constructed of verey vinyl ... lifted slightly off the ground. An interior of sumptuous wall-to-wall pile. Choose black or copper.

FOR COLLECTORS

Showcases for Collectors

AWARD MAKER

MAIL BOX STAND

OLD SOUTH

Dress up your mailbox stand in a pretty perch of cast aluminum that will give your home the appearance of a lovely country estate. Mailbox, nameplate and stand complete as illustrated. $49.95 ppd.

Style meets all postal regulations. Mailbox measures 8" wide, 10" high, and 2" deep. Send for free catalog of aluminum products for the home and garden.

Maudrie Mfg. Co., Moultrie, Ga. 31748

MILK CAN CANISTER SET

Old-fashioned milk cans put to a new use, as an unusual canister set for your kitchen. Replicas are of triple-plate chrome-nickel tops with stainless steel bodies. Hold 5-lbs. of flour, sugar, 1-lb. of coffee, tea + cookies.

5070 - Canister Set $14.98

Add $1.00 for postage and handling.

D-695 Berkeley, Rhode Island 02864

147
Turn dial, inhale less...

LET'S YOU TAPER OFF gradually without giving up a single cigarette! Scientifically-designed 3¾" poly filter has 6 smoke "settings"—100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 0%; turn dial, decrease without giving up a single cigarette! For 1 of 10 different metals, hard-cast in sand molds. The textured surface looks like centuries-old pewter. About 4" x 4".

$3.50 each 2 for $6.00 PPD.
(Send 25c for 44-page catalog)

THE CANDLE MILL, H-1
East Arlington, Vermont 05252

ON THE SQUARE
Handy gadget copies contours to take the guesswork out of matching shapes during fix-it projects. Time-saver's best at ticklish tight corners, like bypassing pipes and fixtures when fitting tiles and other flooring. Purely practical 6" tool is $1.98 plus 25c post. Gracious Living, Dept. 728, Berkeley, R. I. 02864.

CONTEMPORARY CANE
Beauty of a headboard in a good-looking cane pattern is an arch of decorative triumph. Perfect with any period. Natural rattan looks for tripod pole frame with wicker peel boards. Single size, 39" by 53", $24.95; double, 54" by 53", $29.95. Exp. charges coll. Send 25c for new catalogue. Fran's Basket House, HG1, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

IT'S THE NUTS!
And bolts too. They're both em-bedded within the 3¼" lucite cube. A natural for your favorite ty-coon's office where he gets down to the nuts and bolts of business. Clearly an interesting addition to any paperweight collection. $15 plus 95c postage. Order from Postmatic Co., HG170, Lafay-ette Hill, Pa. 19444.

SHOPPING AROUND

SEE YOUR WAY CLEAR
Cordless closet light installs in minutes with two screws or adhesive strips right above closet door, turns on powerful twin beams when door is opened. Battery-powered beams adjust to cover wide area. On-off switch or automatic. Requires 4 "D" cell batteries (not incl.). $5.95 ppd. Collier's, GE 170, Box 565, Skokie, Ill. 60076.

DAISY DECKED
Abloom with daisies the ordinary toilet seat adds a touch of decorative whimsy to any bath or powder room. The vinyl coated seat is in sophisticated black with moss green or orange with white daisies. Fits any regular fixture. $14.99 plus $1 post. Catalogue, 25c. Pier 16, Inc., HG170, Box 211, Jamaicos, N. Y. 11435.

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE"
Collar-Extender buffalo "collar" light shirt collar ends all-day tugging. Expand collar up to ⅝ size larger for "just right" feeling, folds measures behind tie. Collar transferred from shirt to shirt in seconds. Set of 4. $1 Collar, residents add 5% sales tax, non-refundable. Guarantee. Anthony Enterprise, 515 Market St., Dept. HG-170, Hole Patterners, CLE 84195.
SHOPPING AROUND

MOVENT IN MUSIC
Christmas is long gone and by goolly it's time for another toy. What about an imported carousel that's not only a plaything but a work of art of old world workmanship. Long-haired horse twists to a tinkling tune. Could be the beginning of a future heirloom collection. $7.50 ppd. Melody Imports, HG1, 1601 W. 15th St., Long Beach, Calif. 90813.

NEEDLE PAINTINGS
A needle's the brush, a stitch is the stroke in the fascinating new art form of art that weaves three-dimensional magic. Completed "paintings" show each subject rendered in thousands of stitches in interesting detail. Each 8" by 6" picture, $6.95 ppd. for set of two. House of Goodspeed, HG1, Federal Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

BOOT TOTE

HEEL HEAL-STRAP
Here's a tip that does the trick: apply cream to rough and red-dened heels. Then slip on pretty, slip-proof soles. Long wearing, give marvelous support, have resiliency, cut in 50¢ tax.

BEAUTIFUL WOODEN CLOGS FROM SWEDEN
HERE'S THE FAMED WOODEN SHOE that's made Scandinavian girls noted for their beauty and high style. "Eva T" clogs are healthful, give marvelous support, have resilient, slip-proof soles. Long wearing, yet so fashionable you'll want to use them everywhere: beach, street, party or work. Colors: brown or blue perforated leather—Black or white patent leather. Women's sizes 4-10, $15.95 ppd. No COD's please. Cal. res. add 5¢ tax.

PHILLIP ROWE, Ltd., Box 2382 HG1, Carmel, Calif. 93921

not for sale

(prin in any market, that is)

These primit of filet mignon are not sold in any market. Yet, they've probably enjoyed in luxury restaurants. They're Prime Pleaser steaks—tender, flavorful, aged. Enjoy them at home, or have them sent as gifts in luxury restaurants. They're Prime Pleaser steaks—tender, flavorful, aged. Enjoy them at home, or have them sent as gifts

PHILLIP ROWE, Ltd., Box 2382 HG1, Carmel, Calif. 93921

 king richard's workshop

SPICE CAROUSEL
S BEAUTIFUL LAZY SUSAN SPICE RACK from to 45 spices and 6 or 8 bowls at your fingertips. Comes in brilliant red, orange, yellow, green, blue, or Mod combinations, plus natural and antique wood finishes. Rectangular, or round 1/2" high. Sizes and colors not included. Specify size, shape and color. All prices ppd. Add $1.00 West of Miss. $2.50 each, $44.95 (11" dia.), $49.95 (13" dia.), $44.95 (18" dia.)

KING RICHARD'S WORKSHOP
Dept. HG4, Box 458, Palmetto, S.C. 29968

DOLLS!
A THRILLING CAREER AWAITS YOU
We teach you how to operate a Doll Hospital, repair, dress and make dolls of all kinds. Start your own profitable part or full time business—we show you how. Or, enjoy an enchanting hobby. May we send free and without obligation the information on our fascinating home study course?

Norm & Sue Morris
20 Lifetime Career Schools
Dept. D-614
221 Fairfax Ave
 Los Angeles, Calif. 90064

FREE! Send for Illustrated Booklet!

KNfYA GEM CORP.
Division HG10 / Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

THE DIAMOND HAS A RIVAL
THE KENYA GEM

PHILIP ROWE, Ltd., Box 2382 HG1, Carmel, Calif. 93921

$1.98 pr.; two pr. $3.75. Add 20c per res. add 5¢ tax.

BEAUTIFUL WOODEN CLOGS FROM SWEDEN
HERE'S THE FAMED WOODEN SHOE that's made Scandinavian girls noted for their beauty and high style. "Eva T" clogs are healthful, give marvelous support, have resilient, slip-proof soles. Long wearing, yet so fashionable you'll want to use them everywhere: beach, street, party or work. Colors: brown or blue perforated leather—Black or white patent leather. Women's sizes 4-10, $15.95 ppd. No COD's please. Cal. res. add 5¢ tax.

PHILLIP ROWE, Ltd., Box 2382 HG1, Carmel, Calif. 93921

BEAUTITUL WOODEN CLOGS FROM SWEDEN
HERE'S THE FAMED WOODEN SHOE that's made Scandinavian girls noted for their beauty and high style. "Eva T" clogs are healthful, give marvelous support, have resilient, slip-proof soles. Long wearing, yet so fashionable you'll want to use them everywhere: beach, street, party or work. Colors: brown or blue perforated leather—Black or white patent leather. Women's sizes 4-10, $15.95 ppd. No COD's please. Cal. res. add 5¢ tax.

PHILLIP ROWE, Ltd., Box 2382 HG1, Carmel, Calif. 93921

For a 3-month trial subscription to

GOOD OLD DAYS

"The Magazine of Happy Memories"

GOOD OLD DAYS is like no other publication you've ever seen or read. It's crammed with authentic, remembered stories from the happy days gone by... stories, photos, fashions, cartoons, songs, poems, movie stills, advertisements, etc. This unique magazine will make you laugh, chuckle, perhaps shed a tear, as you ramble down memory lane. Whether you lived the "good old days" or just heard about them from your parents or grandparents, you'll find this unusual and truly different magazine a pure delight!

SEND YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY!

GOOD OLD DAYS
Bex 412-Y, Danvers, Mass. 01923

Yes! I want to receive "Good Old Days" magazine. Enclosed is $ Check □ Cash □ Money Order □ for:

□ $1.00 for 3 months □ $4.00
□ $2.00 for 6 months □ for a full year

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

Please print clearly.
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Learn Invisible Mending
Work at home and Make $240.00
A Month

on only two $5 jobs a day
Learn to make cuts, burns, tears DISAPPEAR like magic from suits; coats, dresses and upholstery—all fabrics.

Big demand and very few know how to do Invisible Mending (Revealing). Work has to be sent to big cities with long delays and high cost. Learn in your spare time. Tailors, cleaners, stores will send customers to you. Most $50.00 jobs can be done in a half hour. The modern FABRICON Method can be learned at home. Your income is all profit because there are no materials to buy. If you'd like to make good money in pleasant spare time home work and send name on coupon. We'll tell you what it takes to become an expert Invisible Revealer and how business comes to you. Get answers to all questions. FREE. No salesman will call. All information will be mailed to you promptly.

FABRICON CO., 1555 Howard St.
Dept. 451, Chicago 60626

The proven two way pet door

PETs LIKE IT! PETS USE IT!

Sure way to communicate: give a portrait. Splendid example of the special art's oil done by a name Oriental painter: on silk (8" by 10") or linen (11" by 14") canvas. Send black and white photo: state color of skin, hair, eyes, clothes. Silk $17.95; linen $34.95. Ppd. Gift catalogue, 25c. House of Minnel, HG-1, Dearpath Rd., Batavia, Ill. 60510.

PRESTIGE PORTRAIT
Sure way to communicate: give a portrait. Splendid example of the special art's oil done by a name Oriental painter: on silk (8" by 10") or linen (11" by 14") canvas. Send black and white photo: state color of skin, hair, eyes, clothes. Silk $17.95; linen $34.95. Ppd. Gift catalogue, 25c. House of Minnel, HG-1, Dearpath Rd., Batavia, Ill. 60510.

WHALING SHIPS
Exquisite woodcut of the barks, Platiina and Sunbeam built at Mattapossett, Mass. in 1841 and 1856 are hand silk-screened on heavy paper 17" by 21" and ready to frame. Three other black and white prints by Robert Arnold show other famous whalers. Set of four, $1 plus 25c post. World Art Group, HG-1, 606 Post Rd., Westport, Conn. 06855.

REPAIR EYEGlasses
This handy kit is invaluable whenever glasses come apart at home, or office or wherever traveling. Kit includes an optical screwdriver and an assortment of hinge screws.

GLASSES KIT
$1.00
Mailing List
Calif., residents add 5c. outside Calif., 10c.

Anthony Enterprises
351 Market St., Dept. HG-1
San Francisco, Calif. 94101

HOROSCOPE FRAGRANCE
The newest development on the astrological horizon is after shave for gents: cologne for gals. Fragrances are blended from rare perfumes. Whatever your sign, a scent has been blended to match. Specify date and sex, preferred fragrance. $3.50 ea.; one dozen assortment, $39.95. Ppd. Beauty Basics, HG-1, 3712 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 60613.

A CASE IN POINT
Here's a chance to have fun with needlepoint and have an attractive, practical finished product. Make a rain hat case that can be used as a credit card case too. Kit includes painted canvases and Persian yarn for back and front of case. $6. Finishing not included, but available. The Creative Needle, HG-1, 657 Vernon Ave., Glencoe, Ill. 60022.
PLASTIC PRESERVES
Plastic helps make your favorite invitations, corsages, rosebuds long-lasting! When placed in a pan with special crystals and oven-baked, a solid plastic envelope forms about it. With colored or clear crystals, pan, butterflies, crushed glass, starfish. Preserve-it-kit, $2.98. Greenland Studios, 7125 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fl. 33054.

FRONTIER FASHION

FIDDLEBACK FARE
Stainless tableware shows off its Colonial heritage with fiddleback shaping that's at home in any table setting. Satin-finished 50 pc. service for eight has eight dinner forks and knives, salad forks, soup spoons; 16 teaspoons; butter knives and sugar spoon, $29.95. 75c pc. service for 12, $45. Pod. Seth & Jed, G170, Gt. Barrington, Mass. 01230.

BUY JUPITER!
It's as smart and comfortable a shoe as you'd find! And what a color and size selection! Gray or black shag; black, red, bone, beaver brown or white baby calf. Jupiter side tie saddle, crepe sole. Widths AAAA to EE; $21.95 to 12, $45. Ppd. Seth & Jed, G170. Estes Park, Colo. 80517.

FRUIT BONANZA
Luscious and healthful Ruby Red grapefruit are carton-packed and ready for family consumption or as thoughtful gift giving. Texas $7.85; all other states $8.25. 10y2, 75c each or 3 for $2.25. Special—2 Giant Triple Size Cans for $3.00. Catalog B, Dept. 207, Zoysia Farms, Dept. 207, Zoysia Farms, 6414 Reisterstown Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21215.

LIVE UP YOUR KITCHEN WITH THESE ADORABLE ANIMALS
POT HOLDERS
Not only are they attractive, but they make your kitchen chores safer and easier. Wear these animal pot holders like a glove to clutch hot pots and pans. Long neck protects arm from hot handles and rays. Made of quilted flannel, heavy padded red mohair, red pom-pom eyes, standup ears. Ideal for barbecue, bridge parties. Your choice of Zebra, Leopard or Dog. Order several. Makes a wondrous house gift. Each $2.98 post.; 2 for $5.75 post.

REVOLVING PHOTO FILE
Take precious snapshots out of storage, instantly show up to 100 snapshots in this handsome revolving photo file. No glueing or mounting! Just slip snapshots, up to 1½x3½, into protective see-thru pockets. Studio Size Stainless Steel base, pocket for 100 photos incl. $3.98 plus 25c post. With wood base, $5.95 plus 75c post. Wood base Luxy File (200 pockets) $23.95 ppd. Extra pockets, $1.00. Money back guarantee. Write for free viewing of unique filing system.

FRANZEN GIFTS, Dept. HG-1
110 Fresnos Blvd., Flanagan, Ill. 61740

CAST IRON
Merry Go Round
Bank. Colorful, amusing, beautifully detailed. Cast from the original 100-year-old mold. Measures 5½ x 4½, gives round and round. Makes saving fun! $5.00 each, 50c postage.

NEW HAMPTON GENERAL STORE
102 Main St., Hampton, N. J. 08212
Write For Free Catalog

PAINT YOUR OWN WALL MURAL!
Design the beauty, execute satisfaction of painting a lovely 3 ft. to 14 ft. wide mural directly on your wall! New "painted-to-suit" method is fun, incredibly easy. Takes just 2 to 3 hours. Artists charge up to $105; wallcovering would cost $100 and more. Our esthetia kits, $12.95 up! Also fabulous "Black Line" retro kits. Many exotic designs, provincial, oriental, etc. designs. A stunning prestige item! Free for . . .

FREE! BRAND NEW COLOR CATALOG . . . over 25% New Designs!
Exciting new 3-page full color catalog shows dozens new designs and big choice of decorative color combinations plus extra "How To" details. ALSO FREE COPY: "Romance of the Mural" and "Shop Around" (send 10c for postage handling.)

MURAL ART CENTER
4401 Birch St., Dept. 1531, Newport, Calif. 92660

MY GRASS IS NO. 1

By Mike Senkew
It's true the things people are saying about Amazon Zoysia Grass (Reg. T.M.) — it grows so thick and wrist-thick that walking on it is unforgettable... like walking on a thick, pile target. Your Zoysia lawn drives out crabgrass and weeds all summer long. It stays green and beautiful in blistering heat, when other grass burns out. It cuts like walking on a thick, luxurious carpet. It is unforgett..nable . . . merely goes off its green in summer—a true perennial: Every plug fully guaranteed to grow and live. There's no need to rip out your old grass. Plug in Amazon Zoysia Grass and let it spread into beautiful turf that never needs replacement. It will neither blister nor winter kill. . . merely goes off its green . . . merely goes off its green... goes off its green in summer—a true perennial. Every plug fully guaranteed to grow and live.

FREE! KIT FOR SHOPPING AROUND
CHAPERONE Says, Keep Off!

FREE! 10c KIT FOR SHOPPING AROUND

SHOPPING AROUND

FRANZEN GIFTS, Dept. HG-1
110 Fresnos Blvd., Flanagan, Ill. 61740

MY GRASS IS NO. 1

By Mike Senkew
It's true the things people are saying about Amazon Zoysia Grass (Reg. T.M.) — it grows so thick and wrist-thick that walking on it is unforgettable... like walking on a thick, pile target. Your Zoysia lawn drives out crabgrass and weeds all summer long. It stays green and beautiful in blistering heat, when other grass burns out. It cuts like walking on a thick, luxurious carpet. It is unforgett..nable . . . merely goes off its green in summer—a true perennial. Every plug fully guaranteed to grow and live. There's no need to rip out your old grass. Plug in Amazon Zoysia Grass and let it spread into beautiful turf that never needs replacement. It will neither blister nor winter kill. . . merely goes off its green . . . merely goes off its green... goes off its green in summer—a true perennial. Every plug fully guaranteed to grow and live.
YOUR FAMILY TREE
First Easy-to-Use Genealogy Chart
You owe it to future generations to keep your family lineage intact and up-to-date. This beautiful giant 21" X 36" FAMILY TREE CHART, printed on quality handmade antique parchment, makes charting your family pedigrees easy and fun. Spacings provided for over 200 names of family members arranged in their proper relationships so that you can see in a glance your family tree and all its branches.

Your loved one's picture in a unique charm bracelet
Send us a favorite photo or negative (preferable) of your loved one. We’ll send you this beautiful bracelet with the picture permanently enclosed in a unique domestic shape. We’ll even personalize the back, on request. Send the picture and remittance to us today to have your loved one’s picture in an original charm bracelet in just a few weeks. Postpaid. 

CEREMONIAL VESSELS, BURIAL PIECES
ARTIFACTS
PRE-COLUMBIAN
OF THE UNITED STATES

DON'T PULL HAIR FROM NOSE!

Modern Upholstery Institute
Box 299-1177, Stream, N. Y. 11582

Modern Upholstery Institute
2115-H NYSSA STREET
McAllen, Texas 78501

Photo Charms
Farmington, Michigan 48024

LEARN UPHOLSTERY AT HOME

PRE-COLUMBIAN ARTIFACTS

LARGE SELECTION OF AUTHENTIC CEREMONIAL VESSELS, BURIAL PIECES AND FIGURES EXCAVATED FROM TOMBS IN MEXICO OVER 1000 YEARS OLD
SEND 50c FOR CATALOG

HARTWELL KENNARD
1015-H NYSSA STREET
McAllen, Texas 78501

DON T PULL HAIR FROM NOSE!

Why risk infection? Unsightly hair can be trimmed easily and safely with "Groomette." Merely open nozzle to form slight spiral and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painlessly and neatly. Fine surgical knife is inserted in nostril and twist knob. Hair is snipped off painless...
ANACHRONISM MODERNE
Something the glories of ancient Greece never beheld! Similar to a famous china pattern, a Grecian cameo telephone with modern components, all set for use, has white inlay stone figures, 18kt. gold-plated trim on white hand-set. Green, blue, or beige. $125 plus $2 post. Free catalogue.
Grand Corn, Inc., HG-1, 1152 Sixth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036.

NO-SHOCK VALUE
That's just what you want with children around the house. Plastic safety caps plug into any standard unused electrical outlet, keep children from inserting objects or wet fingers into plug. Only adult fingers can remove them. 20 caps in a box, $1 ppd.

DIRT FERRER
New cordless portable vacuum cleaner gets into such elusive places like corners, car interiors, stairways, upholstery. Incluces crevice nozzle, utility pick-up, bristle brush. Works like big vacuums but on standard "D" batteries (not included). 10% by 7" $5.98 ppd. Greenland Studios, 7133 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33154.

SOUFFLE SWEETHEART
What should give the lady more than a little grace is her ability to come up with a feather-light French soufflé. Assemblage includes this classic white china 2 quart dish, professional 10" all chrome whisk. $19.98 plus 75c post. Three mixes: vanilla, lobster, cheese. $3.50 ppd. Maison Michel, HGl, Michel Bldg., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

PURELY PRIVATE
Kitty's litter is constantly dried by screen filtration and ventilation. To prevent odor and keep litter fresh give an occasional whoosh with the generous supply of special spray included. 20" by 14" by 6" non-corrosive box is cleaned with wide scoop. $7.95 plus $1 post. Special Products Co., HGl, Box 861, Traverse City, Mich. 49684.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH A GLASS BALL?
fake a lamp? Hang it in your patio? Use as a conversation piece? Or float your fish with it as fishermen of the Pacific do. And on the beaches of Micronesian islands, collected by trading schooners. Complete with rope netting and beautifully crafted with red or white, medium 9" to 10" in dia.—$14.95, 12 to 14 in. a.—$15.95, insured, postage paid.
MERA INC.
A LOT OF THE PLANT DAMAGE WE MAY HAVE THOUGHT WAS CAUSED BY DISEASE, INSECTS OR MALNUTRITION ACTUALLY HAS BEEN DUE TO POLLUTED AIR. THAT WAS THE GIST OF A SYMPOSIUM ON "PLANTS IN THE CITY" AT THE AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL CONGRESS IN PHILADELPHIA LAST FALL. ALL OF THE EXPERTS AGREED THAT NOXIOUS GASES IN THE ATMOSPHERE MAKE THEIR EFFECT FELT NOT ONLY ON MAN BUT ON PLANTS, AND NOT ONLY IN CITIES, BUT IN BROAD AREAS AROUND CITIES, AND ALONG MUCH-TRAVELED HIGHWAYS. THEY CAME UP WITH A SMALL LIST OF POLLUTION RESISTANT PLANTS AND REPORTED SOME PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL LABORATORY-TYPE MEASURES FOR PROTECTING PLANTS FROM AIR POLLUTION. NOBODY AT THE CONGRESS ASKED—NOT OUT LOUD, ANYWAY—WHY ALL THOSE ABLE PEOPLE WERE SPENDING THEIR TIME PROTECTING THE PLANTS INSTEAD OF STOPPING THE POLLUTION.

FROM FRANCE COMES WORD OF A NEW DODGE FOR ROOTING CUTTINGS: dipping into melted paraffin as much of the cutting as will be buried in the rooting medium. It must be whisked out again quickly, of course, to avoid cooking the plant tissues or picking up a too-heavy layer of wax. From that point on everything is done in the usual manner. As roots begin to grow out of the cutting, they simply break through the wax, which flakes off and disappears. The advantage of this treatment is that it reduces transpiration from the cutting and kills the spores of disease-causing organisms. No first-person reports from people who have actually tried this treatment in the U.S. are available at the moment, but it sounds as though it would work and as if it might be particularly effective on such soft-stemmed plants as geraniums.
THIS TIME OF YEAR, when plants are the only touches living green many of us can hope come in contact with, it is good know that a nationwide and very wire organization has been set to help city folk and plant lovers everywhere with their problems. We use the term "live-wire" ad- edly, since a moving force in the organization is the one, only, and com parable Phyllis Diller. The Diller King Exotic Plant poration, whose main office and gost shop are in New York City, ently opened a branch in Hous- and more are scheduled for Philadelphia, Phoenix, and several er cities throughout the country. is company grows all its own terial, which helps to keep the ces low and also helps to keep list of plants long and extremely ied. At its shops, you will be e to see demonstrations of every ect of plant growing indoors: tering, lighting, feeding, and perature control. And color ed labels will tell you at a glance ether a particular plant is suit ble for a sunny window, a dark ner, or any other spot where you hant want to grow a plant.

RICHARD W. LANGER would seem to be on the road to fame as the Johnny Appleseed of Chinese goose berries. His "After Dinner Gardening Book" (Mac millan, $4.95)—ostensibly written to further the waste not-want-not idea of growing fruit from the seeds of fruit you eat—is mostly an account of his adventures in growing such exotica as litchis, mangoes, and pineapples. Some of these adventures are hilarious. Others will dis courage any less-persistent gardener from trying the same thing. But all are recounted with the exacting detail of a highly knowledgeable window sill gardener.

A LONG, LIGHTWEIGHT POLE. PREFERABLY BAMBOO, SHOULD BE KEPT BESIDE THE SNOW SHOVEL IN EVERY HOME WITH EVERGREENS IN THE DOOR YARD. USED PROMPTLY AFTER OR DURING A SNOWFALL TO KNOCK THE SOGGY WHITE STUFF FROM EVERGREEN BRANCHES, IT WILL FORESTALL A LOT OF THE CROTCH SPLITTING, BOUGH BREAKING AND STEM BENDING THAT ARE OFTEN THOUGHT OF AS "NORMAL" WINTER DAMAGE.

ANY WOMAN WOULD HAVE TO BE OUT OF HER TREE EVEN TO CONSIDER USING A CHAIN SAW. SO WHEN THE HOMELITE PEOPLE TELL US THEIR NEW LIGHTWEIGHT SAW CAN BE HANDLE BY A WOMAN, WE SEE THIS AS THEIR SUBTLE WAY OF TELLING THE MALE SAWYER THAT THE E-Z AUTOMATIC IS NOT THE BONE JARRING, MUSCLE-STRAINING JUGGERNAUT HE KNOWS OF OLD. LIGHT ENOUGH TO BE USED FROM A LADDER, THIS NEW SAW MAY BE JUST RIGHT FOR TREE TRIMMING, UNDERBRUSH CLEARING, AND OTHER WINTERTIME JOBS.

Colonial goes with everything!

Thanks to their simple, classic charm, our handsome Colonial Chairs harmonize or contrast beautifully with all other furnishings. Look for them at better stores everywhere... your choice of popular finishes.

Nicholls & Stone
The Home of Windsor Chairs

OR SUMMERTIME COLOR, of course, annuals—petunias, zinnias, etc.—are dispensable. We sometimes wish, though, that American seedsmen would use bit more imagination in choosing the annuals they present to the gardening blie. Take penstemons—although usually grown as perennials, several kinds were soon enough after sowing to be classed as annuals, and lovely things they e. The colors are clear and bright, going from white through yellow to red, ep garnet, and violet. They grow in spikes like ultra-graceful foxgloves and ke excellent cut flowers.

January, 1970
PARK SEED
Brings You Rare and Unusual Flowers

Park has all those hard-to-find kinds, many of them Park Exclusives. Choose from more than 3,000 varieties—the new, old favorites, as well as flower rarities.

NEW FLOWER BOOK FREE

Park's Flower Book for 1970 is the biggest, most complete, most helpful ever. More than 160 large pages with lavish use of nature's color illustrate and describe them. There are dozens of new hybrids that make gardening more rewarding. Seeds, bulbs and house plants. Vegetables and growing aids, too. It's packed with proven how-to-do-it gardening information to assure success. Contains culture directions, pronouncing index, germination table. Millions depend on it for its wealth of information and the best seeds obtainable. If you love flowers we want you to have one of these valuable reference catalogs. It will help you make your garden a showplace.

Write for your FREE Copy Today

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., 3620 Burpee Bldg.
West Grove, Pa. 19390

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.

THE GARDEN MALL

200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

Get a FREE Catalog from Burpee's Big Boy Tomato

Giant Hybrids, up to 1 lb. each. No. 1 for everybody. Tomato-ment, all solid, luscious red. Do well even in bad weather. For 1,000 seeds, send 25¢.

10 Plants Guaranteed to Grow!

For more plants, 30 seeds Big Boy and 30 Big Early Hybrid, St. 500.00 postpaid order 81.

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., 3620 Burpee Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19132 • Clinton, Iowa 52732 • Riverside, Cal. 92502

How to have a more Beautiful Garden the easy Wayside way

A beautiful garden can make your home more attractive, as well as be a source of pride and enjoyment. It all takes in a little effort and the unsmished selection found in the Wayside Catalog—the one book that's a must for beginners and experts alike.

It contains over 1,000 lovely and unusual garden subjects, many available only from Wayside, including the world's finest selection of perennials. Flowers that bloom automatically year after year. Plus prize roses...superb trees and shrubs...rare bulbs...and much more. Our 224-page Spring 1970 Catalog has hundreds of true-color photos, fascinating descriptions of each item, and a great deal of helpful gardening information. Everything offered in this magnificent catalog has been carefully tested by Wayside Gardens, and is shipped with complete planting instructions.

Wayside's Catalog Now Costs You Nothing!

Send for your FREE copy today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., 3620 Burpee Bldg.
West Grove, Pa. 19390

The Loveliness of all flowers—flowers that can grow at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. Write today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

THE GARDEN MALL

200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.
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The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.
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200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.

THE GARDEN MALL
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The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.
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200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.

THE GARDEN MALL

200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.

THE GARDEN MALL

200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.

THE GARDEN MALL

200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.

THE GARDEN MALL

200 Oak St., Shenandoah, Iowa 51601

The greatest of all flowers—flowers that can grown at home. Exquisite jewel-like colors. Nearly every bloom reaches perfection. Easy to grow in tub, pool or farm pond. We'll send today for your free copy of new, colorful 1970 catalog.

The seed is here:

Order Now! Shipped postpaid at peaktime.
So come early January, the really with-it gardener has sightedly ordered his catalogues and is spending his longer evenings shopping at his leisure. Most of these enticing lists of garden materials are free, but a few are so elaborate producers have to charge for them. They are worth every penny, however, and, in any case, you get your money back if place an order. In the pages of the catalogues, you will find this year’s newest varieties and hybrids rubbing elbows the plants you remember from the gardens of your childhood. And almost certainly you will have to consult the catalogues if you are looking for rarities. Today the seeds of all the enticing annuals and perennials are so well packaged that you can order now and have them ready for the very minute your garden says time for sowing. And the nurserymen sell plants by mail know precisely when to ship them so they can go into the ground at exactly the right moment. The nurserymen who want to earn extra cash in their spare time. Still another is that you have no competing gardeners bing down your neck as you often do in garden centers—petitions whose presence may panic you into over-hasty decisions. In the seclusion of your own home, you can decide you really want, and probably get better plants.

FREE
Stark Bro’s Catalog

Grow full-size apples, peaches, pears on Stark dwarf-size trees.

Trees no taller than a lilac bush bear giant-size apples, peaches, pears, cherries. Smallest spot in your yard becomes a rich, bountiful orchard of fresh fruit and beauty.

Send for your free catalog today. New Stark catalog features more than 400 varieties of fruit trees, shrubs, roses, shade trees, nut trees plus landscaping tips.

Men, Women Wanted
Introduce Stark nursery stock to your friends. We need men and women who want to earn extra cash in their spare time. Check the block for complete details FREE.

CANADIAN HEMLOCK

3 for $6.00 5 for $11.95 100 for $21.95

Burpee Seeds and Everything for the Garden

Enjoy in your garden flowers much larger, more colorful. Plant Burpee seeds, bulbs, plants, trees, shrubs. Have a rich outdoor floral display, armful for bouquets. Use new Burpee Hybrids!

FREE FLOWER BOOK

If you love flowers, we want you to have a free copy of the new Park Flower Book for 1970.

This catalogue lists and describes over 1,000 varieties of flower seed and plants—many rare kinds—all the new ones as well as the color varieties.

FREE FLOWER BOOK

Also seed of house and window plants. Book gives cultural directions, prone-uning index, germination table, lots of helpful information. Send a postcard today for your FREE FLOWER BOOK.

FREE FLOWER BOOK

GEORGE W. PARK SEED CO., INC.
Greenwood 113, S. C. 29646

FREE FLOWER BOOK

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., 3600 Burpee Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19132

Send Burpee Seed and Nursery Catalog FREE.

FREE SEEDS GROW

Burpee Seeds

Enjoy in your garden flowers much larger, more colorful. Plant Burpee seeds, bulbs, plants, trees, shrubs. Have a rich outdoor floral display, armful for bouquets. Use new Burpee Hybrids!
Twenty-one brand new building materials suitable for indoor or outdoor use

A few of the super fringe benefits

Leisure and storage

Almost always, it is the small, thoughtful details that make any room a nice place to come home to. In the Super Bath-Bedroom, a cushioned 13-foot-long window seat, above, makes a good place for morning coffee or watching television. Window, also 13 feet long, is hung with solid wood shutter covered in wallpaper. In bedroom area, an in-season closet, above, is stocked with pink and white garment bags and storage boxes made by Lasky Bros. & Elish of fabric by Cyrus Clark. Closets are covered with patterned wallpaper.

Exercise and storage

Macho side of the Super Bath makes provision for clothes and keeping fit. Fold-up and put-away exercise equipment fits neatly in the back of the closet. When in use, the slant-board works very well in the 4-foot-wide aisle. The white, 5-pound dumbbells are by Diversified Products. Along with hanging space, the closet has a semainier—a cabinet with a drawer for every day of the week. On the top shelf, the steam generator for steambath-shower takes up amazingly little space.
Because H&G wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from us. Please fill in the coupon below, circling the number of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order only. Please do not send stamps. H&G will do everything it can to see that your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

GARDENING

1. SPRING PLANTING garden subjects are described in Wayside Garden's 224-page full-color catalogue. Includes everything from annuals to trees. $2.

2. SEEDS PLUS garden aids are found in Burpee's new catalogue. Flower and vegetable seeds, bulbs, house plants, roses, fruits, berries, nuts, trees, shrubs, vines, and ground covers are offered.

3. THE FUTURE GREEN THUMBERS OF AMERICA will find this booklet from the Union Fork & Hoe Co. entertaining and educational. Written by Mel Lazarus after the popular comic strip "Miss Peach," it explains how to grow flowers, vegetables—and weeds! 25c.

4. 1970 SPRING FLOWER catalogue from George W. Park Seed Company contains over 3,000 varieties of flowers, including many rare, unusual blooms such as the Impatient Shady Lady and the Carefree Geranium.

5. IT BLOOMS FOR SIX MONTHS. A colorful ground cover called Penngift Crownvetch, requiring no care, is the specialty of H. J. Brusca Nursery. Full-color brochure shows possibilities.

6. LANDSCAPE BY MAIL—The Earl Ferry Nursery 1970 Planting Guide offers a mail-order landscape service plus a complete line of shrubs, trees, flowers, fruits, and vegetables.

7. HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW? With the help of the new Jackson & Perkins catalogue everything will be coming up roses! Four new varieties are featured in this full-color booklet.

8. HOME BEAUTIFICATION HELP from Inter-State Nurseries. Colorful mail-order catalogue shows what you and nature can do to make your home more beautiful. Also contains handy diagram on what and where to plant.

9. COMPLETE LANDSCAPING—evergreen and hardwood seedlings, landscaping shrubs, rhododendron, azaleas, ground covers, perennials, and container grown plants available with planting directions through full-color catalogue from Musser Forests.

10. LIVING FENCE of Red Glory Roses creates a hedge up to 6-feet high that blooms all summer, for every home from a bungalow to an estate. From Armstrong Nurseries, plants-by-mail.

BUILDING AND REMODELING

11. TIMBER! That's what this idea-filled booklet from Western Wood Products is all about. It presents great projects you can build yourself or have built for you. Transform an eyesore into a thing of beauty with imagination and Western Wood. 25c.

12. HUMIDITY AND YOU. Research Products Corp. offers an easy-to-understand brochure about relative humidity in the home. The dangers dry air presents to a family and home are explained, and there's a check list of questions to ask your heating dealer when selecting a humidifier.

13. PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR ELEGANT LIVING. 8-page, full-color folder from the Formica Corp. shows versatility and beauty of Formica® brand laminate throughout the home. Complete rooms and individual applications.
14. “SINKRONIZE” YOUR HOME with stainless steel sinks from Elkay. Stainless steel never limits color choices . . . doesn’t require hard scouring and bleaching. 48-page booklet is filled with new sink ideas for the entire home. 25¢.

15. DON’T BE A GARBAGE COLLECTOR. Informative booklet by In-sink-erator people tells what you should know about garbage disposers. Covers individual engineering and design features and explains installation possibilities.

16. THERE’S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO WASH A DISH. Brochure from the Maytag Co. answers oft-asked questions about dishwashers. Gives helpful information about loading, detergents, rinsing, additives, etc.

17. MAKE YOUR “DREAM KITCHEN” COME TRUE with the help of Reber’s Kitchen Planning Guide. Whether you’re building a new home or remodeling an old one, this illustrated booklet can help you achieve an attractive and practical kitchen.

18. BRIGHT IDEAS in paneling from Georgia-Pacific. 24-page guidebook presents many practical suggestions on how to choose and apply paneling for the home. Covers such vital subjects as style, color, texture, pattern, and floor plan. 50¢.

19. HAPPY HOUSE HUNTING! The American Wood Council presents a kit to aid you in making the best home-buying decision. Informative collection of booklets contains product information on names you rely on and look for in the houses you’ll be seeing. 1.50.

20. WHERE THE LIVING IS EASY. Handsome, full-color, 36-page book full of vacation home ideas. Features 88 imaginative, family-tested home designs by Lindal Cedar Homes. All are pre-cut, ready for quick, easy assembly. $1.

21. THE CELANESE HOUSE. Full-color workbook contains inspired home decorating ideas with Celanese fibers. Included are room arrangements, anatomy of furniture periods, points on how to care for and maintain fibers as well as sewing tips. $1.

22. TRY A CHANGE-OF-PACE VACATION at the Homestead in Utah. Colorful brochure of this country resort offers fun for all the family. Take your pick of swimming, golf, horseback riding, or bicycling.

--- ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS ---

January, 1970

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25¢ for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #1
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Enclose:
$____ for postage and handling of my request
$____ for booklets circled requiring payment
$____ is my total remittance

Offer expires 3/15/70

Name
MRS.
MISS
(PLEASE PRINT)

Address

City State Zip #

--- POTPOURRI ---

put color in your life with white

White has all you need to color your decorating. An array of the most stunning color finishes you can imagine. Rich, enchanting colors that enliven any room. The Lorraine IV Collection—including bedroom, dining room, and occasional pieces—is offered in your choice of 14 different custom finishes. To see the complete collection, send fifty cents for a brochure to White of Mebane, Dept. HG-1, Mebane, North Carolina 27302.

Mementos. Reposing on this handsome occasional table. A special place. For those quiet times. One of the many fine cabinet and upholstered pieces.

By Hickory Chair.

Books. And sometimes things.
Syrilay portable, TV, 8" diagonal picture, private listening earphone, top high x 9" wide, $130.

Closet 2:

- Cripes saltz pan, $25; omelet-pan, $20; open skillet, $15; sauce pan, $20; flame set with 12" tray, stand, and alcohol burner, $25; covered 3 qt. butter-casserole, $7; 4 stainless steel sauce pans with dome cover and bakelite handle from 1 qt. to 3 qt. capacities, $8.50-$12.50; stainless steel 3 qt. whisking tea kettle, $10; 6 cup "Regency" whisking tea kettle, $8. All by Revere Copper & Brass. Aluminum, columnar, 5 qt., $3.70. Copper-cored aluminum; spiral mold, 4 cup capacity, $1.70; fluted mold. 12 cup capacity, $3. All by Wear-Ever Aluminum. Tin recessed bottom mold, 1 qt. capacity, $3. Set of 4 tin fondant molds, largest 3 1/4". All by Harriet Amanda Chapman.

Closet 3:

- Basting spoon, $1.75; pancake turner, $1.75; ladle, $2.50; fork, $1.75; All by Ekko Housewares.
- Sauce tongs by Ecko, 1 qt. capacity, $3.50 at R. Alman Gourmet Dept., Fifth Ave. & 34th St., New York, N. Y., 10006.
- Copper espresso pot, $17 at Bazar de la Cuisine, 160 E. 55th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.

Closet 4:

- French colander of white porcelain, $10 at Williams-Sonoma, 576 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif., 94102.
- Covered sieve, $1.50; round sieve, $5; yellow wire cake cooler, $1.80. From Ross Havers.
- Food mill by Foley, 2 qt. capacity. $4.
- White duck ovenproof caserole, 3 qt. capacity, $11.50 at Hammerich Schlenmeyer, 145 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.
- Covered aluminum oven-proof caserole, 2 qt. capacity, $18 at Environmental Ceramics, 651 Howard St., San Francisco, Calif., 94105.
- Crockware 2 qt. loaf dish, $4; 2 qt. covered saucepan, $6; 1 1/2 qt. covered saucepan, $8; 1/2 qt. covered skillet, $7; 10 qt. covered skillet, $10; 4 qt. covered Dutch oven, $13. Crock Ware 2 qt. loaf dish, $4; 2 qt. covered saucepan, $6; 1 1/2 qt. covered saucepan, $8; 1/2 qt. covered skillet, $7; 10 qt. covered skillet, $10; 4 qt. covered Dutch oven, $13. Crock Ware 2 qt. loaf dish, $4; 2 qt. covered saucepan, $6; 1 1/2 qt. covered saucepan, $8; 1/2 qt. covered skillet, $7; 10 qt. covered skillet, $10; 4 qt. covered Dutch oven, $13.

Closet 5:

- Wire vegetable basket, $2.30 by Harriet Amanda Chapman.

Closet 6:

- Basketweave plastic tray, 19" x 20", $15.50 at Hammerich Schlenmeyer.
- Dansk Ironstone, "Blue Scroll" pattern from Fisher & Bruce Co.; salad plate, $1.75, tea cup and saucer, $2.50; at R. H. Stearns, Boston, Mass.
- Teak salad bowls by Ecko Industries, $7.50.
- Delphinian linen napkins by Lenox & Co., $1 each.

- Glass salt and pepper shakers, $5 at Tablierie, 1033 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021.
- "Colonial Shell" stainless flatware by Reed & Barton; 5 piece place setting, $10.50.
- Covered buffet caserole, 3 qt. capacity, $22, by Revere Copper & Brass.

Yellow closets:


- Keep-warm toaster by Hamilton Beach, $18.
- Mix-O-Matic 12 speed hand mixer by rival, $29.50
- Farberware broiler rotisserie of stainless steel, $50.
- Pyrex Store 'n See containers: 2 1/2 qt. jar, $2.15; 1 1/2 qt. jar, $1.80; 1 pint dry container, $1.30. Pyrex liquid measure cups: 8 oz., $6.50; 16 oz., $10; 32 oz. $1. All from Corning Glass.
- Set of 3 Revere stainless mixing bowls, 1, 2, and 3 qt. size, $7. Foley 5 cup sifter, $2.50.
- Cornish Blue 1 bowl pudding set, $7.50 at Hammerich Schlenmeyer.
- Kitchen knives by Henckels: kitchen carving, $5; bread knife, $6; grapefruit knife, $3.50; decorating knife, $5; tomato knife, $5; spreading knife, $4.25. All at Bloomingdale's.

Closet 7:

- Red velvet glass vase, $15; bowl, $27; pitcher, $14.50; at Georg Jensen.
- Glass vase, $24 at Bonnier's, 665 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022.
- Cheese plate by West Virginia Glass Specialty Co.; 9 oz. parfait, $1; 10 oz. sherbert, $1.25; cake saucer, $1.
- "Pappy" pattern Italian earthenware from R. F. Brodgear & Co., 5 piece place setting, $24, at Far Corners.
- Rectangular hot and cold servers, 3 compartments, $38.50. Round hot and cold server, 2 qt. capacity, $16.50. Ice bucket, 3 qt. capacity, $19.75. Tray and dome set, $15.25. All by Thermoware at Saks Fifth Ave., Fifth Ave., & 49th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.
- Orrefors crystal; hurricane lamp $20; wine bucket, $38; vase, $25; Bristol English Ironstone; "Scroll" pattern, 5 piece place setting, $85. All from Fisher & Bruce at R. H. Stearns, Boston, Mass.
- Nordic Ware, 6 piece server set, $9.
- Stainless steel hoes' dinner plate by Spring with 9 glass dishes, $90 at Tabliererie.
- Oak carving block with handles, 14 x 20", $22.50. Oak bar block, 7 square, $3. Both by Copo.
- Teak salad server with 9 bowls, $40. Teak serving spoon and fork, $2.75; at Ecko Industries at R. Alman.
- Corden china from Leninges, France: "Vivix Chine" pattern, 5 piece place setting, $37.50. "Montaigne Plaine" pattern crystal, 21 water goblets, $65.70; both at Baccarat, 55 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022.
- Sterling silver hollowware by Reed & Barton; Paul Revere bowl, 9" dia., $160; bread tray, 12 long, $55.50; "Dublin" gravy boat and tray, 8 oz., $95; "Chippendale" tray, 15 long, $180; tray, 14" dia., $105; pointi-ed antique waiter, 17" x 13", $1325; opera vegetable server, 10" long, $675; pointi-ed antique salt and pepper, high, $67.50; pointi-ed antique meat platter, 16" long, $265.

Closet 8:

- Decanter with stainless coaster, $1.50; Stainless martini pitcher, 48 oz., $10; 5 piece bar set on chrome and marble bar, $15. Plessiglass ice bucket with lac er cover, $31. All by Ecko Industries at R. Alman.
- Stainless steel cocktail shaker, $3.25. Chrome finish serving tongs, 9" long, $60. Both by Ecko Housewares.
- Glassware by West Virginia Glass Specialty Co.: 21 oz. tumbler, $1.95; 10 oz. tumbler, $3.; 10 oz. tumbler, $5; 8 oz. tumbler, $5.50; 10 oz. beer mug, $1.75.
- Vant sailing board of maple and wa- nit, $45 at Burdine's, 22 E. Flagle St., Miami, Fla., 33131.
- Do-it-yourself bottle rack of uphol- ished hardwood painted Re- Garden's Ultramarine Blue- Gun & Tackle Shop. 17 sq. Cleveland, Ohio.
New elegance from an old friend.

Jewel Boxes from Kleenex.

They look like they came from Tiffany’s or Cartier’s to go anywhere in your home. Five dazzling jewel box colors. Each beautiful enough to set off any room you set them out in. And look for an old friend to be popping up in them.
Blooming Colors

New collections of soft, fresh petal shades.

Nature's most beautiful colors—captured by Maybelline in three new eye shadow bouquets. Choose Peach Blossom, Pink Peony, or Daffodil. Each compact contains a highlighter, contour shade, and two soft petal shadows.

New Blooming Colors make your eyes more beautiful than nature ever could. Just blend, shade, and shape with the twin-tip applicator...and wear the most exciting colors he's ever laid eyes on. Blooming Colors, exclusively yours from...

Maybelline

The finest in eye-makeup, yet sensibly priced.